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THE ASBY PETREL, OCEANODROMA. HOMOCHROA, 
AT ITS BREEDING GROUNDS ON THE 
FAJ~ALLON ISLANDS, CALIFORNIA 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Farallon Islands are given as the type 
locality for the Ashy Petrel, Oceanodroma homochroa 
(Coues; 1864). Little of its biology has been studied, 
as information in the past has been limited to short 
period observations by visitors to off-shore islands 
along the California coast. Visitors of note were 
Cooper (1868)~ Bryant (1888), Blankinship (1892),, Barlow 
(1894)~ Kaeding (1903} 1 Emmerson (1904) 1 Dawson (1911)~ 
Howell (1917 a and b)~ Loomis (1918)~ Thoresen (1960)., 
and Bowman (1961). 
The aim of this investigation is to provide a 
more detailed examination of the Ashy Petrel's breeding 
biology on the Farallon Islands, especially the growth 
of the chick, the pre~egg period, the post-egg period, 
and behavior•-
Other common names used for this petrel have 
been Black Petrel, Lesser Black Petrel, A.shy Fork-tailed 
Petrel, and coues Petrel (Grinnell and Miller~ 1944). 
synonyms are Cymochorea homochroa, Cymochorea monorhis 
homochroa, and Oceanodro:ma socorroensis. 
Grinnell and Miller (1944) state that this petrel 
is fairly common along the coast in spring and summer, 
at least locally, and that the earliest and latest 
records were April 8 and November 16. 
The A.shy Petrel spends most of its life over the 
water, coming to land at night to breed. 
The Ashy Petrel is distributed off the California 
coast with known breeding stations (Grinnell and ¥dller, 
op. cit.) on the Farallon Islands, San ¥dguel Island and 
Santa Cruz Island. There are records for Monterey Bay, 
the sea near the Santa Barbara Islands, Point Reyes, 
Marin County 1 Smuggler's Cove, San Clemente Island:, San 
Diego County~ San Francisco Bay, and two young stray 
birds found in San Francisco (Orr, 1944). 
This study was conducted on the Farallon Islands,, 
specifically the southeastern part as shown on the map 
of the south Farallon Island, Figure 1, latitude 37° 42 1 
North, longitude 123° 00 1 1 11 West. 
2 
Birds were marked by using u.s. Fish and Wildlife 
Service aluminum bands and a combination of plastic color 
bands on the legs. The tips of the primaries and outer 
rectrices were also daubed with colored model airplane 
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Map of. the Farallon Islands. 
3 
disturbing the birds. This allowed easy recognition of 
the nester through cracks in the rocks so that most of 
the time the bird was unaware of being obserV'ed. To 
check for eggs the bird was gently lifted with a stick 
as Davis (1957) had done with the storm Petrel. 
This study was begun in the field on March 17 to 
April 2, 1964; and continued from June 2 to September 9, 
1965~ with some informational field material obtained by 
Richard Tenaza during July, 1966. It involved 816 hours 
of study of 269 individual nests, 108 chicks~ and 184 
eggs. The author built 40 rock nests., 12 of which were 
used by singers and unemployed birds but never had eggs 
laid in themr 8 had eggs laid in them but were never 
hatchedr 18 nests produced chicksr 2 nests were never 
used. Of the 269 nests 45 were never used for any pur-
pose. All observational work was done in the field. 
II. METHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
Many methods used by others, such as those of 
Lockley (1942), were tried in observing activities in 
the nesting burrow. However, the birds did not react 
normally and deserted quite often. Only by observa-
tions through a crack under a windowsill in one of the 
buildings was feeding observed. A lamp was set up out-
side the building to shine through this area so that 
the birds could be watched. 
Nest boxes were made with artificial wooden bur-
rows for entrances and removable lids. These were 
placed in nesting areas which the author had observed 
being used in 1964. Many rocky fences were worked over 
to form nest chambers, with openings left through which 
to observe, and a removable rock left on top for access 
to the nest. This provided minimum disturbance to the 
birds. Even a short piece of sewer pipe, blocked at 
one end, was used by one bird in which to nest. The 
nest boxes served well for the 1965 season but when ex-
amined in the 1966 season, many had collapsed from the 
dampness of a winter season. Most of the boxes and 
rebuilt rock nests were used by the petrels. some of 
these nests were placed in areas where nest sites were 
not naturally available. 
5 
Temperatures were taken by a portable, battery.-
powered multichannel thermister thermometer manufao-:.. 
tured by the Yellow-Springs Instruments Company. The 
temperatures were read to the nearest 0.1°F. Deep body 
or core temperatures and cloacal temperatures were 
taken with a plastic-sheathed thermister probe inserted , 
into the esophagus or into the stomach or cloaca. 
Weights were taken with a triple beam balance 
enclosed and protected from the wind in a specially made 
case with a transparent plexiglass window. A bubble 
level was attached to the floor of the box. 
Nests were found in various ways. Some were lo-
cated by their obvious musty odor. Some petrels were 
observ·ea entering nests and others were found in con-. 
structed nests as previously mentioned. Rock piles and 
rock walls were dug through and revealed nests and still 
others were found from observations made through cracks 
in the walls and floors of certain buildings. 
Weather information was supplied by the F'arallon 
Island Weather Station, personal observations, and by 
the United States National Weather Records Centert 
~sheville1 North Carolina. 
6 
Certain symbols are used repeatedly in this paper: 
E--egg only present, A'--adult incubating egg during day, 
Ab--adult brooding chick, F--fledged, G--chick gone, 
A--adult alone during day, s--singer (after sunset and 
before dawn), N--nothing at nest in daytime, 2A.--two 
adults present in daytime, 2S--duetters present (after 
sunset and before dawn unless indicated otherwise), 
ED--egg deserted, EDB--egg deserted and buried, EBD-~ 
egg broken and deserted, C--chick present, D--dead 
chick, NF--not followed, DiF--died in a fire. 
Several hours of tape recordings were taken and 
sonograms made from some of these on a Sonograph made 
by the Kay Electric company. The baseline on these 
sonograms was slightly abov·e zero and at 80 cycles per 
second (see Figure 2). Horizontal readings indicate 
time duration in seconds and the vertical line to the 
left establishes the frequency. 
When natural burrows were found with birds in-
cubating eggs in them,, they were rebuilt, without dis-
turbing the resident, so that observations could be 
made through a hole or by the lifting of a stone so 
7 
that the least disturbance possible was offered the nest-
ing bird. If disturbed too much, especially during the 
early stage of incubation, the nester soon deserted the 
egg. 
Since electricity was available, an Esterline 
Angus twenty channel recorder was used to record visits 
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Figure 2. Sonogram of sky-calling. Frequency is indicated 
on the vertical line and duration on the horizontal 
line. Sky-calls are between: 2.1 to 4.5 seconds1 8.2 
to 9.5 secondst 11.6 to 12.6 secondst 13.8 to 14.8 
seconds. 
In the entrances to these burrows were placed home-made 
contact switches to close the circuits and record the 
entering and departing of birds associated with the 
burrow. The switch was constructed so that the weight 
of the bird closed the circuits. The recorder was 
turned on before dusk and was turned off after sunrise. 
Measurements of growth were tal<en as follows: 
head, toe, and tarsus measurements with calipers to the 
tenth of a millimeterr wing,, tail,, and total length 
measurements with a plastic millimeter ruler to the 
nearest millimeter. 
9 
A definition of measurements is as follows, most 
definitions being adapted from Baldwin (1931): Eye--
from tip of bill to .center of pupil; CUlmen--exposed 
culmen from tip of bill to beginning of pore area (point 
at which tips of feathers of forehead impinge upon the 
culmen)r Gape--from tip of maxilla to corner of mouth 
openingr Nares--tip of bill to nare openingr Wing Ex-
tent or Open Wing--from juncture with body to tip of 
longest primaryr Wing Bend--from juncture with body to 
wrist jointr Wing Foided--from wrist joint to tip of 
longest primary (cord of folded wing)r Total Length--
tip of bill to longest rectricer Tail Long--from where 
sheath appears to the tip of the longest outside featherr 
10 
Tail Short--from where the sheath appears to the tip of 
the inner tail featherr Tarsus--from the middle point of 
the joint on the inside between the tibia and metatarsus 
to the edge of the lower scute on the front of the junc-
tion of the metatarsus with the base of the middle toe 
(Baldwin, 193l)r Toes--measured on the dorsal surface 
from their base at the metatarsal joint to the distal 
end of each claw. 
Measurements on control chicks were taken only 
on days 12, 24, 36, and sometimes 48 (Appendix A, 
Table I). 
some of the terms used in this paper have been 
borrowed from Richdale (1950) since certain behavior 
of the albatross seems similar to that of the Ashy Pet-
rel. Terms that have been borrowed and/or adapted from 
Richdale are sky-calling, visiting, and the following: 
Non-breeding bird is a bird which 11 has not shared 
in the production of an egg that season." 
unattached bird is a non-breeding bird which is 
not associated with another bird. 
unemployed bird is one which 11 at the time an ob-
servation is made, is without egg or chick when other 
birds are so employed. Such a bird may have possessed 
an egg or chick which has been lost, and is therefore 
not a true non-breeder. An unemployed bird may also be 
a true non-breeding bird. 11 
Davis (1957) states that in 1954 out of eighty 
nests, 48 per cent contained birds which were breeding, 
in 1955, out of seventy-three nests, 52 per cent were 
used, and in 1956.1 out of the fifty-five nests~ 65 per 
cent had breeding birds occupying them so that most of 
the above definitions would fit into the ineffective 
category, or birds that did not reproduce offspring. 
11 
III. ENVIRONMENT 
South Farallon Island contains little variety in 
vegetation with about 25 to 30 species of native and 
introduced herbs. There were only three trees on this 
island, two Monterey cypresses, Cupressus macrocarpa, 
and one small bent Monterey pine, Pinus radiata. How-
ever the spring rains and the fog produced a luxuriant 
cover of herbaceous plants consisting, for the most 
part, of Sonchus oleraceus, ~nagalis arvensis, Montia 
perfoliata, Spergularia macrotheca, Erodium botrys, 
along with a mixture of grasses such as Hordeurn 
stebbinisii, Hordeurn murinum, Festuca megalura, and 
Polypogon ~- Baeria maritima, a herbaceous annual, 
formed up to a two-foot growth over most parts of the 
island and blocked most of the petrels• nests in March. 
The introduced grasses and weeds found on the island 
were there probably as a result of past inhabitation 
of the island (see Blankinship, 1892) when gardens were 
planted. During the summer months rain was rare and 
most of the spring vegetation became dried and browned. 
I sometimes found the salamander Aneides lugubris 
farallonensis in nests in the early spring. One was 
electrocuted on one of the switches in a burrow as it 
entered, and shorted the switch. 
12 
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Mammals inhabiting or visiting the island while 
I was present were the California sea lion, Zalophus 
californianus, the Northern sea lion, Eumetopias jubata, 
the Elephant seal, Mirounga angustirostris, the rabbit, 
Oryctolagus cuniculus, and migrating hoary bats, ~~ 
urus cinereus. 
The island is predominantly granitic with a 
liberal distribution of granitic boulders, the whole 
being dominated by a lighthouse 343 feet above sea 
level. Fissures in base rocks were filled with gran-
itic conglomerate and the soil was composed of granite 
and guano (Blankinship, 1892). The nearest mainland is 
Point Reyes, approximately 24 miles to the north. The 
island is apparently a continuation of a ridge extend-
ing out to sea from Point Reyes. The island's shore-
line is about 50 feet abov·e sea level, preventing easy 
access to the island. Other levels indicating former 
shorelines are recognized by caves and arches higher up 
on the island. I also found two or three small gravel 
and sand beaches. 
Ruins of former habitation by Russian sealers, 
original residents, and the army during World War II 
are scattered about the island. Debris along the few 
sandy stretches of beach have been used as nesting 
places for birds (Dawson, 1911). 
The bird population has been described by Bowman 
(1961) and about one hundred species of vagrant and 
migrant land birds have been recorded by Tenaza (1967). 
I found other birds directly affecting the petrels to 
be the Western Gull, Larus occidentalis, and the 
Cassin' s ~"\uklet, Ptychoramphus aleutica; populations. 
Most of the petrels were found concentrated in the 
southeastern pa.rt of the island where gulls were not 
nesting due to proximity of buildings and work areas 
and because of the abundance of rock walls in the area. 
I found both Leach's and Ashy Petrels using the rock 
walls and rocky areas around the various buildings. 
Petrels also burrowed or nested in open areas and cre-
v·ices under the concrete walks. 
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IV. GENERAL BEHAVIOR 
Socializing 
My observations indicated that socializing con-
sisted of birds stimulated to react to or become part 
of: aerial courting, sky-calling, aerial activity, and 
visiting. I observed socializing taking place in the 
air, on the ground, or in the burrow. Initiation of 
socializing may start with the bird being activated by 
such things as; crowing, partial duetting, sky-calling 
in the air and on the ground, and probably in some 
cases certain portions of duetting, coition, and pos-
sibly shadowy forms of auklets and other birds on the 
ground. Fisher and Lockley (1954) indicate the social 
aspect of sea-birds when they say "••• often the unto-
ward mova.~ent of one of the partners as the pair sit or 
stand near the nest will start the other, or neighbours, 
displaying or calling or both. Any movement within the 
colony is stimulating." 
My observations indicated that most birds on the 
island seemed to take part in socializing at some time, 
including unemployed birds, unattached birds, non-
breeders, and occasionally an incubating bird (see 
Appendix D, Observation l). Davis (1957) mentions a 
large number of birds having no breeding responsibilities 
15 
during all or most of the season, which he called 
ineffective birds. He listed these as 11 pre-breeders 
{immatures, perhaps nearly all of one age group), the 
other non-breeders (very small number of mature birds 
which do not breed), and the failed breeders (birds 
which have lost or deserted their egg or chick). 11 He 
continued by saying most acquire burrows of their own. 
16 
I observed that socializing displays were 
especially noticeable in between two of the buildings 
and along the lighted walks where many parties or groups 
displayed. My observations indicated that two to sev-
eral birds became involved. The birds were seen to fly 
in circles., and were heard to sky-call interspersed 
with chasings and landings on sidewalks or near burrows. 
I heard sky-calling from most birds when they landed. 
Some birds were observed rising on their tarsi to face 
and follow an especially low-flying bird~ {the A.shy Pet-
rel, as with many other petrels; was found to shuffle 
along on bent tarsi). I saw other birds running about 
on the ground with uplifted wings, rasping and/or sky-
calling to.other birds present. Circling birds were 
seen swooping to within a foot or so of the ground and 
some would come low enough to patter, flutter with dan-
gling legs, or hover above the ground but not to land. 
In this display I noticed that the circles were 
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generally large and the birds sped and undulated through 
the air. 
Objects which cast shadows, such as an auklet sit-
ting on the ground, a stuffed petrel, or other shadows; 
would often be enough to initiate aerial displays and 
socializing. 
Observations 2 to 7 in Appendix D give actual 
displays of socializing. 
Visiting 
Richdale (1950) gives a definition for visiting 
among the Albatross as: "When a bird joins (1) a party 
of birds (2) a pair together, whether a mated pair or 
a non-breeding pair (3) two single birds together 
without any connection with each other (frequently two 
males) or (4) a single bird not its mate, the phenom-
enon of visiting occurs." 
18 
Visits are generally of short duration. The fol-
lowing are some instances in which I observed visiting 
among Ashy Petrels. Males were sometimes found spend-
ing short periods at a nest, crowing and attracting 
visitors (dissected and sexed as males) while waiting 
for the female to arrive. Visits to a courting pair of 
birds or a non-breeding pair by another bird were occa-
sionally noticed. In one nest a female was found visit-
ing another female, whether they were breeders or non-
breeders I could not determine. Richdale•s first state-
ment as listed above I would include with the section on 
Socializing as far as the Ashy Petrel is concerned. 
Fisher and Lockley (1954) state that "visiting" 
by unemployed birds is a "habit of the courtship period 
of tubenoses up to the time of the laying of the single 
egg. 11 As egg-laying time approached I perceived the 
A.shy Petrel showing less tolerance toward visitors. 
Davis (1957) found established breeding Storm 
Petrels visiting strange burrows but a visitor was 
never found in a nest after egg-laying. 





Richdale•s term is used here but his description 
of this display has been altered to describe the display 
of the Ashy Petrel since the Ashy Petrel is a burrow 
nester, rather than an open nester. The Ashy Petrel•s 
sky-call was indistinguishable from the crow but was 
used for socializing purposes, especially in the air and 
on the ground as opposed to the crow from the burrow. 
The crow seemed to be a song of masculinity directed 
toward the female but also apparently stimulating aerial 
activity. However, the occurrence was similar to Rich-
dale• s. Dawson (1923) seems to indicate that this call 
for the Ashy Petrel, which he called a 11 saucy crowing 
note11 , was a challenge 11 uttered a-wing" or on a rock. 
He also described the sound as 11 Petteretterell 11 , being 
lighter and sharper than Beal•s Petrel. He felt it was 
given by the male only. 
I found that a sky-call: 
(a) would be given by a bird on the ground sky-
calling to others flying overhead. 
(b) for no apparent reason would be given by a lone 
bird on the ground surface or in the burrow when no other 
bird seemed near. 
(c) would be given when a bird landed after or dur-
ing aerial activity. 
(d) may be given by two or more birds, together 
whether of the same sex or not, mated or not, above 
ground, or in a burrow (not necessarily a successful 
nest site). 
(e) may be given by parents prior to feeding their 
chick. 
(f) may be given when a movement among rocks or a 
disturbance near a nest occurs. This sky-call may be 
heard from the chick or from the adult present at the 
nest or nearby. Warham (1956) found that footstep 
vibrations caused Great-winged Petrels (Pterodroma 
macroptera) ·to call. 
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I found that birds moved around frequently dur-
ing both nighttime and daytime in the rock piles and 
fences. The sky-call was heard most often during aerial 
activity and socializing. Much of the calling by Great-
winged Petrels was given in the air, according to Warham 
(op. cit.), and came from unemployed birds. I would 
add that an incubating Ashy Petrel relieved of its 
incubation activities was found sky-calling and involved 
in aerial activity. 
Although not termed sky-call, Ainslie and Atkinson 
(1937) list a basic phrase followed by three variations 







I feel these would be fairly equivalent sounds for the 
Ashy Petrel as well. 
Figure 2 shows the sonogram for the sky-call in . 
conjunction with aerial activity. 
Figure 3 shows sky-calling in aerial activity in 
response to duetters (apparently unemployed birds since 
they never established a nest) which had just occupied 
a space under a pair of steps and had begun to duet 
about ten minutes before this tape was made • 
. one nest which I had built involved sky-calling 
(see Observation ll, Appendix D) as one of the first 
22 
formalities in the establishment of a nest. This became 
a successful nest. 
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Figure 3. sonogram of sky-calling over a nest in response 
to duetters. The sequence is as follows: 0.2 to 1.8 
seconds a sky-call: 2.7 to 3.,8 seconds a sky-call: 
6.,7 to 8.3 a sky-call: undetermined background calls 
from a.s to 23.8 seconds: 23.9 to end of sonogram, 
duetting. 
Aerial Activity 
Circling birds frequently sky-called and flew in 
circles, wheeling and twisting over sections of the 
nesting grounds. This was the aerial part of social-
izing. The numbers participating were from two to 
many. Socializing and aerial activities were an out-
come of the highly social tendancy of petrels. 
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Figure 4 shows the sounds produced by sky-callers 
in aerial activity, in response to duetters beginning 
their duet after they arrive. A visitor is attempting 
to enter the burrow. 
Ainslie and Atkinson (1937) term this aerial 
activity as 11 night flighting 11 • Wingate (1964) noticed 
paired flights of the Black-capped Petrel (Pterodroma 
hasitata) and 11 tight groups of birds 11 of up to six 
individuals uttering "ecstatic" calls. 
warham (1958) suggests ,·that circling activities 
are an apprenticeship for young Shearwaters flying over 
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Figure 4. sonogram of various calls and songs. The 
sequence is as follows: o.o to 2.4 seconds faint duet-
ting superimposed by a sky-call: 2.6 to 8.4 seconds · 
sky-calls with rasping bird nearby (3.6 to 3.9 sec-
onds, 5.7 to 6.4 seconds)r duetting from 8.5 to 16.9 
seconds, (11.3 to 11.7 seconds rasps: 12.8 to 13.0 ·and 
15.5 to 15.7 seconds the quoo-00-00 sound). · 
Aerial courting 
Aerial courting was seen by the author to be a 
wheeling, circling chase by two birds which were sky-
calling. Once another bird was seen to join in the 
flight. The birds landed, chased, fluttered, and some-
times ended the activity by just sitting on the ground 
near each other, for a few minutes, only to fly off and 
continue the chase. I saw one of the pair, in several 
instances, nibble the feathers of the other bird's head 
when they landed. Partial duetting was sometimes heard 
both in the air and on the ground. I observed a couple 
of instances of aerial courting to end in coition. 
Fisher and Lockley (1954) mention that they feel some 
form of courtship is carried on while flying as well as 
in the nest, as they noticed this pursuit of the other 
bird. oav·is (1957) noticed that one Storm Petrel often 
pursued others, sometimes within six inches of its tail. 
Warham (1956) feels that much of the aerial activity was 
by males pursuing females. 
Observations 12 to 16 in Appendix D give several 
descriptions of aerial courting. 
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I have separated aerial courting from socializing 
and aerial activity, in which it could have been involved, 
on the assumption that these two activities (socializing 
and aerial activity) lead to aerial courting by pairs 
which are preparing to breed. It seemed to differ in 
the intensity of the flight, the number of landings, 
use of partial duetting, and contacts. 
27 
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Clicking or Snapping 
Several flying adults were heard to give sharp 
clicks as they passed. On a pitch black night the birds 
could be seen only when they came very close. Two of 
these birds collided with the author who was lying on 
the ground. Others came within approximately two feet 
and then were heard to click and pull up into a sort of 
stall. Six adults and several chicks were heard giving 
this sound from the burrow during the day. 
Other writers have heard clicks given by other 
birds. Adult clickings or snappings were heard from 
the: Royal Albatross (Richdale, 1950), sooty Albatross, 
Light-mantled Albatross, and wandering Albatross (Murphy, 
1936), and chick clickings from the Laysan Albatross 
(Hadden, 1941),, and Wandering Albatross (Falla, 1937). 
Richdale (op. cit.) feels it is a reaction against human 
intruders, with which I am inclined to agree. 
Other sounds made by the Ashy Petrel are mentioned 
under Chick Feedings. 
Threat and Attack 
In a threat, one or both birds were seen to move 
toward each other with upraised wings as seen in Figure 
S(E). The body is lifted off the ground as the bird 
shuffles or half runs and half flies at the other bird. 
Threat could be confused with aerial courtship 
since the birds were often seen to approach each other 
in a similar fashion. Attack was quite common when 
birds were incubating and the bird abov·e ground 
threatened and attacked birds attracted to the incu-
bating bird's calls. It was noticed that a threat 
generally involved annoyance raspings. The mate drove 
these would-be v·isitors away. It seemed that birds 
landing possibly mistook the partial duetting and crow-
ing from the nest as that of the mate in a nest close 
by and were thus tolerated. These birds were at times 
seen to join in the attack on the intruder. They were 
observed thereafter travelling away from the area in 
search of their own nests and entering them, or flying 
away. 
Richdale (1950), writing of aggression, suggests 
that it is not necessarily a dispute over a piece of 
territory but is over 11 an actual or potential sex part-
ner" and "protecting its •property' from possible 
29 
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Figtlre 5~ Copulation and threat situation0 A 0 B0 and c are birds 
involved in copulation~ C is a visiting male. E 1$ a bird in 





appropriation by a potential rival" which is its mate or 
potential mate, although in defending its partner, terri-
tory may also be defended. Tinbergen (1939) states 
"fighting before and during the \formation of sexual 
bonds serves to secure objects or situations that are 
indispensable for reproduction." Tinbergen (1936) indi-
cates that a sex partner is more important than terri-
tory, causing :much 1J1free fighting. 11 
Actual contact during attack was rare but did 
occur (see Observations 17 to 22 in Appendix D). 
Davis (1957) found that Storm Petrels did not 
def end their burrows in the pre-egg stage. 
Richdale {1943a) mentions a situation in which 
one 'Whi te.;.,faced storm Petrel fixed its bill firmly into 
the rump of another Storm Petrel. When the bird freed 
itself a chase ensued. My observation 22 in Appendix D 
is of another actual contact by bills. This involved a 
bird near its burrow attacking an interloper. 
I observed an instance with the A.shy Petrel in 
which one bird was partial duetting and crowing in a bur-
row. Another bird was seen plunging at grass and pulling 
it out in an area immediately surrounding the entrance to 
the burrow. It is possible that the bird in the nest was 
an interloper and the action by the bird outside was a 
displacement reaction. 
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War ham ( 195 8) noticed such an action in the Shear-
wa ter {Puffinus carneipes) and called it a displacement 
activity due to the presence of an intruder. 
Tinbergen (1936 and 1940) states that displace-
ment activities are elicited from situations where an 
external stimulus link is missing in a chain sequence, 
i.e.: preliminary courtship is not foliliowed by coition1 
when the goal of a drive is satisfied so quickly as to 
leave a surplus of energy (an antagonist suddenly dis-
appears or coition is suddenly consummated)1 when two 
antagonistic driv·es are simultaneously aroused (to flee 
or defend). 
Grass pulling in gulls is mentioned by Tinbergen 
(1960), 11 ••• the thwarted fighting urge, or the combina-
tion of thwarted fighting urge and thwarted flight,, find 
an outlet partly through displacement nest-building and 
partly through true fighting activities., the latter 
being superimposed on the displacement activities1 and 
directed not at the potentially dangerous opponent but 
at the harmless nest material." 
The author found that as the courtship.-bond in 
the A.shy Petrel became stronger, other birds (intruders) 
were attacked more often. This bond was strong about 
nine days before the birds at nest J74 began incubating. 
Nest J74 had the 
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(All items listed 1 including nest checks (N) 1 were day-
time observations). 
My observations (see Appendix D) indicate that 
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these mates gave little tolerance to intruders beginning 
on the 23rd of June. Other observations found a female 
partial duetting and crowing. Its mate landed and drov·e 
away the sky-callers around the burrow. Another obser-
vation indicated that a claimed burrow seemed to be 
defended by one of its occupants. 
Fisher and Lockley (1954) indicate that 11 threat 
attitudes, involving the use of the bill, raising of the 
neck feathers, and often wing play, can be traced to the 
behaviour of the growing chick when it first defends 
itself from its nest-mates or other rivals or enemiesr 
these threat attitudes become incorporated in, or 
adapted to, the courts~ip display. 11 
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Murphy (1936) mentions unemployed wandering Alba-
trosses involv·ed in threats, fights, and squabbles. This 
behavior was most noticeable after the start of incuba~ 
tion by the other albatrosses. Richdale (1950) feels 
this is an indication of the greater importance of a 
sex-partner rather than territorial claims. 
Since the Ashy Petrel had such a long breeding 
cycle with a scattering of activity at both ends, unem-
ployed birds were present during courtship, egg-laying, 
incubation, and brooding of breeding birds. In many 
other tubenoses these periods seem to have a fairly 
definite beginning and ending. 
One could deduce that threat attitudes are common 
among the Ashy Petrel not only by unemployed birds but 
by courting birds, and to a lesser extent by incubating 
birds or their partners. Indications of sexual defence 
seem fairly common. Limited territorial defence of the 
area around the burrow seems probable. 
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Searching 
Searching was different from aerial courting and 
socializing since it involved one bird. Birds coming to 
the nest for nest relief, or visiting their mates, gen-
erally circled and passed over the nesting site many 
times, sometimes landing momentarily to circle again. 
The term also applies to those birds which were search-
ing for suitable sites among the rocks, walks, and walls 
for a burrow. On two occasions searching birds crawled 
over the author in their search. They were silent,. busy 
little shadows teetering back and forth as they rested 
between searchings. While flying over a likely site 
they would flutter like a large moth as they skittered 
along the ground, or they would hover with vibrating 
wings only to fly off again. If coming for a nest relief 
they sometimes crowed as they went into the burrow, or, 
when the chick was older, made a silent approach and 
nest exchange. seven Observations (23 to 29) of search-
ing are given in Appendix D. 
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Physical Contacts 
Adults brooding young were seen to run their bills 
up and down the chick's neck. These nibbles often caused 
the chick to 'scream•. After doing this the chick was 
placed under the adult by straddling it and tucking it 
in with the bill. Then the adult seemed to become con-
vulsed with burps, and made faint 'kwok 1 sounds several 
times. 
I observed two instances in which two birds had 
bill contact during a sky-calling sequence. Twice, two 
aerial courting birds, after landing, nibbled each 
other's necks and there were three instances of birds 
(two of these during aerial courting) in which one bird 
was holding on to the rump or tail of the other bird as 
they flew. In one instance duetters sparred with their 
bills during the daytime in a nest. These Observations 
(30 to 36) are listed in Appendix D. 
Lockley (1930} mentions that Manx Shearwaters 
wrestle together, caress and/or grasp each other's beaks. 
Warham ( 1956) mentions one Great-winged Petrel 
preening its mate's head, neck, and the front edge of 
its folded wing. These birds were an eggless pair. 
This same pair also fenced with their bills. warham did 
not believe this led to mating. Witherby, et al (1940) 
noticed that nibbling,, billing,, and feints of attack 
with bills were frequent among pairs of Fulmar Petrels, 
11 sometimes leading to actual interlocking of bills and 
a short struggle. 11 He goes on to say that a third 
Fulmar Petrel may join in and that this display is not 
purely sexual. 
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Fisher and Lockley (1954) state that "in order 
for sea-birds to become intimate, the bills, and in 
order to copulate,, the bodies, must be brought together." 
By doing this, these birds have made intimate contact 
and coition follows and the barrier between male and 
female disappears. They further state that all sea-
birds use the bill unconsciously, in preening motions, 
fondling, etc.,, copying the "familiar movements of feed,.;., 
ing and. being fed as chicks. 11 
My observations indicate that Fisher and Lockley• s 
statement also applies to the ~shy Petrel. 
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Copulation 
Fiv·e instances of copulation were observed by the 
author and are listed in Appendix D (37 to 41). Briefly, 
some of these are: (1) Three birds were side by side 
with heads pointing the same way (Figure S, A.,B,C). 
One bird mounted another bird twice. (2) Two birds 
were involved. One of the birds mounted the other, 
flew up, circled, landed, and remounted. (3} Two cir-
cling birds landed, giving recognition rasps while having 
wings uplifted. The female waggled her head at the male. 
Both continued rasping. The female approached the male 
and he grasped her bill. They fluttered about and the 
male mounted the female. Upon examination of the female 
I found a fully developed egg in the oviduct. (4) Dur-
ing socializing behavior two birds were seen to be 
together. One bird fluttered about on the sidewalk with 
upraised wings. The other bird landed and tried to hang 
on to the first bird with its bill as it mounted. 
Witherby, et al (1940) mentions that the neck of 
the female may or may not be held on to by the male 
during .coition. Roberts ( 1940) has little doubt that 
copulation in the Wilson's Petrel occurs within the nest. 
The only copulation that I observed in the Ashy 
Petrel was above ground. The author strongly feels that 
some copulation may take place in the burrow since 
activity there was great at times. However, observa-
tions of most activities in the nest or burrow were 
difficult to obtain at night. 
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Copulation by a pair of Ashy Petrels sometimes 
seemed to be not only involvement of the pair but could 
(1) include a visitor. Richdale (1950) states that 
11 J?airs attuned for coition, whether mated or not, tend 
to attract visitors", especially males. (2) Socializers 
and those occupied in aerial activity sometimes received 
a visitor (Richdale, 1950--see Aerial Activity) mostly 
during the pre ... egg stage. Figure 5 1 A,B,c shows copu-
lation involving a v·isitor. 
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collisions 
On June 22 I observed several petrels flying into 
lamp posts, one hitting the shade on the lamp. Another 
bird flying low over the rock pile was seen to collide 
with a sow thistle and fell fluttering to the ground, 
then flew away. 
On June 24 two mid-air collisions were observed. 
In both instances the birds fell but recovered and flew 
away. On anot;her evening recordings were being made of 
duetters. A bird which had circled 11 times in two min-
utes collided twice with the author. 
A collision also occurred between excited birds 
when I put a stuffed petrel under a light on the side-
walk. These birds began circling and sky-calling over 
the stuffed specimen and one of them collided with 
another bird which had joined them. 
A,inslie and Atkinson (1937) often heard Leach's 
Petrels colliding and once saw two collide head on. 
Dawson (1923} heard Leach's Petrels 11 clashing 
wings with their fellows and now and then colliding with 
such a force that they fell down in the grass." 
Williamson (1948) regarded collisions as part of 
the behavior of Leach's Petrels. 
I am inclined to think that the collisions I 
observed were the result of blinding lights, excitement, 
and possibly the confined dark breeding area to which 
the birds were unaccustomed. 
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Crow 
I found that the crow was usually given from the 
burrow and possibly occurred in aerial courting. M~st 
of the time it had a 11 come hither 11 appeal to those 
flying above and was released as a readiness urge. 
The crow generally attracted birds or a bird to aerial 
activity and socializing or visiting. It seemed to me 
that when the crows were uttered early in the breeding 
cycle the birds uttering them showed a readiness to be 
visited; 0 but as the cycle advanced and a pair-bond with 
the female was established, the crow was then inter-
mingled with longer snatches of partial duetting and 
even recognition rasps to those approaching them. The 
crow was functionally used in courtship as opposed to 
the social function of the sky-call. The crow could be 
elicited from some birds in burrows by passing shadows 
over the burrow entrances. 
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I suggest that the crows, partial duets, and duets 
were strong ways of attracting the attention of other 
birds (probably the mate) and announcing ownership as 
Davis (1957) says of the Storm Petrel, "The song appears 
to serve a dual function of announcing ownership and 
attracting· the notice of other birds. This attrac-
tion seems a powerful Qne, and strange ones, even 
established breeders from other nests, may often be at 
the entrance of a burrow where a bird is singing ••• " 
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Figure 6 shows crows from the burrow interspersed 
with recognition rasps and duets. Two birds were present 
during this pre-egg incident. An egg was laid seven days 
later at this nest. 
I felt that these sounds (i.e. the rasps and 
unsynchronized duets ending in crows) were "get 
acquainted" sounds. When unsynchronized, the duet 
seemed to end with a frustration song or rasp. Possibly 
the birds need to synchronize the rhythm before they are 
ready to mate. 
The bird crowing in the burrow was always found 
to be a male. Males found crowing and partial duetting 
in burrows had testes measurements of: 5.6 x 5.4 rrun. I 
5.1 x 2.5 mm..,, 4.3 x 2.5 mm." 4.7 x 3.6 mm., 5.5 x 
5.4 rmn., 5.6 x 4.8 mm., 5.6 x 5.4 nun., and 5.4 x 3.7 
:mm. ~gain partial duetting and crowing seemed to indi-. 
cate a readiness on the part of the male to mate. 
Richdale (1950} thinks that Royal Albatrosses are 
already mated at sea and the males arrive before the 
females as an urge for coition. He also states, 11 It 
is biologically necessary for the male to be ready for 
coition at all times ••• to copulate with the female 
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Figure 6. sonogram of crowing. The sequence is as follows: 
O.l to 2.4 seconds a partial duet ending with a crow 
(2.6 to 3.1 seconds): 4.7 to 5.3 seconds, 6.4 to 7.4 
seconds, 8.2 to 8.7 seconds, 9.0 to 9.3 seconds, 10.0 
to 10.3 seconds, 11.8 to 12.4 seconds, rasps, and some 
fainter ones between 13.2 to 14.3 seconds~ 9.9 to 10.3 
seconds shows a crow from one bird with the other rasP-
ing lightly (repeated again at 14.1 seconds). Partial 
duetting and duetting (not synchronized) .. are shown 
through the total sequence with quoo-oo-oos from 10.7 
to 11.0 seconds, 11.7 to 11.8 seconds, and 12.8 to 
13.0 seconds. 
Triumph Call 
There seemed to be another call heard by the 
author only twice. Each time it occurred at the com-
pletion of an actual attack by one bird with another 
bird. It sounded very similar to the crow but appar-
ently had a different function. 
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Rasps 
I heard two kinds of rasps uttered by the A.shy 
Petrel; 
( 1) The A.nnoyance Rasp seemed to be similar in function 
to .Richdale• s (1950) "clappering". I observed that it 
occurred: 
(a) when a bird, especially the male, drove 
others away by threat or attack. It was 
especially noticeable after incubation 
began. 
(b) when visitors were unwelcome (see Observa-
tion 43, Appendix D). 
(c) when birds at the nest were disturbed, or 
there were movements in rock piles nearby, 
such as footsteps (see Observations 44 and 
46, A.ppendix D) • 
(d) occasionally, when adults or chicks were 
handled. 
Ainslie and Atkinson (1937) gave the sounds of 11 skheeu 
and 11 kwee 11 for the Leach's Petrel. I feel these were 
probably annoyance rasps. 
I observed that if a flying bird landed in 
response to a crow it was ei~her chased out of the nest 
by the occupant with rasping sounds or was greeted with 
rasps which changed to duetting. This behavior was 
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noted to be especially true prior to incubation at which 
time three birds might be found together in the same 
nest, one probably a visitor. As the time of egg-laying 
approached and the pair-bond became stronger, these 
v·isitors were tolerated less. 
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Richdale {1950) suggests that a solitary mated 
albatross male sometimes desires to interfere with 
another male when coition is about to occur or an 11 odd 
male may be attracted to a pair about to copulate merely 
as an onlooker and because of a desire for company. 11 
He also mentions that there may be tolerance of the 
interloper if coition is not imminent. This seemed to 
be the case in Ashy Petrels, as observed in two nests 
which contained a rasping male with its mate being 
visited by a male visitor (see Observation 42, Appen-
dix D). 
(2) The Recognition Rasp was heard by the author in 
nests or on rare occasions above ground when courting 
was in progress. It was possible that Annoyance Rasp (c) 
could also be a rasp of recognition. It was probably 
used as a challenge to another bird to which the new 
arrival would respond in the proper manner. It is 
well-known that aggressive behav·ior of males of sexu-
ally dimorphic birds is responded to differently by 
other males and females. The other males will either 
fight, threaten, or flee. Actual contact is not very 
common. A receptive mate., on the other hand, will 
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respond in some way by which the other mate will recog-
nize its readiness to mate. In gulls this has been 
demonstrated by the infantile crouch and sound of the 
female and her failure to flee {Tinbergen, 1960). I 
feel a similar situation probably existed when two A.shy 
Petrels met at the nest site each season, thus establish-
ing the first pair-bonds. I found it difficult to 
establish with certainty the behavior associated with 
rasping due to the difficulty in observing the nest 
behavior since the study ~\fas made in darkness. I feel 
I obtained enough evidence, however, to draw the fore-
going conclusions. 
Fisher and Lockley (1954) say of sea-birds that 
if the male is inexperienced and is breeding for the 
first time: 
••• the male may not know the sex of the respond-
ing bird, but must first find out by a closer 
acquaintance, by trial and error. His behaviour 
suggests this: the male tern or gull threatens., 
even attacks, the newcomer. If the arrival is a 
male he will fly away or engage in a dispute for 
the territory: if female, she will stay, and by 
her refusal to flight indicate her readiness to 
pair. She may remain quietly near him, watching 
his threat display, or responding with similar 
movements but without being aggressive. Her 
behaviour acts as a releaser or signal that 
elicits the beginning of the love-bond. 
and again, 
••• according to the mood of the bird at home 
it may move away or attack until full recogni-
tion occurs and the ceremonies of greeting 
take place. 
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Figure 7 shows the sound I recorded from two birds 
in a nest. One bird uttered the crow in lA, and lB shows 
a sound which was not a regular annoyance rasp or recog-
nition rasp. The rasp had a sound similar to a contented 
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Figure 7. SOnogram of rasping. Sequence of rasps with a 
crow from 0.4 to 0.6 seconds and a quoo-00-00 from 
1 .. 4 to 1.6 seconds. Two birds were presept at the 
nest. 
Partial Duetting 
I feel that partial duetting intermixed with 
crows is a prime stimulus to socializing and aerial 
activity. The main function seems to be the attraction 
of the female to the nest by the male (see Observation 
48, Appendix D). In twelve cases in which I sexed 
the bird in the burrow by dissection, I found it to 
be a male. From my observations, the first arrivals 
to the colony were probably males (see also Fisher and 
Lockley, 1954). The partial duetting call of the male 
was short and repetitive in contrast to the duetting 
song of two birds together. The partial duet generally 
began with a subdued 11 r-r-r-r-r---"'.'"R-R-R-R 11 which in-
creased in pitch and intensity until the bird crowed, 
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as shown in Figure 8. Pauses or snatches of the song 
were common as the bird seemed to be anticipating activ-
ity from without the burrow or, if another bird was 
present nearby, a response from it. I often heard par-
tial duetting when two birds we~e together in the nest. 
This, as I suggested before, probably needed to become 
a synchronized duet. 
Lockley (1932) said the Storm Petrel (Hydrobates 
pelagicus) male sings 11 l?urr-r-r-r-r- chickka 11 1 the 
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of the ashy Petrel at the end of a partial duet. 
Roberts (1940) found that the female Wilson's Petrel 
flew up and down over the burrow in response to a 
singer in the burrow and that she alighted frequently. 
Gross (1935) states that males of the Leach's Petrel 
are responsible for burrow building. 
Barlow (1894) probably heard an incubating Ashy 
Petrel partial duetting when he says he heard a 11 squeaky 
note uttered rapidly and in a low chuckling tone, and 
was prolonged for several seconds." 
Davis (1957) feels that an apparently similar 
sound was a song of burrow ownership and an attraction 
to other birds. Warham (1958) states the Shearwater 
(Puffinus carneipes) calls to its mate from the nest. 
Fisher and Lockley (1954) state that with gulls, 
skuas., terns, and puffins, the male establishes a 
11 female mated distance 11 or sexual territory around his 
mate or nest site. 
From the Observations listed in A.ppendix D (47 
to 52) I deduce that: (1) as egg-laying approaches, 
the crowing to attract its mate still persists in the 
male and his partial duetting turns to duetting in the 
presence of the female~ (2) crowing and partial duetting 
generally incite aerial activity and sky-calling over 
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the burrow;- (3) testis size of partial duetters indicates 
a readiness for coition (for sizes see Observation 51, 
Appendix D)1 (4) partial duetting can sometimes be 
induced by aerial activity, shadows, or a disturbance 
ov·er or near the burrow entrance. 
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Duetting 
During duetting two petrels faced the same direc-
tion and uttered the song shown in Figure 9. This song 
was heard to continue for hours and even most of the 
night. It was heard a few times during the daytime. 
Sometimes the duet was heard to reach a pitch of inten-
sity and end with a crow or crows. It was often 
difficult to recognize the two parts of the song. Dur~ 
ing the duet there were gasps, hiccoughs, gurgles, slid-
ing whistles, etc. Faint drawn-out whistles were heard 
when a pair was observ·ed nibbling. so keyed up did the 
birds become that they often became oblivious to their 
environment. At other times they seemed sensitive to 
their surroundings and were quick to cease singing if 
suspicious of the presence of intruders. I found 
desertion of the nest at this point in courtship to be 
common. 
Table I shows the number of duetters prior to 
egg-laying. Other nights of duetting (not listed) 
probably occurred but were not heard since all nests 
could not be checked too many times in one night. Duet-
ting was probably part of the establishment of the 
pair-bond. 
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Figure 9. Sonogram of duetting. continuous duetting is 
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Ainslie and Atkinson (1937) give the sound of 
duetting of Leach's Petrel as 11 r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-ooee ••• 
churr-r" etc. The 11 ooee 11 part was high-pitched. 
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Roberts (1940) observed Wilson's Petrel duetters 
alternately preening each other. Dawson (1923) probably 
was describing duetting in Ashy Petrels when he says 
"the whole island a-titter with Lilliputian music" ••• 
"cooing, croaking, or chittering notes." Kaeding (1903) 
describes the Ashy Petrel duet as "These conversations 
are carried on in a queer little sing-song twitter, 
regularly punctuated with a gasp that resembles the 
exhaust of a Lilliputian engine. 11 
Dawson ( 192 3) gav·e the sound of duetting Beal• s 
Petrel (Oceanodroma Leucorhoa Beali) as 11 Petteretter-
etterell, etteretteretterell. 11 The second phrase was 
slightly fainter than the first. 
Table II shows evenings after incubation began 
on which partial duetting was heard. Some of the 
partial duetters may have become duetters as the author 
could not watch each nest continually all night. In-
stances of duetting after incubation began are also 
given in Table II. In each instance, except the bird 
at nest 61H, it was heard after the chick had died or 
the egg was destroyed. In Leach's Petrel, Wilbur (1969) 
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TABLE II 
OBSERVED DUETTING AND PARTU\L DUETTING FROM NESTS 
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25 4, 8, 15 
SlO 
21, 22 
22A -lE - 6A -2E - 2A - 4E - lA - lES -
1(2A)2S .... lN - lN2S - 1(2A.} - 6N - l(2A)2S -
2N - 1N2S - N ••• 
4th day after chick died 
15th day after chicl< died 
lE - 17A -lE - 2A - lE - SA - lD - 1N2S -
lON - N2S - N • •. 
16 days after beginning of incubation -
incubation successful 
NOTE: Numbers preceding the letters indicate the number 
of days of that situation. 
TA,BLE III 
GONAD SIZES OF ADULT IV~LES AND FEivd\,LES DUETTING 
PRIOR TO EGG-LAYING 
]V'Jt\LES 
(1) 6.0 x 3.5 mm. 
( 2) 5. 6 x 5. 4 mm. 
(3) 6.8 x 4.6 mm. 
(4) 5.7 x 3.8 mm. 
(5) 6.1 x 4.7 mm. 
(6) 6.3 x 4.5 mm. 
(7) 5. 6 x 4. 8 mm. 
(8) 6.1 x 4.3 mm. 
(9) 7 .2 x 4.2 mm. 
7.0 x 4.0 mm. 
6.8 x 3.6 mm. 
7.2 x 4.2 mm. 
FEMALES 
(1) less than 1 mm. 
(2) very small 
(3) less than l mm. 
(4) less than 1 mm. 
(5) 3.0 mm. 
(6) less than 1 mm. 
(7) less than 1 mm. 
(8) 4.4 mm. 
(9) s.2 mm. 
1.5 mm. 
l.O mm. 
NOTE: Numbers in parentheses indicate partners. 
The last three measurements in the male col-
umn and the last two measurements in the 
female column are not paired since one of the 
partners escaped. 
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heard singing on two occasions when both parents were 
purring in the presence of the chick. 
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The gonad sizes of the duetters are found in Table 
III. It would seem that regression of the gonads does 
not occur suddenly after egg deposition as duetting was 
heard in one nest (61H),following egg-laying, and partial 
duetting was common as the egg-laying urge waned. 
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Activity 
I detected three waves of extra heavy activity 
during the summer of 1965. On June 23 a very wet, dense 
fog closed in over the island which made sidewalks and 
grasses wet. That night the aerial activity, socializ-
ing, searchings, and presence of flying birds was 
greater than all the previous nights. Nests which had 
been constructed in the previous few weeks were being 
entered and examined. These nests had been thoroughly 
checked from day to day. The next day found many birds 
in new nests and three eggs, which were never incubated, 
left in the nests. one egg was found deposited in an 
open spot with no effort made at concealment. 
For a few weeks the sky was fairly clear, then on 
July 29 another heavy fog rolled in and a repeat of the 
above actions was again noticed. 
Another wave of activity occurred about the 
second week in August, again when fog blanketed the 
island. Few eggs were found afterward but some birds 
were found to be present with their chicks the next day. 
There were also many new duetters present in nests that 
night. 
Fisher and Lockley (1954), in discussing tube-
noses, state, "The arrival of unattached birds and inex-
perienced birds at the colony, usually late in summer, 
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is (as we have already pointed out) of biological value 
••• practice ••• these birds ••• sit in pairs in the 
colony, often occupying some hole or platform quite 
inadequate for proper nests. They are only playing at 
housekeeping and are gone after a few hours. An exam-
ination of the ovaries and testes of these pairs of non-
breeding adults has shown that they are little developed 
and have never been used for breeding." Lockley (1942) 
. says, this about shearwaters, 11 ••• the v·isits of the im-
matures cease ~ome time before the fledglings are grown 
and old enough to leave the breeding ground." 
Many authors have tried to equate the weather 
with bird activity. Ainslie and Atkinson (1937) state 
that a calm dark night was the most favorable time for 
Leach's Petrels coming to land and that birds arrived 
later than usual when the moon was bright, but that the 
amount of calling was average. Gross (1935) noticed 
very little activity by Leach's Petrels on nights When 
there was a full moon. Wingate (1964) mentions that 
the Black-capped Petrel (Pterodroma hasitata) possessed 
an extraordinary ability to locate its breeding grounds 
in cloudy weather and that nights when the moon was full 
saw less activity but that activity did not cease. 
Lockley (1930) mentions that on cloudy or moonless nights 
the Manx Shearwater would arrive early but on moonlit 
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nights they would arrive an hour later and that moonlight 
affected the volume of noise by reducing it. Warham 
(1958) says the calling of the Flesh-footed Shearwater 
(J?uffinus carneipes) did not seem to increase on dark 
nights and there was no evidence that birds were guided 
to their burrows by the calls of their mates as Glauert 
(1946) had suggested, but there was a diminuation of · 
aerial activity, not in nest attentiveness. Davis (1957) 
states that moonlight had no inhibiting effect on visits 
to the nest by Storm Petrels but Ralphs (1956) disagrees. 
Richdale (1943b) mentions that calm, dark nights yielded 
a low percentage of feeding in the Diving Petrel's chicks 
and there was ·a. tendency for parents not· to visit the·· 
nest on moonlit nights. These chicks were fed best dur-
ing the new moon and darkest nights. Fisher·and Lockley 
(1954) have noticed that the .Manx Shearwater is loudest 
on its breeding grounds on dark and misty nights, the 
bird seeming to scream to get its mate to respond from 
the burrow to guide it in. They also state that research 
may show that sea-birds are "more lost and helpless in· 
misty weather than was formerly believ·ed,- and that 
stories of homing through dense fog are largely f ic-
ti tious. 11 
I feel that moonlight seemed to affect the 
amount of aerial activity but not necessarily lessen 
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the nest activity of Ashy Petrels. From the information 
I have tabulated I would agree with those authors who 
indicate that moonlight seemed to inhibit the amount of 
aerial activity but not necessarily to lessen nest 
visitations. I also noticed that most Ashy Petrels 
circled higher above the island on moonlit nights than 
on darker nights. 
In Figure 10 I have tabulated individual activity 
records for different A.shy Petrels. 
Nest J23 was used by unemployed birds and non-
breeders all season. No birds were ev·er found in this 
nest during the day and an egg was never laid in it but 
the n~ghttime activity was very noticeable. 
Nest 110 was used by a pair of birds during forty-
three days of incubation and the chick reared here finally 
flew. Singing was difficult to record as many nests had 
to be checked during the course of a night. The activity 
at the nest showed comings and goings by the mate were 
quite cormnon during incubation and as mentioned before 
probably rarely by the incubating bird. 
Nest Hl showed visiting of the nest after egg 
desertion. 
Nest AX showed much acti v·i ty during incubation 
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deserted (D). Even after desertion the nest was visited, 
whether by the original owners or visitors was not 
known. 
Both nests 16-2 and JlS showed a long period of 
courtship activity before the egg was laid. There is a 
possibility that some visits were made by birds other 
than the nest owners. Nests 58J, 2u, and 122 showed the 
activity at the nest when chicks were present. On some 
nights no visits were recorded but on other nights there 
were many comings and goings. 
From the foregoing account it can be seen that 
some nests were used regularly by unemployed and non-
breeding birds and other nests indicated much activ·ity 
during the presence of the chick, courtship, incubation, 
and even some instances after the egg was deserted. 
Along with the weather infonnation (for explanation 
of weather see Appendix E) I have listed in Figure 11 the 
average number of visits per night for twenty nests as 
twenty-three. The averages for June, July, and August 
were thirty-six, twenty-three, and fifteen, respectively. 
August's average was much lower due to less courtship 
activity and fewer visits to feed chicks. Most visits 
to the nest at night occurred between 11:00 P.M. and 
5:00 A.M., the peak visitations for most nights were 
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between 2:00 A.M. and 3:00 A.M. for both July and August 
but July visits were greatest from 1:00 to 2:00 A.M. 
Average visits during June and most of July were be-
tween 10:00 P.M. and 11:00 P.M. This would seem to 
indicate an urge to join in the aerial activity, socializ-
ing and courtship which was more common at this time of 
evening during these months. Visits at various hours 
of the night are recorded below for the various hours 
of darkness for the months of July and August: 
June 11 - July 26 July 27 - August 31 
TIME VISITS TIME VISITS 
8:00 - 9:00 P.M. 2 8:00 - 9:00 P.M. 10 
9:00 - ,10 :00 P.M. 81 9:00 - 10:00 P.M. 38 
10:00 - 11:00 P.M. 165 10:00 - 11:00 P.M. 39 
11:00 - 12:00 P.M. 161 11:00 - 12:00 p .M.. 53 
12:00 - 1:00 ... 11.M. 148 12:00 - 1:00 A.M. 50 
1:00 - 2:00 A.M. 209 1:00 - 2:00 li..M. 60 
2:00 - 3:00 A..M. 172 2:00 - 3:00 L~.f-1,. 62 
3:00 - 4:00 A.M. 186 3:00 - 4:00 A.M. 65 
4:00 - . 5 :00 A.M. 103 4:00 - 5:00 A.M. 55 
5:00 - 6:00 A.M. 25 5:00 - 6:00 A.M. 24 
6:00 - 7:00 A.M. 2 6:00 - 7:00 A.M. 3 
The lesser number of nest visits during August would 
seem to indicate the departure from the colony of most 
non-breeders and unemployed birds. 
V. PRE-EGG PERIOD 
The author visited the Farallons from March 15 
to April 4 in 1964. There was some activity in progress 
by the Ashy Petrels in March. Some birds were duetting, 
participating in socializing and aerial activity, and 
aerial courting. coast Guardsmen on the island men-
tioned an absence of petrels during January and Febru-
ary. My earliest records of eggs being laid were on 
March 22 and March 25. Taking the average incubation 
time as forty-four days, both these birds would have 
hatched on or near the 5th and 8th of May, respectively, 
which was about the time when the first wave of egg-
laying was taking place. The flight dates of these birds 
(using seventy-five days as the average fledging time) 
would have been during the second week of July, or about 
the time when the majority of Ashy Petrels were laying 
eggs. Thoresen (1960) also found Ashy Petrels occupying 
nesting holes and birds 11 actively mating" in March. In 
January he discovered five Ashy Petrel fledglings, 
almost ready to fly, being fed. Bryant (1888) found an 
Ashy Petrel fledgling taken on June 11, covered with 
light down but fully feathered. Bryant mentions that 
the tips of the wing coverts were light . grey. A,ppar-
ently this bird was almost ready to fly. 
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I often heard male Ashy Petrels crowing and 
partial duetting in burrows early in the season. 
Richdale (1945) indicates that the male of the Diving 
Petrel (Pelecanoides urinatrix} is found at the nest 
more than the female during the pre-egg stage. 
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Davis (1957) states that early Storm Petrel 
arrivals to the breeding grounds were probably expe-
rienced breeders. Fisher and Lockley (1954) state that 
in colonial birds, mature breeders arrive first in the 
spring and that.their 11 ••• display and precoitional 
activities set the pace for the less mature members of 
the community" and that " ••• first matings produce the 
harmonic development and ripening of ova in neighbouring 
pairs." Returning early, they believe, also is necessary 
in order for· the bird to claim its nest-site.or it "may 
he pirated by newcomers. 11 
Roberts (1940) feels that Wilson's Petrels met 
for the first time at the burrow during the breeding 
season. I have no information on this for the Ashy 
Petrel. 
The length of time of occupation of a burrow 
during the pre-egg period for the Wilson's Petrel 
(Roberts, 1940) was 3 or 4 weeks from arrival to egg-
laying. Anthony (1898) says that Oceanodroma socor-
roensis and Q. melania inhabited burrows for nearly 
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three months before the egg was laid--both birds being 
found in the burrow until incubation began. 
One of my records of an Ashy Petrel (at Nest OB7) 
occupying a nest prior to egg-laying is given below. I 
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Letter E shows the day the egg was observed, having been 
laid during the morning hours of August 4. No parent was 
present during that day. Nest OB7 was occupied for the 
first time on June 30. The arrival on the evening of 
the 30th was as follows: 
Bird A. landed and started searching. The 
searching was fast and purposeful. It 
found nest OB7 and entered. It immediately 
crowed and partial duetted several times. 
Within seconds, bird B flew over and answered 
with a sky-call. Soon other birds were en-
gaged in aerial activity and sky-calling. 
The partial duetting began quietly and 
increased in intensity, ending in a crow. 
No bird other than bird A was noticed enter-
ing the burrow. Next evening there was duet-
ting coming from the burrow. 
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The span of time from discovery of the nest until 
the egg was laid was thirty-six days. There was a possi-
bility that the presence of singers1 or birds at the nest 
at other times 1 was missed. 
Table IV gi v·es various lengths of times of some 
nests I found occupied immediately prior to egg-laying1 
the range was from nineteen days to thirty-nine days. 
These were not necessarily indications of the first 
visits to the burrow, with the exception of JlS, 109., and 
119 in which the pre-egg occupation of the nest in days 
was thirty-four1 thirty-nine, and thirty-six respectively. 
It seemed that pairs of birds present during the day were 
the rule but in some instances the presence of these 
occupants may have been overlooked at night. All nests 
on Table IV were checked every day. 
Lockley (1932) states that the Storm Petrel 
(Hydrobates pelagicus) was at the nest one out of three 
days in the pre-egg stage. Davis (1957) had only eleven 
cases in which the storm Petrel nest was occupied the 
week prior to egg-laying and three cases in which the 
nest was occupied on the day before egg-laying. He felt 
that this week was needed by the bird to gain the 
maximum amount of feeding time and that actual mating 
had already passed. Dawson {1911, 1923) felt that the 
TABLE IV 
OCCUPATION BY SINGING A .. ND PRESENCE OF A .DULT 
BEFORE EGG-LAYING 
NEST SEQUENCE (01.\YS WITH SYMBOLS) 
Jl5 A. 2N s 6N s N s N s s AS 3N A. 2N A 2N s 7N E A• 
109 A 2N s s s 4N s N s 3N s 22.N E A• 
203 s s s s s 4N A ~N A 
119 A. 3N 2A s 6N A 2N s l9N A' 
200 2A 4N 2A A 2AS 13N A. 4N A N A' 
J2 s 7N s 4N s N s l3N .. A 
BNK s 4N s s s SN s s A s A .A.S N A' 
VII s s N s 4N s N s 4N 2S 4N A 3N A• 
2AT s N A s 3N s 8N 2A 3N 2A. 2N 2A NS 2A. 2S 2S 2A. A' 
RDSK3 s· N s s s s s 2AS 4N 2S 2N s s N s A' 
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Ashy Petrel took a seven to ten-day honeymoon away from 
the island during the week prior to egg-laying. 
Table IV gives the number of days the nest was 
used by singers until the egg was laid. On Table v 
I have recorded figures to show that birds may visit 
the burrow up until the day of egg-laying. From this 
Table the average of the days of desertion, prior to 
egg-laying, was 7.04 (uncertain times were not included). 
Table VI gives the total days of various times in 
days before the egg was laid other than those shown on 
Table V, giving a total range of from 1 to 63 days from 
the first visit to the nest by a bird. I found the adult 
was present at the nest from 0 to 5 days in daytime 
visits during this time and from 0 to 12 nights of sing-
ing were heard. (Singing could have been duetting or 
partial duetting). Two birds were present from O to 5 
days during the daylight, so that the presence of two 
birds prior to egg-laying occurred in all cases, either 
at night or in the daytime, at least once--except in two 
instances. Night observations of all nests could not be 
made continuously so there is a good possibility of more 
singers being present than are listed. 
I found that many Ashy Petrel nests were used by 
non-breeders, unattached birds, and unemployed birds. 
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TABLE V 
DAYS BEFORE EGG-LAYING IN WHICH A BIRD 
WAS AT THE BURROW 
!AST DAY !AST DAY 
·NEST ·ADULT PRESENT NEST . ADULT PRESENT 
AT BURROW AT BURROW 
200 l Jll 7 
2AT l AB 8 
RDSK3 l 202 8 
BKH2 1 J30 8 
o;, 
S3 1 AC 9 
QA 1 SU 9 
17-2 l Hl6 9 
PHl 1 66H 9 
BNK l K-2 9 
J74 2 203 9 
WTB2 2 104 10+ 
2AT 2 127 10+ 
OBHl 2 203 10 
BKHl 2 43 11 
·: J24 2 24 12 
2H 3 2G 12 
4 3 y 12+ 
VII 3 J-2 13 
H 1 5 61H 16 
H 8 · 6 vs 18 
8 7 119 19 
JlS 7 109 22 
DERl 7 J32 . 23 
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TABLE VI 
VISITA,TION OF THE NEST BEFORE EGG WAS LAID 
(RANGE 17 to 63 PAYS} 
TOTAL DAYS 
FROM FIRST VISIT 
TO EGG DEPOSITION 
34 
38 
(April 4) 63 














































































































Of this type of activity by sea-birds Fisher and Lockley 
{1954) feel that 
••• when the young sea bird, stimulated by 
seasonal development of its breeding organs, 
returns to the nesting grounds for the first 
time, it has now overcome two obstacles: the 
barrier of the "individual distance" by which 
it maintained its position in the flock, and 
the difficulty of procuring a mate of the 
opposite sex--if it is to breed successfully ••• 
these obstacles are so formidable that the 
inexperienced bird may nev·er overcome them in 
the summer of its first return to the land ••• 
its behaviour may remain appetitive, never 
reaching the stage of consummation~ it arrives, 
establishes or owns a territory, displays and 
flirts with a bird of the opposite sex, but 
never copulates (or it copulates too late to 
breed successfully). However, this behaviour 
is not without its function: from this expe-
rience it will be better equipped to initiate 
successful breeding in successive years. 
Wilbur (1969) states the probability that two-
year old Leach's Petrels "enter the woods, dig burrows, 
and initiate pair-bond formation the summer before they 
first breed", and observed that they probably do not 
return to the same part of the colony the next year. 
Davis (1957) mentions that if paired birds are 
separated in the pre-egg stage by one bird forsaking 
the burrow it would breed elsewhere with a new mate. 
He also mentions that 
••• of prebreeders (immatures, perhaps 
nearly all of one age group), the other 
non-breeders (the very small number of 
mature birds which do not breed), and 
failed breeders (birds which have lost or 
deserted their egg or chick). Most of 
these birds possess, or quickly acquire, 
burrows of their own, but many pay casual 
visits during the season to birds in other 
holes. 
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Nest and Pair-bond 
Fisher and Lockley (1954) mention that success-
fully breeding tubenoses remain faithful to the same 
site all tneir lives "provided it can find a mate to 
share 'home' with. 11 
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Wilbur (1969) states that for Leach's Petrel "The 
data on burrow and mate fidelity suggest that about two-
thirds of the adults use the previous year'· s burrows and 
about two-thirds of the adults retain their previous 
mates. 11 
I found the renesting of seventeen Ashy Petrels 
at the same nest in successive years and have listed 
these in Table VII. Of these nests both parents in six 
nests were present and incubated eggs during two seasons. 
Seven nests contained at least one parent which was 
present for two of the years. Nest 14-2 had the same 
mates for three breeding seasons. Nest AB had the same 
adult in it for three breeding seasons. Nest B57 was 
used by birds 67-150-201 and 67-150-226 in 1965. They 
incubated and hatched the chick successfully but the 
chick died. Two weeks later bird 67-150-201 was back 
at the nest sitting with the dead chick. Adult 67-150-
201 was back again in 1967 but had a new mate--adult 









RENESTING AT THE S~'1E NEST IN SUCCESSIVE YEARS 
(SUCCESSFUL INDICl\TED A CHICK 





.Adult 67 ... 150-257 
Adult 67-150-.27 3 
Chick 67-159-.201 
Adult 67 .... 150 ... 272 
Adult 67 .... 150 ..... 165 
Chick 67-.159-274 
Adult? 
A.dult 67-150 .... 211 
Chick 67..-159.o.242 
.Adult 67.;.,150 .... 227 
Adult 67-150-.184 





Adult 67-150 ... 257 
Adult 67 ... 150 ... 273 
Incubating 




Adult 67 ... 150 ... 211 
Incubating 
Adult 67-150.-.227 













TABLE VII (continued) 
BAND NUMBER 
1964 
Adult 67-150 ... 069 





A,dult 67-150 ... 069 
Adult 67~150 .... 044 
Chick 17-159-172 




Adult 67 ... 150-014 
Adult 67-150-269 
Chick 67-150.,.,235 
Adult 67-150 .... 195 
Adult 67-150-230 
successful 
Adult 67 ... 150-232 
Adult 67.-.150,...261 
successful 





Adult 67 ... 150,069 
Adult 67 ... 150-044 
Incubating 
Adult 67 ... 150 ... 283 
Adult? 
Incubating 
Nest caved in 
Adult 67-150 ... 014 
Adult 67-150 ... 269 
Incubating 
Adult 67 .... 150-195 







































Incubating (208 was 
mate of 223 nearby) 
Adult 67 .... 150-192 
Adult? 
Incubating 
foot away during 1965 with its partner 67-150~223. 
Wilbur (1969) feels that a change in burrow is likely 
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to involve a change in mate. Two nests, J34 and l9H 
could not be checked in 1967. Nest 17-2 was a nest that 
had been built of plywood but had caved in. 
Nests 
Box nests were constructed and placed in various 
parts of the study area. Many were occupied by birds 
within hours of being placed. Since birds return to 
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the nest-site to breed it is conceivable that these 
boxes may have been placed on, or in close proximity to, 
former nests. One such burrow was nest J9 built and 
put in place on June 261 it contained an egg on June 27. 
The adult began incubation on the 28th. A bird had been 
present from June 9 to 20 at a spot about ten inches 
away from this new nest but was not seen in t.hat area 
again. Whether this bird was the same bird which used 
the new nest is not known. 
Odor. ·Much has been said about the odor of pet-
rels. Location of a nesting bird by its odor was some-
times possible. Dawson (1923) claimed to be able to 
smell the characteristic odor of Leach's Petrel when the 
wind was favorable, as far as three-quarters of a mile 
away from a particular island. Kaeding (1903) states 
that the inhabitants of the Farallons could locate pet-
rels by their odor but that he could not. Blankinship 
( 1892) also states that the Ashy Petrel nest "is fre-
quently though by no means invariably, indicated by the 
strong musky odor in its vicinity. 11 Gross (1935) 
suggests a peculiar odor may be characteristic of the 
individual bird so that mates can be singled out in 
the dark~ I noticed that the odor of the Ashy Petrels 
seemed to be stronger during the pre-egg and early 
incubation stage than it was after those periods. 
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Nesting places. Barlow (1894) could not find 
signs of burrows made by the Ashy Petrel on the 
Farallons. Dawson (1911) mentions that many Ashy Petrel 
burrows were in front of the keeper's house. Bryant 
(1888) found Ashy Petrels nesting under planks and logs 
along the beaches. 
Other petrels such as Leach's Petrel dig burrows, 
but a few other species of petrels have their nests in 
spaces between or under boulders. Howell (1917b) found 
that of over a hundred nests found, only half a dozen 
Black Petrels (Oceanodrorna melania) had occupied true 
burrows excavated by the birds themselves. 
I found only one true burrow which had been made 
by the Ashy Petrel itself. It consisted of a tunnel 
about 1~ 11 to 2" in diameter, extending horizontally into 
a.hillside for 14 11 , ending in a nest cavity. Nests were 
situated in rock piles,, under rocks, in rock fences, 
between walls and floors, under sidewalks, under valve 
boxes, between rocks, in old rabbit (Oryctolagus 
cuniculus) and auklet (Ptychoramphus aleutica) burrows, 
under the ties of the railway and even among debris in 
the garbage dump. I found that some birds dug short 
side tunnels, or had enlarged existing spaces under 
rocks when their nests were disturbed. If tunnels or 
nests were blocked with dirt some birds did not seem to 
try to dig their way out. Two birds were found dead in 
nest 2J when the entrance was blocked for at least two 
days. The birds were heard duetting 56 hours before 
they were found dead. 
Being social birds, the Ashy Petrels built their 
nests in close proximity, seemingly connected with the 
waves of activity which took place during the breeding 
season. For instance, quite shallow ditches in which 
pipes had been laid and covered with rocks and debris 
were found filled with many new arrivals after a night 
of petrel activity over the area. Many open dirt areas 
seemingly suitable for burrowing were unoccupied. 
Generally the nest was a shallow depression in 
the dirt, without nesting material. Where disturbance 
of the nest occurred the birds scattered the contents 
in all directions. 
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I found two nests with nesting material around 
their rims. These were bits of Baeria maritima, Erodium 
botrys, and some grass stems. 
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Nesting material has been found in a few nests of 
other petrels. Leach's Petrel (Gross, 1935) had little 
nesting material but one was found with 11 10 heavy grass 
stalks about 12 cm. long" and another with a 11 mass of 
56 spruce buds. 11 Ainslie and Atkinson (1937) found in 
their study of the Leach's Petrel that it sometimes lined 
its nest with a loose mass of "thrift rootlets" and a 
"substantial pad 11 of dried grass, moss, lichen, and 
occasionally sheepswool. Roberts (1940) found a bit of 
nesting material in a few Wilson's Petrel's nests. A 
Storm Petrel's (Davis, 1957) nest was found with bits of 
bracken fern in it. Gordon (1930) found Storm Petrel 
nests in which material was used for construction. 
Kaeding (1903) found an Ashy Petrel nest made of an accu-
mulation of pebbles with a collection of small granite 
chips around the edge. 
Gross (1935) claims that males are responsible 
for building burrows and Richdale (1943a) found evidence 
of two Storm Petrels digging in one nest. 
After the rains descended, mostly between December 
and A.pril, the ground cover consisted mainly of Baeria 
maritima and Montia perfoliata with scattered patches of 
A.nagalis arvensis which hid the nesting places, but by 
June the vegetation had become dry, allowing easy access 
to nests. Early in the spring salamanders (Aneides ~­
bris farallonensis) may be found in a few of the burrows. 
Oological Data 
The egg of the Ashy Petrel was described by 
Dawson (1923) as pure white 11 or very rarely faintly 
wreathed with reddish dots on the larger end. 11 Loomis 
(1918) described the egg as being 
••• ovate, short ovate, elliptical ovate or 
nearly elliptical ovate. • •• white, more 
or less marked with pink, rufous, or dusky 
specks, .dots, and little splashes ••• occa-
sionally the dusky and rufous specks are 
distributed over most of the shell. 
Egg statistics are given on Table VIII. The 
average egg size was found to be 23.22 x 30.14 mm., to 
weigh 8.265 gm. and to have a volume of 8.5 cc. The 
average egg size of these eggs compared (by the T-test) 
with those of Loomis (1918) showed no significant dif-
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ference. The shell of the egg averaged 0.796 gm. leaving 
shell contents to be 7.469 gm. The average adult female 
weight was found to be 39.19 gm. (Appendix A, Table II). 
The egg-weight/body-weight ratio to the female was 21.6 
per cent, the shell being 0.208 per cent of the female•s 
weight. The difference between egg-weight/adult-male or 
egg-weight/adult-female was insignificant (as found by 
the T-test). When the chick hatched there was a 4.5 per 
cent loss in weight of the egg when compared to the adult 
female. Gross (1935) mentions a 20 per cent loss in the 




N x RANGE SD SER' 
VOLUME 23 8.5 cc. 8.0-10.4 cc. 2;069 .,4314 
SHELL WEIGHT 31 .796 gm. o.s-1.2 gm. 1.822 .,3272 
EGG WIDTH 34 23.22 mm. 21.2-25.2 mm. 2.538 .4352 
EGG WEIGHT 32 8.265 gm. 7.1-9.8 gm. 2.145 .3791 
< 
EGG LENGTH 34 30.14 mm. 28.9-31.8 mm. 2;.410 .4133 
EGG WIDTH 45 23.1 mm. 21.s~24.0 mm. .... 
(Loomis) 
EGG·LENGTH 45 29.9 mm. 27 .S-31.8 mm. 
(I.oomis) 
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Heinroth (1922) states that the eggs of the 
Procellariiformes are among the largest egg-weight and 
body-weight ratios in the world 1 the Kiwi being the 
only other bird equal to it. 
Other egg to adult ratios are as follows: 
ADULT EGG 
AUTHOR N x N x 
War ham (1962) 
Giant Petrel 
Davis (1957) 50 28 gm. 5 gm. 
Storm Petrel 
Gross (1935) 8 . 42. 7 gm. 8 s.a gm • 
Leach's Petrel 
Richdale (1943b) 86 123.95 gm. 6 16.54 gm. 
Diving Petrel 













The egg/adult ratio of the Ashy Petrel is one of the 
largest, being 21.6 per cent. 
I of ten found eggs dropped in an open unprotected 
spot in plain view. Several adult Ashy Petrels were 
found incubating in plain sight without any covering, 
some being wedged between two rocks or with only the 
head hidden. Within a short time these eggs were found 
deserted. In three instances in which birds were exposed 
to disturbances the author carefully built a nest over 
the birds but in each case the bird deserted its egg, 
nevertheless. 
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Some eggs were left in the open and no bird was 
ever seen to incubate them. Eggs of Ashy Petrels in an 
exposed situation were also found by Kaeding {1903) and 
for the Storm Petrel by Davis (1957). Lack {1966), using 
information from Elliott (1953) amplifies this dropping 
of eggs and laying them in unsuitable places or in the 
open when seemingly suitable ground for nesting was 
accessible nearby. This situation was found on Night-
ingale Island of the Tristan de CUnha group, where two 
million pairs nest on one square mile. Inaccessible 
Island, with apparently suitable nesting areas, is twenty 
miles away. Richdale (1965) mentions that competition 
for nesting sites was kept to a minimum by the four 
species of Procellarii nesting on an island near New 
Zealand at different burrow heights or in different 
soil layers, bearing out Gause•s principle that two 
species with similar ecology cannot persist in the same 
area. 
Egg-laying 
Bent (1922) gives egg-laying dates for the Ashy 
Petrel on the Farallons from May 15 to July 13. Huey 
(1925) mentions a male Ashy Petrel taken from the 
Coronados Islands on April 20, 1916, incubating an egg. 
Wright (1913b) states that the Ashy Petrel was breeding 
at the 11 l?ainted caves on Santa Cruz Island on July l0. 11 
During my own research the first Ashy Petrel egg was 
found on May 12, 1965. 
I found the range of incubation times (Table IX) 
for fifty-five eggs to be between 40 to 52 days with a 
standard deviation of 2.877 and a standard error of 
0.388. Dawson (1923) makes an understatement when he 
says the Ashy Petrel is occupied with the care of the 
nest and egg for fully two months. 
Figure 12 graphically illustrates Table IX for 
dates of egg-layings of a total of two hundred fifty-
f ive eggs. The Table shows the peak of the egg-laying 
season was from approximately June 2 to June 24, with 
the highest number of eggs laid on June a. Most of 
these eggs hatched during the period of July 16 to 
August 17 with July 22 as the date of most hatchings,. 
using 43.90 days as the average length of.incubation. 
~ eggs. The finding of more than one egg in a 




EC-G-~YING DA.TES, AATCHING DATES, INCUBATION LENGTH 
AND FLEDGLING AGE AT FLIGHT 
INCUBATION FLEDGLING 
x 43.90 days - = 75. 85 = x days 
Range = 40-52 days Range = 66-87 days 
N = 55 N = 35 
SD = 2.877 SD = 5.244 
SE = .388 SE_= .885 ;:\ '( 
NEST EGG LAID HATCHED INCUBATION FLEDGED 
NUMBER TIME (DAYS) {PAY) 
43 June 13 July 29 46 
H22 June 13 July 24 41 81 
2N June 22 July 6 49 
Hl7 June 3 July 16 47 
J51 June 2 July 21 49 
J36 July 16 August 28 47 
2D July 1 August 12 42 
HS June 13 July 28 46 
S7 *May 26 July 8 78 
J72 June 27 August 9 43 
2G June 27 August 10 44 
TP66 *May 27 July 9 79 
RSF2 *June 12 July 25 79 
RSF7 *May 23 July 5 69 
RSF 10 *June l July 14 76 
RSF 11 *June 13 July 26 71 
RS1'"' 13 *May 24 July 6 77 
26 *June 12 July 25 71 
74 *June 15 July 28 73 
4 *May 21 July 3 66 
Jl3 July l August 13 43 
HlS July 3 *August 16 
H16 July 13 *August 26 
RDl-305 July 22 *August 5 
JSO June 3 *August 16 
J71 July 6 *August 19 
S4 July 15 August 27 43 
58J June 30 August 9 40 
WTBH2 June 16 July 28 44 76 
15-~2 July 11 July 22 41 76 
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TABLE IX (continued) 
NEST EGG !AID HATCHED INCUBATION FLEDGED 
l\IU?<'J.BER TIME (DAYS) (DAY) 
10-2 June 3 July 14 41 77 
AB June 17 July 30 43 84 
WTBHl June 18 August 6 49 
PHl *June 4 July 17 40 
6 June 18 July 31 43 
53H *June 8 July 21 76 
B.79 *June 7 July 20 42 73 
Hl2 June 8 July 17 43 
45H *June 7 July 20 44 72 
82H July 6 August 19 43 
Hl4 *May 18 June 30 43 
RMP9 June 22 *August 5 
RMP 10 June 20 *August 3 
J74 July 4 *August 17 
16-2 June 8 *July 22 
2AT July 30 *August 13 
Hl June 11 *July 25 
302 June 6 *July 22 
72H June 3 *July 17 
27H June 15 *July 29 
SSH *June l July 15 
B57 *May 27 July 10 
129 *May 30 July 12 
118 *June l July 14 
OBHR *May 15 June 27 
69H *May 17 June 29 
71H *June 6 July 19 
110 June 8 July 20 42 69 
105 June 8 July 23 45 74 
122 *June 8 July 21 72 
107 *June 1 July 14 42 
202 June 13 July 28 45 75 
J30 July 22 September 2 41 
OBH-1 June 30 August 12 42 
104 June 20 August 4 44 66 
2U June 11 July 24 43 67 
2Y June 21 August 4 44 
AC June 25 August 11 46 
BK2 *June 18 July 31 41 
38H July 11 September 1 51 
J24 *May 27 July 9 40 
VII June 27 August 9 42 
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TABLE IX (continued) 
NEST EGG IAID PATCHED INCUBA,TION FLEDGED 
NUMBER TIME (DAYS) (DAY) 
28 June 8 July 22 45 
23H June 15 July 25 49 76 
2AM July 4 August 8 42 
J32 July 4 August 17 43 
J33 July 5 August 16 41 
JlS July 11 *August 24 
109 July 26. *September 8 
8 June 30 *August 13 
206 July 29 *September 11 
200 .August 3 *September 15 
201 June 20 *August 3 
203 June 23 *August 6 
119 July 13 *August 26 
K2 June 15 *July 29 
27 June 8 *July 22 
J9 June 27 *August 10 
J2 June 5 *July 19 
S3 June 30 *August 13 
23-65 June 23 *August 6 
OB-7 August 1 *September 13 
AD May 12 .*June 24 
AX June 8 *July 22 
BK2 June 20 *August 3 
2H July 10 *August 23 
38H July 11 *August 24 
J28 June 8 *July 22 
J9 June 11 *August 24 
QA *June. 5 July 18 
71B July 8 August 18 41 
D May 31 July l 40 
y June 20 August 3 44 
SU July 13 September 2 52 
CYP 5 *May 18 June 30 78 
RDSKl July 12 August 29 48 
47H June 4 July 18 42 
127 July 8 August 22 45 
va *July 12 August 26 
102 *May 23 July 6 
Jl July 23 *September 5 
N June 13 *July 27 
RDSK2 July 17 *August 30 
RDSK3 July 17 *August 30 
61H June 20 August 1 42 
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TABLE IX (continued) 
NEST EGG !AID HATCHED INCUBATION FLEDGED 
NUMBER TIME (DAYS} (DAY) 
35H July 14 August 26 43 
66H July 8 August 22 45 
RMI? 3 *May 7 June 29 76 
RMP 5 *May 23 July 6 72 
F-2 June 13 July 30 79 
Sl3 June. 6 July 25 49 
REV l *June 24 August 8 
CAP 9 *May 30 July 23 78 
CAP 2 *May :28 July 21 83 
CAP 6 *May 30 July 23 83 
S9 *May 23 July 6 87 
NEW l *May 21 July 4 83 
WND 2 *May 21 July 4 83 
BRK l *June 2 July 16 
JH 1 *May 18 June 30 
REV 3 June 1 July 15 
S6 *June 7 July 21 
SlO *June 4 July 18 
128 *June 4 July 18 
NEW 2 *June 9 July 23 
RMP l *May 26 July 9 
RMP 2 *May 21 July 4 
CAP 5 *Jll'.iay 17 July l 
CAP 4 *June 22 August 5 
CAP 8 *May 17 July l 
NOTE: * are estimated by using 44 days as an average incu-
bation time. 
In this Table, I have shown the dates when A.shy 
Petrel eggs were laid, the date on which they hatched, and 
the length of incubation. Those nests in which the date 
of laying was kno~ln but the date of hatching was not 
known I have indicated with an asterisk. The hatching 
date was then estimated by using the figure 43.90 days as 
the average incubation time. The time of hatching was 
known in many cases but not the date of laying which I 
have also marked with an asterisk and estimated with the 
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Figure 12., Dates of egg-laying., 
actual recorded dates., 
The • 1 s are estimated dates; theeo s 
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reported in !fydrobates pelagicus (Gordon, 1931), 
Puffinus ouffinus (Harris, 1966), and Oceanodroma 
castro (A,llen, 1962). Gross (1935) states that Leach• s 
Petrel never laid more than one egg but he had evidence 
that a second egg might be laid if the first egg was 
destroyed. Gross removed an egg from a burrow and the 
bird later replaced the egg with another one. Warham 
(1962) found four or five Giant Petrel's nests with two 
eggs or two chicks in them indicating they were not from 
different birds. In one pair of eggs the chick hatched 
but the other egg of the pair was holed and when examined 
contained a well-developed, dead embryo in it. 
In another of Warham•s nests, one egg disappeared 
and the other was only slightly developed. Other nests 
of his had two chicks in them but the parents only 
reared one of them. Fisher felt that two oocytes were 
released from the ovary, both being fertilized with one 
insemination (personal communication from Fisher to 
Warham1 1957). Richdale (1943a) found two eggs in a 
White-faced Storm Petrel's nest and Davis (1957) states 
he found no record of this bird laying more than one 
egg, but did find an egg replacement of the first egg 
twenty days later. Gordon (1931) also found one instance 
of a replacement egg for the Storm Petrel. Fisher {1952) 
indicates that 10 per cent of the nests of the Atlantic 
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Fulmar contained two-egg clutches but that only one of 
the eggs was incubated. Howell (1920) found one bird 
incubating two pipped eggs of Oceanodroma leucorhoa 
beali. Wilbur (1969) states that "failed breeders or 
widowed birds frequently remate and attempt to renest 
later in the season" and gave evidence for the replace-
ment of a lost clutch and stated that replacement broods 
were probably successful. 
Bryant (1888) found an egg and a downy young in 
an Ashy Petrel's nest. The author's records of the Ashy 
Petrel show three nests containing more than one egg. 
The record of nest J-2 was as follows: 
July l 2 3 4 5 6 - 17 18" 20 
N N Adult N Adult, Adult, nothing 
egg egg 
21 - 31 Au~st 1 - 9 10 - 12 Adult, Adult, nothing 
egg egg 
On August 13 two eggs were found when the nest was dis-
mantled. Both eggs had rolled into an inaccessible 
crack beside the nest. 
The record of nest 203 was as follows: 










14 - 22 
NN-----
23 ...., July 11 
Adult incu-
bating but 
egg in view 
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The two eggs were not discovered until the nest was 
deserted on August 12. They remained ,there unincubated 
until the author left the island in September. Only 
the two marked parents were ever.found incubating at 
the nest. It was noticed from June 23 to July ll .that 
whenever the nest was checked the bird seemed to.be 
sitting beside an egg. Actually one egg was being incu-
bated, the other was deserted. 
The third incident was as follows: 
Nest HlO was found on June 6 and the 
incubating bird marked for identifica-
tion, then she escaped and flew away. 
The egg was left unattended for eleven 
days and then disappeared. On June 24 
the same bird was on the nest incubating 
a new egg. 
The Ashy Petrel in rare cases is able to replace an egg. 
The Procellariiformes are monotokous and there 
are two differing opinions as to why this is so. Lack 
(1966) feels it is because the "••• females have diffi-
culty in obtaining enough food to form their large eggs 
quickly enough •• ~" and Wynne-Edwards (1962) states 
"These species (petrels) have therefore, largely or 
completely forfeited what is otherwise·a normal attribute 
of birds, to replace lost eggs at least once. 11 He also 
states that it is necessary that birds with such a long 
life span should not overpopulate, resulting in the 
production of only one egg. Richdale (1963) and Lack 
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(1954) feel that favorable feeding conditions are neces-
sary for the development of more than one egg, and most 
birds have only enough time to raise one bird. Lack 
(1966) describes an experiment by M.P. Harris to give 
weight to the foregoing statement. Nine pairs of twins 
were given to Mame Shearwater parents to raise. Only 
0.4 young per pair were raised, but of 44 control pairs 
with only one chick, 0.95 were successfully raised. 
Lack concludes that in the Manx Shearwater a "clutch of 
one has evolved because it cannot raise more than one 
chick." Ashmole (1963) feels that there probably were 
adaptations enabling the birds (sea-birds) to sometimes 
raise single chicks in spite of competition for food 
thatmakes it impossible to raise more than one. It was 
considered that variation in the age of first breeding 
provided an important supplement to variation in repro-
ductive success in regulating the numbers of long-lived 
tropical sea-birds. He also states that in the tropics 
the one-egg nest resulted from· poorness of the food 
available in the water, and low adult mortality. Adult 
mortality was apparently density independent,, he felt, 
and no other factors seemed to limit the population. 
Thus numbers increased until the food was low. Ashmole 
feels that this same situation could exist in richer 
waters of higher latitudes if mortality was low and 
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independent of density and other factors do not stop the 
population at a low level. The result, he feels 1 would 
not be two-egg clutches but a greater density of birds, 
longer fledging periods, and deferred maturity. 
VI. INCCJBA,TION 
The petrel, on land# must overcome the obstacle 
of being essentially helpless in a foreign environment. 
The courtship, duetting, and daytime occupation of the 
nest during the pre-egg stage tended to reduce its fear 
of the island. I found that if the bird was disturbed 
early in incubation it would desert the nest readily, 
but as incubation progressed the bird•s tolerance to 
disturbance was increased. Gross (1935) noticed this 
increase in attachment to the egg in the Leach's Petrel. 
Gross (1935) mentions the fact that the Leach's 
Petrel laid its egg and left it unattended the first 
day. Roberts (1940) states that the Wilson's Petrel 
began incubation immediately after the egg was laid, as 
did Davis (1957) for the Storm Petrel. Dawson (1911) 
mentions that the Ashy Petrel began incubation of the 
egg as soon as it was deposited in the nest. The author 
agrees that in most instances this is true. Table X 
shows eggs which did not have the adult present on the 
first day, together with its incubation time and the 
outcome. In four nests the egg hatched and of the four, 
two flew, one died, and one was not followed. In two 
other nests the eggs disappeared and two eggs were 
deserted and one was broken. One egg, RMP9, was left 
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TABLE x 
INSTANCE IN WHICH THE EGG WAS IA.ID BUT WAS NOT 
INCUBATED THE FIRST DAY 
NEST DAYS WITH SYMBOLS AND COMMENTS 
K6 lE, 53A1 , Egg broken 
WTBH 2 lE1 44A1 , Chick fledged 
10-2 lE, 41A~ I Chick fledged 
Hl2 lE, 19A' I lE, 21A· I 4C1 died 
72H lE 1 16A1 lE, 2A1 lE1 • 
' . '·' 3 SA. , 
N 
RMP9 2E, 50A1 .. , lE, 2A• I ED 
Jl5 lE, lSA' lE, • . . I 6A I ED 
J9 12A1 I SN" lE, 43A1 , N 
OB-7 lE, • 21.8: ,, N 
RDSK 1 lE, 48A' , 6+C 
NOTE: The + after the 6 indicates that the chick 
lived an unknown number of days beyond 6 
days. 
Numbers· in front of the symbols indicate 
the number of days this event occurred. 
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for two days before incubation began. Of fifty-five 
eggs observed about 16 per cent were not incubated on 
the first day after being laid. Richdale (1952) men-
tions that no particular sex was in charge of the egg 
of the Royal Albatross when it was hatching. 
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Relief of Nest 
I found that incubating males• testes were still 
large when they were measured during the first ten days 
of incubation. The sizes were as follows: 
6.0 x 4.0 rnrn. 6.4 x 5.2 mm. 
6.0 x 4.0 mm. 5.7 x 5.1 mm. 
6.5 x 5.0 mm. 5.6 x 4.8 rnzn. 
6.6 x 4.6 :mm. 5.2 x 3.5 mm. 
5.5 x 5.4 :m:m. 4.7 x 3.6 mm. 
6.9 x 4.6 mm. 
This would account for some of the active singing after 
incubation began. 
On Table XI daily incubation rhythms for some 
Ashy Petrels are given. Incubation by a bird for one 
day was 15.l per cent of the time, 36.6 per cent incu-
bated two days, 37.9 per cent incubated three days, and 
8.2 per cent incubated four days. Of the rest, two 
incubated for five days, two for six days, one for seven 
days, and one for eight days. The average number of 
days an individual bird incubated was 2.49. This was 
steady incubation of the egg until the other bird re-
lieved it of its duties. 
Nest relief periods for various Procellariiformes 
are shown in Appendix A, Table VI. 
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TABLE XI 
RECORD OF DAYS SPENT BY ADULTS 
IN INCUBATION OF THE EGG 
NEST INCUBATION RHYTHMS 
8 
RDSK 1 1 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 2 l 3 3 4 3 2 3 2 c 
l 
Jl3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 l 2 l 2 c 
5 
RMP 9 3 ( 2E) 2 2 3 3 3 4 l l 2 3 3 3 4 2 2 2 2 4 
3 l (.E) l NF 
9 
B57 2 3 2 4 3 2 3 l l 2 3 2 4 2 c 
15 
PHl 3 (2E) 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 1 3 c 
3 
73H 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 NF 
l 
53H 3 3 (6NR) 3 3 2 2 l 3 l l l 3 3 (8NR) 3 c 
8 
H79 3 2 2 2 2 l 3 3 (NR for many days) C 
16 
D 3 2 (SNR) 2 2 2 c 
8 
N 3 l 3 2 2 3 4 G 
11 
WS7 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 l 2 2 2 2 NF 
8 
128 3 3 3 3 3 3 l 6 4 c 
5 
203 2 l 3 1 2 4 3 3 
TABLE XI (continued) 
NEST INCUBATION RHYTHMS 
12 
AC 4 4 4 3 2 4 3 2 
5 
2H 2 2 3 1 2 6 3 1 3 3 (SE) 2 l 3 l D 
14 
38H 2 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 3 c 
17 
J24 2 3 4 3 3 1 3 3 2 1 3 c 
6 
23H 2 3 4 1 2 2 3 2 5 1 2 3 3 2 C 
NOTE: The number changes in the horizontal rows are 
the number of days incubated by each bird. 
The number directly above the first number of 
each row is the day on which observation 
began. At the end of each horizontal row is 
the result of the incubation. NR with the 
number preceding it signifies the number of 
days during which no record was taken. G 




In Table XII I have listed all nests in which the 
egg was successfully incubated. In the second column are 
given days in which the egg was left unattended. Sixteen 
of the 108 nests showed cooled eggs left as such for from 
l to 2 days, the average being 1.37 days. I found the 
longest incubation time in the Ashy Petrel to be 50 days 
for nest SU but the chick did not succeed in freeing 
itself from the egg. From Table XII there is no indica-
tion that long incubation periods are a result of leaving 
the egg unattended at different periods. 
The longest desertions of Ashy Petrel eggs were 
from 10, 11, and an extreme of 25 days (not listed on 
any Tables). I found two nests which had eggs in them 
which were never incubated, and five other nests (2D, 
WTBH 1, 28, 61H, SU) were deserted while the chick was 
hatching. Some of the 31 of the 108 nests listed in 
Table XII from which young were lost or unaccounted for, 
were probably disturbed. However, I feel that disturb-
ance does not account for all of the losses. 
Richdale (1943a) states that eggs of the White-
faced Storm Petrel could withstand considerable periods 
of desertion during incubation. He records two such 



























RECORD OF SUCCESSFUL INCUBATIONS AND FLEDGLINGS 
INCLUDING RECORDS OF THOSE DAYS IN WHICFJ 
INCUBATION OF EGG WAS ABSENT 
DAYS EGG PATTERN INCUBATION 
WAS OF TIME FLEDGLING RECORD 




























TABLE XII (continued) 
DAYS EGG PATTERN INCUBA,TION 
WAS OF TIME FLEDGLING RECORD 
NEST UNATTENDED INCUBA'rION IN DAYS IN DAYS 
104 44 66 
2U 43 67 
23H 49 76 
CYP 5 3+ 78 
RMP 3 22+ 76 
RMP 5 5+ 72 
F-2 3 32A• lE 4A• lE 50 79 
12a• lE 2A' 
CAP 9 1 5+1'\' lE 18A1 23+ 78 
CAP 2 43+ 83 
CA.P 6 3+ 83 
S9 2 24A' 2E 4A1 31+ 87 
NEW 1 2+ 83 
43 1 29A• lE 17A1 46 5+ Not followed 
2N 49 10+ Not followed 
H17 47 8 days, then died 
J51 1 25l\~ lE 23A• 49 12+ Not followed 
J36 47 14+ Not followed 
2D 42 Died while hatching 
H8 46 8+ Not followed 
J72. 43 5+ Not followed 
2G 44 1 day, died in down (wet) 
S4 43 16 days, burnt 
58J 40 18+ Not followed 
WTBH l 49 Chick died hatching 
PH 1 2 17A• 2E 21A• 40 10 days, died 
.... .... 
6 43 43+ Not followed 
w 
TABLE XII (continued) 
DAYS EGG PATTERN INCUBA.TION 
WAS OF TIME FLEDGLING RECORD 
NEST UNATTENDED INCUBATION IN DAYS IN DAYS 
Hl2 2 lE 19A• lE• 17A• 43 4 days, chick died 
lE SA.• 
82H 43 11+ Not followed 
Hl4 43 14+ Not followed 
107 42 25+ Not followed 
J30 41 6+ Not followed 
OBH-1 42 4 days, killed accident-
ally 
21 44 10+ Not followed 
A.C 
21t-: 
46 21+ Not followed 
BK2 1 lE l9a• 41 4 days, died 
38H 51 6 + Not followed 
J24 40 65+ Burnt 
VII 42 34+ Burnt 
28 45 Chick partially out, dead 
2AM 42 36+ Not followed 
J32 43 16+ Not followed 
J33 41 17+ Not followed 
71B 41 8·1- Not followed 
y 44 28+ Not followed 
SU 52 Did not get out of egg 
RDSK 1 48 5+ Not followed 
47H 42 16+ Not followed 
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47zf 
45 14 days, burnt 
61H 1 lE 42 Did not get out of egg I-' 
I-' 
~ 
TABLE XII (continued) 
D.l\.YS EGG PATTERN INCUBATION 
WAS OF TIME FLEDGLING RECORD 
NEST UW\.TTENDED INCUBATION IN DAYS IN DAYS 
Sl3 l 7A' lE 4U•. 49 9+ Not followed 
CAP 5 2+ 39 Gone 
35H 43 7 + Not followed 
66H 45 11+ Not followed 
DSL 38 4+ Not followed 
CSL 9+ 5 days, deserted 
RMP 2 20+ 5 days, died 
RMP l 36+ 10 days, died 
NEW 2 10+ 7 + Not followed 
128 35+ 5 days, died 
SlO 43+ 5 days, died 
$6 46+ 16+ Not followed 
CAP 4 
lSA,. 
37+ 6+ ~t followed 
REV 3 5 7+A• lE lE 37+ 2 2 + Not followed 
lA' 2E SA' 
J;H l 1 SA' lE 16A' 14+ 51+ Gone 
BRK·l 10+ 13+. Not followed 
va 30+ 8+ Not followed 
JlO 21+ 51 Burnt 
PH17 5+ 12 days, died 
RDSK 4 38+ 31 days, gone 
D 40+ 2 d.ays, gone 
14-2 
9A• 
47+ 48+·Not followed 
71H 2 26+A• 2E 46+ 18+.Not followed 
69H 25+ l day~ gone ,..... 



































4 days, died 
7 days, died 
10 days, died 
4 days, died 
2 days, gone 
15 days,·died 
27 days, died 
3 days, died 
Not followed 
25 days, died · 
NOTE; The days of incubation with a + to the right of them indicates the number 
of days of known incubation plus addi\bional· unknown days. The :r:.to the 
right of the fledging records indicates an unknown number of days from 
the time of hatching. · 
(1932) mentions 2 to 24-hour desertions of the eggs of 
Storm Petrels at the beginning of incubation. Roberts 
(1940) had no record of the egg of a Wilson's Petre~ 
"'' 
hatching after being cold for 48 hours. Warham (1958) 
gives a record of one egg of Puffinus carneipes which 
was chilled for seven days, but hatched. 
Ainslie and Atkinson (1937) say "••• if the 
(Leach's) egg became accidentally cracked or the birds 
deserted through our interference, the egg was some-
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times left for two or three days after which one of the 
adults would return and brood it for a single night 
before deserting entirely." Richdale (1943b) mentions 
that after deserting the egg, one pair of Diving Petrels 
never returned, a few other nesters returned for 5 to 6 
nights before leaving for the season. 
I have listed the incubation times of thirty 
nests incubated in excess of 40 days, on Table XIII. 
The following information as to their fate is given: 
1. In fifteen nests there was no trace of the 
egg. 
2. Three nests had broken, deserted eggs in 
them. 
3. Ten nests had eggs present in good condi-
tion, but deserted. 
4. Two nests had eggs deserted and partially 
buried in the dirt. 
TA,BLE XIII 
RESULTS·· OF LONGEST INCUBATION TIMES OF OVER FORTY 
































































DAYS WITH SYMBOLS 
52+A• I EDB 
84+A~ I ED 
lE, 52A' , , EBD 
Sl+A• I ED 
41 +A• I lE, 26A1 ·' lE, 
lE, 54A' I ED 
2E, 50A' I lE, 2A' I 
4+A1 I lE, 4A' I 2E, 
30A1 I ED 
56·t-A• I 2E, 3A. I 3E, 
60A', lE, N 
45A.' I ED 
14A' I lE, 32A1 I EBD 
52+A' I EDB 
4l+A' I lE, 26A1 I lE, 
44+A', N 
4+E, 4A• I 2E, llA~ I 
ED 
Egg partially hatched~ 
2 3A' I llE, 44p4• I N 
48A• I N 
52A' I 1E, 
7 l+A• I 4E, 
12A1 I 6E, 
38A' I 2E, 
35A' I 1E, 
IA•, lE, 
55lV I 2E, 
34A' I SE, 
21A· I 1E, 
1a•, lE, 
25/?I I 3E, 
44A. I 2E, 
43+A' I 3E; 
lA' I lE, 
lA' I ED 








7A' I N 
16A· I lE, 
ED 
22+A' I N 





1A1 . EBD 
I 
N 
lE, 30P! . I 
deserted 
lA' I lE, 
1A1 ED I 
lA' I 4E, 




NOTE: The + indicates additional unknown number of days. 
The only eggs from these nests which I examined were 
the broken eggs and these were found to be non-viable. 
The 84+ day incubation at nest S2 was an uninterrupted 
extreme incubation which was followed very carefully. 
Nests S3 and RSF 12 had incubating birds present under 
ten days whereas the eggs in nests CNK and VRH 3 were 
incubated for one day. Again some eggs were never 
incubated (Nests J52, VRH 2). The average days of 
incubation for Ashy nests listed on Table XIII was 50+ 
days with a range, (excluding the extreme of 84+ and 
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72 days), of 41 to 67 days. This exceeded the av·erage 
incubation period of 43.9 days by six days. Other 
nests on Table XIV show the results of 47 unsuccessful 
nests which were incubated 40 days or under. The range 
in incubation of these nests was from 1 to 40 days. Of 
all nests which contained eggs (N=l85), 41.6 per cent 
were unsuccessful~ a high nest mortality rate. 
Folk (1949) suggests that low egg surface t"em-
perature helped to explain the long incubation period in 
Leach's Petrel. Folk (1951) also suggests a semi-torpid 
condition during part of the nesting cycle of Leach's 
Petrel. The incubating temperature of l04.36°F. was 
higher than its active temperature of 104.1°F. Low 
incubation temperatures were not found in the Ashy 
TABLE XIV 
EGGS INCUBATED UNDER FORTY DAYS WITH NON-PRODUCTION 




































DA.YS WITH SYMBOLS 
, 
34A I 4E,, 
36N, l3E1 





14A' I lE,, EBD (was pipped) 
lE, ED 
lSA' I lE, SA. ' lE, 
lA' I 4E,. 26A' I 3E, 
lO+A. I lE, 13A. 1 ED 
7+A' I 22E, N 
7 El Egg cracked 
l~ I l9E, N 
4+A' I lE, 6l!l 1 lEI 3A' ,, 
EBD 
• • 16+A I ED 
ai:l', 2E, 3A• , ED 
7E, EBD 
lE, 6E1 
8+A~ I ED 
lE,, 6A. I lE, 3A. I 3E, N 
14+A• I lE, 7A. I N 
6+A• I lE,, lA' I lE, 20A' I 
l +A~ , 3E,'1 8A• ,, lE, 4A• , 
l·3ED, N 
lA· I ED 






26+A' I ED 
lE, 16A. I 
lE, 18.A.. I 
38A' I 2E, 
38~ I N 
4A•, SE, 4A•, 6E, 23a•, 
days, 3A2E, l-2E, 2~2E, 
18Jf I lE,, 7A. I SE, 2A• I 
5!t, ED 
16A•' 6E, 2A. I SE, 9A. I 
2S +A I 3E, 2A•, SE, 3A• I 
10A4' I N 
16~ I lE, 5£ I 2E, N 
lE, 2l+A' I N 
lE, 12A. I EBD 
lE, 8A' I 
N 
2 eggs for two 
3A,2E, 1S-2E,, N 




















TABLE XIV (continued) 
DAYS WITH SYMBOLS 
12A•, 6E, N 
25A.• N 
I I 
N 40A. , 
l6+A' 1 SE, N 
ll+A' I 7E, 3A' I 6E1 • ~I 
1A1 / lOE, 2-2A' I N 
5+~ , 4E, 1511 lE, 3A~, 
24+A' , N 
I 
17A' 1 .. lE, 8~ N I 
20+A~ I 6E,, N 
s+l'! I lE, 8A' ED . I 
l6lt . lE, 4A,' I 4E, N ..... · I 
2E, 39A,,t I N 




Petrel. The small sample number of 13 might not be a 
true picture of incubation. 
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Farner and Serventy (1959) state that for the 
Slender-billed Shearwater (Puffinus tenuirostris) the 
low temperature of the incubating bird is 11 character-
istic of quiet burrow life rather than as a functional 
peculiarity of incubation itself. 11 Howell and Barthole-
mew (1961) found low body temperatures in incubating 
birds of 3a.s0 c. and higher active temperatures of 
returning birds of 39.9°c. Udvardy (1963) also found 
this to be so in his studies of petrels. 
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Incubating Behavior 
Davis (1957) mentions that the White-faced Storm 
Petrel did not sing after the egg was hatched, but I 
found a few Ashy Petrels singing after incubation was 
initiated (see Appendix D, Observations 55 and 56, and 
Table Il). 
As mentioned before, the nest-bond and pair-bond 
were very strong during the early stages of incubation, 
and visiting and socializing by other birds was generally 
not tolerated even though socializers and visitors 
responded to the partial duetting of some incubating 
birds. 
I often found adults sleeping, preening, and 
nibbling their secondaries, primaries, and tail feathers 
while incubating, both during the day and night. 
There was a possibility that some incubating birds 
left the nest at night {see Observation 57, Appendix D). 
Gross (1935) mentions that Leach's Petrels never left the 
nest while incubating. 
At the start of incubation the Ashy Petrel was 
sometimes found to be extremely nervous and would readily 
desert the egg. Generally the incubating bird left the 
egg untouched when it deserted the nest, but one disturbed 
bird left the nest in complete chaos with the egg almost 
.completely covered with dirt. I found a bird on nest J38 
which evinced extreme nervousness and fright when 
observed and kicked debris over the egg in its haste 
to fly away from the entrance. A few other birds 
pecked holes in the eggs before leaving them. Another 
bird was heard to chatter its bill nervously when dis-
turbed. At nest WTBHl the incubating bird of three 
days gave one or two sky-calls when I passed the nest 
during the day. 
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Nest 52 had an egg which was incubated for fifty-
three days. On the fifty-third day the adult was sitting 
beside the egg. Next day the egg was deserted and when 
opened was found to be non-viable. 
Nest 2G had an incubating bird in it regularly 
for forty-six days at which time hatching began. Next 
day a 1/8 11 ·hole was found in the shell and the adult, 
undisturbed by my presence, was seen to be sitting beside 
the egg throughout that day. On the forty-eighth day no 
adult was present and the chick was found dead with its 
down matted. 
Return to Nest 
The return to the nest evoked various reactions 
from the birds, as given in Observations 58 to 62, 
.e,,ppendix D. 
Erief ly, I noticed that a bird returning to its 
incubating partner or chick, circled several times and 
flew low over its nest entrance, or hovered over the 
area about the entrance, only to fly away and return 
repeatedly, or it indulged in aerial activity and 
socializing before entering its nest. Sometimes a 
returning bird was greeted by crows, partial duets or 
duetting (if an incubating bird was at the nest). 
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The A.shy Petrel sometimes carried out a thorough 
search of the area before finding its burrow entrance. 
This seemed especially so during the early part of incu-
bation. If the Ashy Petrel did not enter the burrow on 
the first few landings it could easily spring into the 
air again and fly away. Landings and take-offs were 
also noticed by Roberts (1940) in the Wilson's Petrel, 
Warham (1958} in the Great-winged Petrel., and Richdale 
(1943b) in the Diving Petrel. Richdale felt these 
landings were not as accurate as some had thought. 
Kaeding (1903} states that incoming Ashy Petrels replaced 
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the mate at the nest after an exchange of courtesies and 
a chat. 
Roberts (1940) is certain that incubating Wilson's 
Petrels were visited every night. ~inslie and Atkinson 
(1937) also indicate that incubating Leach's Petrels 
were visited by their mates at night. Davis (1957) men-
tions that a nest with incubating birds in it was visited 
on twenty-three successive nights. He does not state 
whether these visits were by the mate or by v·isitors. 
In one instance I found that a mate to an incubating 
A.shy Petrel was caught in a trap. It was at least pres-
ent at the island while its mate was incubating. 
Lockley (1930) mentions that incoming Manx Shear-
waters probably feed their mates. I never noticed this 
to occur in the Ashy Petrel. 
The maintenance shop provided some of my best 
observations of petrel activities. Many nests were 
found under the floor and birds came and went through a 
space. 2" x 3 1 high x 6 1 wide between the panellings and 
the rock work of the east wall. Climbing between the 
inner and outer walls was accomplished by using bill, 
claws, and pressing with the wings against the other wall. 
A.s darkness approached, birds were seen waiting near the 
crack under the window, peering out into the open, ready 

VII. POST-EGG PERIOD 
Hatching 
The Ashy Petrel chick is semi-precocial (Nice, 
1962) when hatched. I found chicks being released from 
the egg hatching twenty-four to seventy-two hours from 
the time the egg was pipped. The chick's down dried in 
approximately twelve hours. The egg-shell was not 
removed from the nest and was gradually crushed into 
the sand and gravel of the nest. 
The chicks1 when hatched, showed a variety of 
characteristics. some were very alert, with eyes open, 
able to stand and support the head, and were quite strong 
and vigorous, able to peep and retaliate by biting when 
/ 
disturbed. I observed that a few chicks could not sup-
port their heads without resting the bill on the ground 
(see Plate 1) and were unable to right themselves when 
turned on their backs. 
Other Tubinaire chicks varied in their aggressive-
ness, or lack of it, upon hatching. Lockley (1942) 
states that Storm Petrel chicks could not hold their 
heads up at first and that their eyes remained closed, 
but he also states that Bulwer•s Petrels tried to climb 
rocks by hooking bills and wing stumps to them. Roberts 
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Plate l. One-day-old chick with bill resting to support , 
head. 
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(1940) mentions the inability of Wilson's Petrels to 
support the head except by resting the bill on the 
ground and that the eyes remained closed until between 
the eighth to eleventh day. Gross (1935) states that 
the Leach's chick was helpless and feeble and was unable 
to support the head except by resting its bill on the 
ground. Richdale (1943a) mentions that White-faced 
Storm Petrel chicks were born listlessJ lying on one 
side but with eyes open. 
Clark (1961) mentions two petrels having an egg 
tooth, but states it is probably present in all birds, 
and Parkes and Clark (1964) state it occurs in all bird 
embryos. I found the retention of the egg tooth to be 
varied as shown in Table XV which gives the days from 
hatching and the number of birds with an egg tooth until 
the time of loss. Others give the days of loss of the 
egg tooth as follows: Davis, (1957), Storm Petrel at six 
days: Richdale, (1963), Puffinus griseus, nine to twelve 
days: Tickell, (1962), Dove Prion, Pachyptila desolata, 
the tenth day. 
I found two instances in which both Ashy Petrel 
parents were present when the chick hatched. The mate 
to the incubating. bird at nest 26 arrived while the 
chick was hatching and remained all night. crowings and 
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TABLE XV 
LENGTH IN D.t\YS OF THE PRESENCE OF THE EGG-TOOTH. DAYS 
SHOWN ARE THE DAYS WHEN THE EGG-TOOTH WA.S 
NOTED TO HAVE DISAPPEARED FROM 
INDIVIDUAL CHICKS 
Dl~.YS • ••• ., ............ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 17 
NUMBER OBSERVED ••• 7 2 l 3 6 2 4 3 l l 1 
DAYS ....... ·· ••••••••• 20 21 22 24 25 29 30 36 42 43 
NUMBER OBSERVED ••• 1 1 1 3 5 l 3 1 1 1 
18 
4 
partial duettings issued from the nest. A. similar 
situation occurred at nest AB (see Observations 63 and 
64, Appendix D). 
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Temperature 
The adult Ashy Petrel is stenothermal but the 
chick needs to establish this through thermotaxic 
mechanisms as it passes through a semipoikilothermic 
stage before it becomes homoiothermic. 
J~dult temperatures of various tubinaires are 
listed in Appendix A, Table VII. Ainslie and Atkinson 
(1937} state that Leach's Petrel chicks which had the 
lowest temperature showed the least development. 
Richdale (1943b) mentions the fact that when Diving 
Petrels were very young they died from exposure but 
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that a chick exposed after the eighth day did not. 
Chicks (Farner and Serventy, 1959) of the Slender-billed 
Shearwater (Puffinus tenuirostris} were able to maintain 
adult or near-adult temperatures when one day old and 
the increase in chick temperature from 1 to 4 days was 
very significant (P( O.Ol}. Torpidity has been sug-
gested in incubating adults (Folk, 1949). Nice (1962) 
also suggests 11 These chicks (Tubinaires) when forced to 
fast for extended periods must go into torpidity as do 
European Swifts." Kendeigh (1934) indicates that tem-
perature became a critical factor when combined with a 
period without food. 
In Ashy Petrels the mean temperature for 29 birds 
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was found to be lOS.9°F. (Table XVI) with the range being 
103.8° to 107.8°F. I found the adult cloacal temperatures 
of forty active birds to have a mean of 104.1°F. and a 
range of 100.4° to 106.4°F. Incubation temperature of 
thirteen adults was found to average 104.36°F. and 
ranged from 102.6° to l06.2°F. I took temperatures of 
one hundred four brooding adults and calculated a mean 
temperature of 102.16°F., with a range of 99.6° to 
104.4°F. Temperatures of eighty-seven of these brooding 
birds are listed according to days when present at the 
nest, as shown at the bottom of Table XVI. I have 
given the average brooding temperature twice in Figure 
13, since the average brooding temperature with N=l04 
involved all brooding adults while the average adult 
brooding temperature having N=54 dealt only with paired 
adults brooding a chick. The difference between deep 
adult temperature and cloacal temperature was l.8°F., 
the incubating temperature being 0.3°F. higher. These 
high incubating temperatures could possibly be the result 
of the incubating birds having left the nest at night for 
short periods. A brooding bird, therefore, has an 
average temperature drop of 2.0°F. from its active tem-
perature. 
Figure 13 is a composite of Tables XVI, XVII, 
VIII and IX (see Appendix A for Tables VIII and IX). 
'rABLE XVI 
TEMPERATURE ME.A.SUREMENTS 
N x RANGE SD SE- t·01 
)( 
ADULT DEEP TEMPERATURE 29 105.9° 103. 8-107. s0 3.362 .6352 2.763 
(ACTIVE BIRDS) 
ADULT RECTAL TEMPERATURE 40 104.1° 100.4-106.4° 4.970 • 7958 2.750 
(ACTIVE BIRDS) 
ADULT INCUBATION TEMPERATURE 13 104.36° 102.6-106.2° 1.034 .2984 3.055 
ADULT BROODING TEMPERATURE 104 102.16° 99.6-104.4° 1.034 1.0187 2.580 
(TOTAL) 
DAY 1 45 102.26° 100.1-104.1° .9127 .1375 2.750 
DAY 2 7 101.87 102.6-103.4 .8602 .3512 3.707 
DAY 3 8 102.63 101.9-102.3 .6678 .2523 3.499 
DAY 4 2 102.75 102.7-102.8 
DAY 5 2 102.15 101.2-102.8 
DAY 6 16 101.19 99.6-103.8 1.095 .2827 2. 947 
DAY 9 1 103.9 
DA.Y 10 1 104.4 
DAY 11 l 104.4 -
DAY 13 4 102.07° 100.2-104.4° 1.288 • 7436 4.604 
NOTE: Temperatures were taken within two minutes of capture. Deep temperatures were 
taken by inserting a plastic-sheathed thermistor probe into the esophagus or 
stomach .. Active birds were captured in a net as they were returning to land at I-' w 
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Figure 13. comparison of adult temperature to chick (as a 
pair) to various average adult temperatures., 
( 
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There were two very low chick temperatures at nests Jl7 
and BKl on days 1 and 2, respectively (see Figure 13). 
I measured these chicks' temperatures again on the third 
day and they had risen considerably. The average differ-
ence between the brooding adult and chick was s.s7°F. 
Fisher and Lockley (1954) state that hatched chicks have 
a temperature about l0°c. lower than the adult. 
I found the average A.shy Petrel chick temperature 
for fifty-four chicks from day 1 to 10 was 96.38°F. The 
average temperature for chicks on the first day was 
94.5°F. (Table XVII) with a rise and fall in the next 
two days (Figure 14). A fairly steady gain was noticed 
until the 15th day. The 18th day showed a fair stabili-
zation of temperature above the adult brooding tempera-
ture. Adult temperature was not reached until after the 
38th day. Most chicks were brooded for 7.2 days and this 
approximated the time when a steady gain in temperature 0 
began (Figure 14) and growth of the second down first 
appeared. The adult never brooded the chick again but 
in some instances was found beside the chick later in 
the season (see Table II for late visits). 
Nice (1962) indicates that the Slender-billed 
Shearwater stabilized its temperature at 38.o0 c. quite 
early.. It had reached 3s.2°c. on the second day. 
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TABLE XVII 
DAY BY DAY CHICK TEMPEAA,TURES IN DEGREES 
FAHRENHEIT FOR ALL CHICKS 
- t"o' DAY N x RANGE SD SE- CONFIDENCE )( "" 1 31 94.46° 90.2-100.4° 3.67 0.670 2.750 94.46°.:tl.843 
2 9 96.20 91.5-100.l 2.22 o. 785 3.355 96.20 ±2.634 
3 12 94.53 90.1-100.l 4.52 1.365 3.106 94.53 .:t4.240 
4 12 95.80 81.3-102.9 4.34 1.006 3.106 95.80±3~125 
.5 7 97.50 93.3-100.3 2.56 1.045 3.707 97 • 50 .:3 • 87 4 
6 19 96.98 90.1-101.2 1.03 0.110 2.878 96.98 .t2.216 
7 12 98.85 98.1-101.3 1.27 o.383 3.106 98.85 .tl.190 
8 8 99.67 93.8-103.2 3.10 1.172 3.499 99.67 ±4 .. 101 
9 17 100.47 98.2-103.8 2.30 o.577 2.921 100. 47 .:tl. 685 
10 20 99.80 93. 8-102. 8 1.96 0.448 2.861 99.80 ,tl.282 
11 8 100.30 98.4-102. 2 1.18 0.446 3.499 100.30 .tl.560 
12 11 101.00 98.2-103.3 1.67 o.530 3.169 101.00 .:tl.680 
13 15 100.16 96.4-102.9 1.65 0.442 2.977 100.16 .:rl.316 
14 13 100.10 96.4-103.2 1.39 0.401 3.055 100.10 .:tl.225 -
15 8 102.22 99.1-104.2 1.65 0.624 3.499 102.22 .t2.l83 
16 16 100.90 98.2-104.2 1.29 0.334 2.947 100.90 .t0.984 
17 16 101.30 98.2-104.2 1.54 0.397 2.977 101.30 .tl.182 
18 3 102.2,100.6, 
103.8 
19 17 100.22 98.6-103.l 2.42 0.672 3.012 100.22 ;t2.024 
21 3 101.6, lOO. l, 
101.9 
22 13 102.17 100.5-103.8 1.01 0.291 3.055 102.17 .#).889 
23 4 102.5 101.8-103.8 o. 78 
25 13 102.80 101.4-104.2 2.84 0.821 3.055 102.80 ±2.508 
28 6 101.16 99.3-103.l 1.60 o.715 4.032 101.16 .t2.883 
29 2 102.5,102.7 
30 2 102.1,102.1 
31 7 102.07 97.8-103.2 1.16 0.474 3. 707 102.07 ;tl.757 
32 9 102.50 99.4-103.5 3.38 1.196 3.355 102.50 ±4.313 
34 1 102.4 
36 2 101.8, 101.5 
39 2 103.5,102.6 
44 1 101.8 
49 l 102.8 
54 l 103.2 
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Figure 14.,, Chick temperatures., Vertical lines through the 
dots give the range of temperatures., The numbers-at 
the top of these lines are the sample numbers~ The 
number_s beside the x 1 s show the days of occurrence of 
the temperatures beyond those listed on the horizontal 
line at the bottom .. 
Roberts (1940) found that the temperature of Wilson's 
Petrels stabilized in from 4 to 7 days. Roberts also 
indicates that Wilson's Petrels• temperatures ranged 
between 36.s0 c. to 37.s0 c. from day 7 to day 40, and 
during this time never reached the average adult tem-
perature of 3a.s0 c. (range being 36.5° to 4o.s0 c.). 
My observations suggest an attainment of homoi-
140 
otherrny late in burrow life, probably the last few days 




I found that brooding of Ashy Petrel chicks was a 
short-term process. Some brooding times for various 
tubenoses are given on Table .XVIII. 
My records taken for Ashy Petrels during 1964-65 
show the average length of time an adult spent brooding 
in seventy different nests was 2.2 days, the range being 
O to 7 days as shown on Table XIX. 
It can be seen from Table XIX that both birds did 
not incubate for the same length of timer the ratio being 
2.7:1.6 days (the percentage was approximately 63 per cent 
to 37 per cent), and it also seemed that the bird present 
on the first day generally incubated more days than the 
second bird. Twenty-one adults never brooded the chick 
during the day and four chicks hatched without an adult 
present. All four survived. Most chicks were attended 
for from l 5o 12 days, the days 10, 11, and 12 having 
J , 
only two records on each day. The arithmetic mean is 
7.2 days. Some chicks were attended beyond twelve daysr 
two on the 18th day, two on the 26th day, and one on 
each day of the 32nd, 33rd, and 39th. These were visits 
by the parents, but in one instance a chick was visited 
by a bird other than by one of its parents. 
TABLE XVIII 





















seldom longer than five days 
Chick seldom brooded after 
first two days 
Some brooded until eleventh 
and twelfth day 
Brooded from second to sixth 
day 
There were 56 one-day shifts, 
5 two-day shifts, and 2 three-
day shifts 
- one left at sixth day 
- one left at seventh day 
- never found a parent 
brooding after sixteenth 
day 
Brooded two days 
Found one bird present at 
.thirty-third day 
Parent seldom found in burrow 
after chick hatched 
TABLE XIX 
ADULTS BROODING WHEN CHICK WA.S HATCHED 
DAY 










A.b c c Ab c 
l 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab 
1 1 1 2 .2 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab 
1 l l 2 .1 
Ab c c c c 
l 
Ab c c Ab c 
l l 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab 
l 1 1 2 1 
Ab c Ab c A.b 
1 1 2 
Ab Ab c c Ab 
l l l 
AbAbC CD 
1 2 
c c NF 
Ab c c c c c F 
1 
c c NF 
c c c Ab c c NF 
2 
c c D 
A.b c c NF 
2 
c Ab c c D 
2 
















TA.BLE XIX (continued) 
DA. Y 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 l~ 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Ab A .. b Ab C C Ab C C C NF 
l 2 1 2 
c c C Ab c c c 
1 
A.b A.b A.b Ab Ab c c 
1 1 2 2 1 
1-\b A.b C Ab c C Ab 
1 1 ? 2 
Ab Ab c c c F 
1 1 
Ah Ab.Ab c c c F 
1 1 1 
A.b Ab c Ab c c A.b 
1 1 1 2 
Ab c G 
1 
Ab 11.b c c D 
1 1 
Ab Ab A.b C C F 
1 1 1 
c c c 
NF 
C Ab c 
2 
c c F 
c c c c c c C Ab c C NF 
l 












.TABLE XIX (continued) 
DAY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
A,b Ab l\.b C·Ab c F 
1 1 2 2 
Ab Ab Ab Ab c c c c DiF 
1 1 l 1 
Ab A,b Ab .l:\,b c c c NF 
l l 2 l 
A.b Ab Ab A,b A,b c c c Ab c 
1 l 2 2 2 1 
Ab A.b Ab Ab A,.b .P,.b F 
? ? ? 1 2 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab l\b ,8.b Ab c c Ab 
l 2 2 2 l 2 2 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab A,.b Ab Ab Ab Ab c 
l 1 1 1 1 l 1 2 l 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C A.b Ab Ab D 
1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 
A.b A,b Ab C Ab A,b A,b D 
1 2 l 2 2 1 
A.b Ab Ab Ab D 
1 1 ? ? 
c c F 
c c F 











TABLE XIX (continued.) 
DAY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab D 
1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C C C D 
1 l 1 1 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C Ab C C C C C C Ab C C Ab F 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 l 
Ab Ab Ab C C F 
l l l 
Ab Ab Ab A,b D 
1 1 l 1 
A.b Ab ? ,,z\b ? ? Ab C C NF 
~ l 1 1 
Ab C C C C Ab C C F 
1 2 
Ab Ab Ab A.b Ab Ab A.b C C C C Ab C C NF-
1 1 2 l l l l 1 
Ab Ab C C Ab Ab C C Ab C C C NF 











TABLE XIX (continued) 
DAY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Ab c c c c c C Ab c c c c c c c c C Ab 
1 2 2 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C Ab c C Ab Ab c c c F 
1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Ab Ab Ab A,b .Ab c c c c c c c c c c c Ah c 
l 1 2 2 1 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C Ab C C C C NF 
1 1 l 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 
Ab l~b A.b C Ab A.b Ab C Ab C C F 
1 1 1 1 1 l ? 2 
Ab Ab C D 
1 1 
Ab Ab A.b C C F 
1 2 l 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab A.b Ab A.b Ab C C C C NF 
1 l 2 2 ' 2 ? ? 2 ? 1 1 
· Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C C C F 
1 1 2 2 1 
c c c F 











TABLE XIX (continued) 
DAY 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Ab Ab Ab l\b . C C A.b C C C C NF 
1 1 1 1 1 
Ab Ab Ab C C C NF 
1 2 1 
' 
Ab A.b Ab D 
1 1 2 
Ab Z\b C C NF 
1 1 
C Ab C F 
l 
Ab A.b 1\.b Ab Ab Ab C C C F 
1 2 1 1 l 2 
A,b Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C C Ab Ab C C C F 
l 1 2 2 l 1 2 
AbAbAbA.b CCC CCC CAb CCC F 
l 2 2 1 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C C C NF 











TABLE XIX (continued) 
DAY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C Ab C C C C C C C Ab C C 
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C C C NF 
1 l . 2 2 ? 2 ? 
Ab D 
1 
C C Ab C C C F 
1 
Ab C Ab Ab i~b C NF 
l 2 2 1 
Ab Ab C C C C C F 
1 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C Ab Ab C C A.b D 
1 l 2 2 2 2 1 l 
A,b A.b Ab Ab Ab Ab C C C C DiF 
l 2 1 1 2 2 
Ab C Ab C Ab C C C DiF 











TABLE XIX (continued) 
DAY 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
A.b Ab Ab Ab C Ab C l\b C C C G 
1 l l 2 2 2 
A.b Ab c c c c 
l 1 
A.b Ab Ab c c c 
l l l 
Ab Ab Ab c c c 
l l l 
C Ab Ab C C D 
l 1 
c NF 
C Ab Ab 
l 2 
c c c 
l~b A.b A.b A.b C C C C F 
? 1 1 l 
c 
c 
Ab Ab Ab C C Ab C C C NF 
l l 2 2 




Ab Ab Ab Ab .Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C C C C C C C C C C Ab C F 











TABLE XIX (continued) 
DAY 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Ab Ab·Ab C NF 
l 2 2 
A.b Ab A.b A.b C C C Ab C C C NF 
1 l 2 2 -1 
Ab Ab C C .c C C NE 
l l 
Ab C C C C Ab C C Ab C C C F 
1 l l 
Ab Ab A.b Ab C C C C NF 
1 1 l 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab C C C C NF 
1 1 l l 
A.b Ab C C Ab C Ab Ab C C C Ab C C F 
1 1 1 1 l 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab C C J~b C F 
. 1 1 1 1. 1 
Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab C C F 
l l 1 2 1 2 2 2 
TABLE XIX (continued) 
DA y 
NEST l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
S6 Ab Ab ~b Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab c c C Ab c c C NF 
l 1 1 l 1 2 ·1 1 1 2 
SlO Ab Ab c c c D 
1 1 
128 Ab Ab c c c F 
1 2 
NEW 2 A.b c c c c C Ab C NF 
1 1 
*J51 Ab c c c CAbAbAb c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
1 1 l 2 
*TP66 Ab Ab Ab Ab Ab c c J\b c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
l 2 2 2 l 2 
*26 Ab A.b Ab C Ab c C Ab c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
l 1 2 2 l 
*6 Ab A.b C Ab Ab c c c Ab c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
1 1 2 2 1 
*QA c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c c 
* Above nests continued with additional days. ,..... U1 
"' 
NEST 24 25 26 27 28 
J51 c c c c c 
TP66 c c Ab F 
2 
26 c c c c c 
6 c c Ab ·p 
2 
QA c c c c c 
TABLE XIX (continued) 
DAY 
29 30 31 32 33 34 
c c c c c c 
c c c c Ab c 
1 
c c c Ab c F 
1 
35 36 37 38 
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Featheration of the Chick 
The ptilopaedic chick had, at hatching, protop-
tiles covering the body. This down ranged from 18 mm. 
to an extreme of 35 rmn. on the body and from 8 to 10 mm. 
on the head, and dried within~;several hours to a day 
after hatching. The crown area on the head was found to 
be naked as shown in Plate 2, with a fleshy grey color-
at ion on the bare areas. This bare skin extended ov·er 
the lores, forehead, chin, and around the eyes. some 
chicks had sparse head down as seen in Plate 3. Two 
down stages were found by Lockley (1932) and Davis (1957) 
to occur in the British Storm Petrel. The second down 
of the li.shy Petrel was a darker grey than the mesoptile 
down. 
Pterylosis. Amadon (1966) in speaking of the 
pennaceous plumage says 
Some groups of birds, such as many hawks 
••• usually or always the first set of down 
grows from the same follicles as the pennaceous 
feathers ••• The second down grows from other 
follicles and is the down retained, though less 
copiously, beneath the contour feathers of 
later plumages. 
Progress of f eatheration in the Ashy Petrel is 
shown in Figure 15. Wing mesoptile plumage is not indi-
cated as I did not observe it. This does not mean that 
155 
Plate 2. Typical bald spot on head of chick. 
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Figure 15 .. 
MESOPTILE APPEARANCE IN 
Ill [Il]]] 
BREAKING THROOOH SHEATHS IS INDICATED BY 
THE ENLARGMENT OF THE HORIZ~TAL SYMBOLS. TELEOPTILE .. 
SHEATHS 
Featheration of the chick., 
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it was not present. Wilbur (1969) mentions that the 
plumages in Leach's Petrel appeared as follows: mesoptile 
plumage noticed under skin 2 to 4 days1 axillar rnesoptile 
plumage visible at 5 to 8 days1 mesoptile plumage emerged 
from 8 to 15 days, primary emergent but sheathed from 15 
to 25 days: rectrices visible beyond mesoptile plumage 
25 to 40 days. 
The basal area of the culmen in the A.shy Petrel 
remained unfeathered until about the sixtieth day. The 
basal area of ·the- culmen appeared as a flesh-colored 
area at hatching but darkened about the same time as the 
tarsus and toes. some birds showed an inf lated basal 
area of the culrnen about the fifty-second day and the 
pores in the area gave a hoary appearance as the teleoP-
tile sheaths emerged. 
The caudal featheration growth for bird RMP 5 is 
shown on Plate 4, at thirty-six days, and Plate 5, at 
fifty-five days. some short tail-feathers exceeded the 
average adult length (Figure 16) of 59.8 mm. Long tail 
feathers were shorter at flight than the average adult 
length (Figure 17) of 85.2 mm. Variation in length of 
caudal feathers at different ages was conspicuous, show-
ing extremes in lengths. Plate 6 1 shows a slow develoP-
ing chick of Nest 4 at forty-two days in which the 
160 
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Plate So 2\. fift:y=fiv&=d<:l'.y=old chicko Much velIT:tI:~l d©vm 
is pbe~e~t a~d caQdal f eathera~i~~ i~ &lmo~~ cornpl®~e 0 
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Figure 16. Growtp Of sho.rt ·tail feathers.. Vertical lines 
represent the range of the sample.. The dot is t.he 
average length. · The numbers on top of the line give 
the nwnber of samples. Adult range is given by a 
vertical broken line. Adult average is given on the 
horizontal line with the averaqe indicated in paren-
thesis. The number to the left of the broken horizon-
tal line is the number of adult samples and in paren~ 



























































Plate 6. Retarded forty-two-day-old chick. 
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rectrices are hardly noticeable. Lack (1966) mentions 
that during an experiment in which twins were put in 
nests of certain Procellarii, that the twins were 
undernourished but that thier feathers grew at the same 
rate as well-nourished young. Such a situation was not 
observed by this author in the A.shy Petrel. Lack con-
cludes that selection favored 11 those young shearwaters 
that leave the island earlier, but undernourished, 
rather than those which leave later but well-nourished" 
and that the young survive better the earlier they leave. 
Plates 5, 7, and 8 show the slow developing 
f eatheration of the ventral tract area. Some of the 
down was still clinging to the tips of the feathers 
when most of the fledglings flew. Down was still on 
some young even after they left the island, as noted by 
Orr (1944) and he found it still completely obscuring 
some of the juvenal feathers in October and November 
(see Eisenmann, 1965, for definition of a juvenal}. 
Alar featheration began with the tertiary feathers 
and the alula. The tertials were the first to be 
noticed, appearing as teleoptile sheaths on the thir-
teenth day and breaking through as early as the twenty-
eighth day. Roberts (1940) mentions that on the twenty-
fourth day unsheathed primaries extended 10 mm. from 
( 
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their sheaths on the Wilson's Petrel. The light-tipped 
secondary coverts appeared as early as the thirty-sixth 
day. These feathers can be clearly seen in Plate 9. 
These white-tipped secondary coverts were fairly well 
discerned in juvenals and were noticeable in most 
adults but were faint in others. Barlow (1894) and 
Loomis (1918) noticed these white markings and also the 
brownish hue to other feathers on some adults. I found 
that the extent of the whiteness of the underwing coverts 
varied as did its intensity. 
From the sixtieth day onward there was still much 
down clinging to the juvenal feathers of most birds. 
Sometimes the three feather types could be seen at once--
the first down clung to the second down which was cling-
ing to the teleoptiles. Plates 8, 10, and 11 show 
featheration at various ages close to flight dates, the 
birds in the Plates being 64, 60 and 60 days respectively. 
Plate 8 shows an exceptionally well-feathered bird at 
sixty-four days. 
The following are short descriptions of seven 
individual nestlings from sixty-days to seventy-seven 
days: 
Sixty-day chick The teleoptiles of the submalar 
region were out of the sheaths but very short and the 
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A sixty-day-old chick showing ventral feather 
development. 
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malar area showed sheathed teleoptiles. ..tUl other areas 
of the head were through but down clung to many of the 
feathers. The culmen was hoary with unbroken sheaths. 
There was down clinging on the tips of the rectrices 
and copious down on the ventral tract. 
Sixty-three and sixty-five days Some down was 
clinging to the dorsal feathers. Both the neck and the 
abdomen had much down clinging to them. 
Sixty-nine and seventy days Much down was present 
on the ventral tract and.parts of the dorsal tracts of 
the neck. Sparse clinging down adhered to the crown 
feathers. 
Seventy-three days some down was clinging to 
head feathers, some to the neck feathers, and there was 
much down in the abdominal region. 
Seventy-six and seventy-seven days Some down clung 
to the underwing coverts, the crown feathers, neck 
feathers, and tips of rectrices. There was still much 
down· on the abdominal feathers. 
Roberts (1940) mentions that there was no trace of 
down on a fifty-day-old Wilson's Petrel. 
When the chick hatched, the webs, toes, and tarsi 
were without pigment and appeared pale grey or fleshy 
colored. The bill and the culmen were unpigmented with 
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only the tip of the bill being black. Gradual darkening 
of these areas started about the sixth day with the 
tarsi and toes darkening first. Most webs had greyed by 
the twenty-third day and completely darkened by the 
forty-fifth to the fiftieth days. A few nestlings could 
be seen with blotched webs as late as the fifty~fourth 
day. 
Both Davis (1957) and Roberts (1940), contrary to 
Lack (1966), mention the stoppage of feather growth during 
periods of starvation. This phenomenon was noticed in the 
author's research on the .Ashy Petrel and it seemed that 
some parts shrank from dehydration of tissues. Davis 
(op. cit.) mentioned that these immature chicks may leave 
the breeding grounds lighter than other juvenals but can 
make up for short periods of neglect at the breeding 
grounds by later feedings. Dawson (1923) has given a 
good description of the coloration of the adult Ashy 
Petrel: 
General color plurnbeous black (very deep 
•ashy'), clearest on back, crown and sides of 
neck, lighter ashy on throat and sides of 
rump: under tail-coverts plumbeousr consider-
able outcropping of white on under surface of 
wing: belly and sides sooty brown1 faintly 
washed with ashy, the usual light drab or 
flaxen wing patch formed by exposed edges of 
greater coverts, or else this patch clear ashy 
(fresh plumage?). Bill and feet black. 
I found only one malformation of an adult Ashy 
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Petrel.· It appeared to be split webs on the feet on· one 
bird, as shown in Plate 12. Richdale (1945) mentions a 
few split webs on the feet of Diving Petrels. 
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Plate 12. Split webs. 
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Food 
Examination of regurgitations and stomach contents 
of thirty birds indicated the following items in the diet 
of the Ashy Petrel: flower parts (stamens, petals, leaves, 
stems, etc.), flesh and feathers of smaller birds, large 
red deep-sea copepods, seed coats, many parasitic nema-
todes, orthopteran legs, decapod eyes, cephalopod beaks, 
an immature octopus, large red eggs, euphasids1 and bird 
intestines. Much of the food of the Ashy Petrel was in 
advanced stages of digestion. sea-bird remains were 
noticed by Warham (1956) in the stomach contents of the 
Giant Petrel Macronectes giganteus. 
Ainslie and Atkinson (1937) list a 11 slow deliberate, 
purposeful flight" with "wings vibrating rapidly ••• fly-
ing low over the ground, hovering, pausing, apparently 
picking something off the ground. 11 They suggested these 
Leach's Petrels were taking insects and vegetable matter. 
A fragment of silverweed (Potentilla anserina) was found 
by them in one stomach and they found nipped plants of 
this species in the area. Dixon (1885) records sorrel 
(Rumex acetosella) from petrels' stomachs. 
Anthony (1898) suggests dependence of the Ashy 
Petrel upon 11 the young of the spiny lobster for food, 
both adults and young hav·ing their stomachs filled with 
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the larvalcstage of that crustacean, which is extremely 
abundant about all of our outlying islands during the 
spring and summer months. 11 
Howell (1917a) states that sometimes "flakes of 
whitish mucous matter" and "green slime 11 are found in the 
oil of the Ashy Petrel.; He also says that some birds 
observed by A,. van Rossem contained ''what appeared to be 
young squid about an inch long. 11 
The lengthy unsynchronized egg-laying times and 
the attempts at renesting leads me to believe that the 
food supply for the A.shy Petrel was not a seasonal supply, 
but a shifting supply. 
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Oil 
Gross (1935) mentions that the oil of the Leach's 
l?etrel had a "very distinctive and rancid odor" associ-
ated with its food 11 and it tends to blind an intruder. 11 
Roberts (1940) states that the oil given to the 
very young Wilson•s Petrel by the parent was clear but 
it contained particles of Euphausia superba when the 
chick grew older. Davis (1957) could not induce chicks 
to vomit but found adult Storm Petrels (Hydrobates 
pelagicus) readily disgorged their food when handled, 
showing small, headless fishes. 
Many authors mention the composition of the 
amber-colored oil-like material ejected by petrels. 
Murphy (1960) mentions that petrels carry "in their 
gullets and stomachs undigested •fresh• food for at 
least four or five hours before they deliver it to their 
fledglings. 11 
Many of the Ashy Petrels studied by the author 
ejected fresh food along with the oil. 
I found the oil of the Ashy Petrel, in common 
with many other petrels, to be a clear reddish amber 
color. Not all petrels eject oil, for example the Diving 
Petrel Pelecanoides urinatrix studied by Richdale (1943b) 
did not. Many of the Ashy Petrel chicks and adults being 
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studied became conditioned to handling and would not 
vomit. l:\.ccording to Fisher (1952) the Atlantic Fulmar 
squirted oil even when on the wing, and one chick was 
known to have squirted oil through the hole in its egg 
while still hatching. It also spat it at its parents 
after hatching until it recognized them as friends. 
Ainslie and Atkinson (1937) state that the chick of the 
Leach's Petrel never ejected oil. Warham (1956} suggests 
that proventricular oil was used to repel aggressors and 
that the Giant Petrel would sometimes disgorge the 
stomach contents when handled. Ejection of oil was used 
as a means of defense by the Snow Petrel, Pagodroma 
nivea, {Maher, 1962). 
I found only two Ashy Petrel chicks (these were 
not handled from hatching until 24 days) which disgorged 
oil. Dawson (1923) describes the oil as a "ransom rather 
than a repellant 11 and he suggests the male Ashy offers it 
to the female. This I never noticed. 
Murphy (1936) and Witherby, et al (1940) in dis-
cussing oil produced by petrels, cast doubt on it as 
being the product of digestion of marine organisms. 
Fisher and Lockley (1954) mention the oil as being an 
excretion as well as a secretion, coming from the 
alimentary system as an excess of fat and Vitamin A. 
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Mathews (1949 and 1950) states that it is a stomach gland 
secretion and not left-over undigestible food. He 
indicates that it is similar to a 11 liquid wax" as is 
found in the head cavity of the sperm whale and in preen 
glands. Mathews also mentions that it is high in 
unsaponifiable substances, Vitamin A, and calcifying 
Vitamin D but lacks the nutritive value of protein, which 
is absent. Fisher (1952) feels that the tube nostrils of 
petrels were adaptations for preening., producing .oil 
while the bird preened. 
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Irregular Feedings 
Periods of neglect, starvation, or sudden gains 
were observed to be common in Ashy Petrels. Irregular 
feeding has been mentioned in the British Storm Petrel 
(Lockley, 1932), the White-faced Petrel (Richdale, l943a), 
the Wilson• s l?etrel (Roberts, 1940), and in the Leach's 
Petrel (Gross, 1935, and Ainslie and Atkinson, 1937). 
Chick 55 H, after a period of weight gain, dropped 
in weight for seven days, at the end of which it could 
not right itself when put on its side, and was barely 
alive. The next day it died. Many chicks became very 
weak, but following an evening•s feeding would show an 
upsurge in weight, strength, and activity. Others 
(Davis, 1957} noticed the petrels• tenacity to life and 
suggested a slowing of metabolism similar to that of the 
Swift Apus ~ (Lack, 1956, Bartholomew, 1957, and also 
by Koskimies, 1948) under similar starvation conditions. 
Baird, et al (1884) mentions one adult specimen of 
Leach's Petrel 11 ••• supposed to be dead, was closely 
wrapped in paper, stowed away in my trunk, and not taken 
out for nearly a week" was still alive and flew away. 
•rables XX to XXIV show gains and losses in weight 
during days and nights. 
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TABLE XX 
DAILY LOSSES IN GRAMS OF .WEIGHT BY CHICKS 
FROM BETWEEN 60-75 DAYS 
DAY 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 
LOSS o.o -1.4 -3.7 - 1.1 -3.4 -3.0 :...2.9 :...1.6 
-2.5 -0.6 -0.6 - 3.3 -6.4 -1.8 -6.2 -1.2 
-2.5 -2.0 -1.8 -11.5 -o.9 -1.3 -1.6 -1.2 
-1.2. -3.1 -1.3 - 1.7 -1.6 -2.0 -0.9 -1.l 
-0.2 -3.o - 2.1 -2.0 -1.0 
.-1.9 
DAY 68 6~ 70 71 72 73 74 75 
LOSS -1.8 -1.5 -1.6 -1.4 -2.9 -0.9 . -0.6 
o.o -1~2 -1.3 -3.2 
-2.3 -1.l -1.2 ::-; 
-1.9 -1.8 
-o.3 
NOTE: Each figure represents the loss for one cbick for one 




NISHTLY GAINS OR LOSSES IN GRAMS OF WEIGHT 
BY CHICKS BETWEEN 60-75 DAYS 
DAY 
60- 61- 62- 63- 64- 65- 66- 67-
•. 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
GAIN +11.5 + 1.1 + 3.2 +s.o + 2.2 +4.5 +6.2 . +4.2 
+ 1.0 + 2.0 +. 2.9 + 9.7 +2.7 +6.2 +2.0 
+ 0.1 + .6. 7 +16.3 +4:3. l +2.7 +2 .• 9 +7 .9 
+ 6.0 + 3.1 +. 4.3 + 1.5 +o.8 +6 . .,5. +8~-6 
+ 2.0 +11.0· +l:.-6-~5 +o.5. +5.6 .. 
. + 9.0 +5.1 . 
LOSS -1.5 -1.0 -2.6 -1.8 -0.5 
-1.5 -0.5 -1.8 -1.5 
-0.9 
DAY 
68- 69- 70- 71- 72- 73- 74- 75-
69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 
GAIN +1.9 +8.3 +7 .2 ·+2.3 +4.7 +3.8 +2.1 
+l.l +8.3 +5.3 +l.l 
+5~·9 +9.6 +1.7 
+4.1 
LOSS -0.9 -0.7 -1.6 -0.9 
-2.5 
NOTE: Each figure represents the loss or gain for one chick 
for one night. Night was from about l hour before 
darkness to 1 hour after sunrise. 
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TABLE XXII 
CHICK WEIGHT LOSSES IN GRAMS FOR 1\ PERIOD 
OF OVER ONE DAY IN DURATION 
NEST TOTAL LOSS 
RMP 9 (-2.6) + (-0.8) + (-2.9) = -6.3 
RMP 9. . (..:.3.6) + (-2. 9) + (,..,;2.4) =:-8.9 
RMP 3 (-1. 5) . ·t c..;o. 2 > + (-2.3) = -4.;0 
CAP 5 (-0.9) + (-1.S) + (-2.5) = -4.9 
105 (-1.2) + (-0. 7) + (-1.6) = -3.5 
2Y (-3.3) + '(-0.5) + (.-6 •. 4) = -10.2 
WTBH 2 (-1.4) + (-1.6) +(-2.9} = -5.9 
J24 (-2.9) + (-2.2) + (-3.1) = -8.2 
6 (-0.9) + (-0.6) + (-0.9) = -2.4 
A.B (-2.1) + (-0.4) + (-0.l) = -2.6 
CAP 8. .(""".1.9) + c;..1.5) + (-2.1) + 
.(-1.0) + (:...1.6·) + (-1.8) = -9.9 
NOTE: Each day is enclosed in parenthesis. 
RMP 9 was taken at two different periods. 
TA,BLE XXIII 
DAILY LOSSES AND GAINS IN GAAMS OF WEIGHT BY CHICKS ON 
SPECIFIED DJ'.~YS 
DAY 21 22 23 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
LOSS -2.4 -2.l -1.7 -1.4 ... 1.2 -2.8 -0.7 -2.5 -2.2 
-3.6 o.o 
GAIN +o.2* 
DAY 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 
LOSS -2.8 -2.l -2.6 -2.4 -3.4 -2.4 -1. 9 ..;;.o. 6 -1.6 - • 25 
-0.6 -3.3 -2.4 -2.9 -0.4 -0.l 
-1.7 -0.9 -3.2 
-1.3 -0.6 
DAY 43 44 45 46 55 56 57 58 59 
LOSS -3.0 -2.3 -4.5 -1.8 -3.4 -0.9 
-0.4 -1.3 -2.2 -2.5 -1.6 
GAIN +o. 9** +l. 7 ** 




TA.BLE . XXIV 
NIGHTLY GAINS AND LOSSES IN GRAMS OF WEIGHT BY CHICKS 
ON SPECIFIED NIGHTS 
DAY 20- 21- 22- 23- 25- 26- 27- 28- 29- 30-
21 22 23 24 26 27 28 29 30 31 
GAIN +2.9 +7 .1 +3.2 +7.0 +3.S +2.8 +6.4 
+1.0 +4.1 +o.5 +l.3 
+9.l 
LOSS -2.1 -2.1 -2.4 -2.4 
DAY 31- 32- 33- 34- 35- 36- 37- 38- 39- 40-
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 
GAIN +1.2 + 6.5 +4.2 +a.s +3.4 +5. 9 +7 .3 +l.3 +2.1 +2.l 
+12.1 +o.8 +6.7 +7 .4 o.o +9.2 
+ 3.6 +3.5 +4.0 
+1.7 
LOSS -3.4 -2.4 -0.l -4.l -2.5 
-2.1 
TABLE XXIV (continued) 
DAY 42- 43- 46- 52- 54- 55~ 56- 57- 58- 59-
43 44 47 53 55. 56 57 58 59 60 
GAIN +l.'9 +2.3 +0.4 +4.0 +7.1 +13.3 +4.0 +2.1 +1.4 
+4 .• 7 + 2.8 +7.9 +2.7 +4.0 
+2.0 +4 .• 0 ···o o • +3.6 
+1.2 
LOSS -3.5 -3.l 
NOTE: Night was from about lhour before darkness to l hour after sunrise. 
The greatest continuous weight loss covered a 
period of three days and three nights, as shown in 
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Table XXII, by the chick at nest CAP 8 1 (total loss = 
-9.9 gm.). The greatest continuous weight loss was 
experienced by the chick in nest 2Y. The loss during a 
day, an evening, and another day, was 10.2 gm. during 
the sixty-third and sixty-fourth days (Figure 18 and 
Table XXV). On the morning of the sixty-third day the 
chick weighed 40.7 gm. so that the loss was a 25 per 
cent loss of its total body weight. The greatest losses 
by a chick at nest 2Y are shown in Table XX and were 
6.4 gm. and 6.2 gm. Weight gains of 16.3, 13.3, 13.l, 
12.1, 11.5, 11.2, and 11.0 gm. by chicks in nests 
WTBH 2, 2Y, 2M, RMP 9, 6 and 6 again, respectively, are 
recorded in Table xxv. 
Large feedings in the White-faced storm Petrel 
were thought to be an indication of feedings by both 
parents, according to Richdale (1943a). Davis (1957) 
states that a gain of more than 15 gm. was rare in the 
Storm Petrel and that it was possibly due to the feeding 
by two parents. Richdale (1943a) gives the average meal 
of a White-faced storm Petrel as 48 per cent of its 
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Fiqure 18,. Chick f eeding:s. Vertical n\Pbered iine.s qive the weights in 
grams. Circled number$ are·tiest.numbers witb the numbers above them 
the day the chick f le~1 o~ its fate. Vertical bars ~re weights for b; 
the days and niqhts wm.ch ~re given in boxes.. E was an evening meas- a> 
urement and M was a ~orntng measurement. The dash indicated cont.inu-
ous measurement except for missed days (which are given by EMEM). 
TABLE XXV 
MORNING AND EVENING WEIGHINGS IN GRAMS OF CHICKS 
SHOWING FOOD CONSUMPTION AND WEIGHT LOSS 
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37 (O.O) 38 (-2.4) 
E M 
43.2 40.7 
M E M E M 
40.4 39.l 37 .2 46.4 
38 (+l.3) 39 (-1. 9) 39 (+9.2) 40 (-3.2) 
E M E M 
41.7 43.6 43.6 39.7 
40 (-2.5) 41 41 42 42 ( +l. 9) 43 (-0.4) 43 (-3.5) 44 
E M E. M E M E 
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30.9 27~1 26.2 25.6 24.7 
35 35 36 36 (-0.9) 37 (-0.6) 37 (-0.9) 38 










TABLE XXV (continued) 
WEI GH'"l' IN GRAMS 42.2 45.7 
DAY 28 ( +3. 5) 29 
EVENING OR MORN- E M 
ING WEIGHING 
41.0 39.3 42.8 
33 (-1. 7) 33 ( +3 .5) 34 (-3.3) 
M E M 
48.8 46.0 43.9 
36 36 37 37 (-2.l) 38 (-0.4) 
M E M E M. 
WEIGHr IN GRAMS 27 .1 25.4 
DAY 16 (-1. 7) 17 
EVENING OR MORN- E 
ING WEIGHING 
36.3 
21 (-2. 4) 
M 
31.9 
24 24 25 









22 (-2 .1) 
M 
34.2 
26 (+o .. 2) 
M 
29 30 30 





38 (-0 .1) 
E 
17 18 18 
E M E 
29.7 
22 ( +7 .1) 
E 
34.4 
26 ( +7 .o) 
E 
31 31 32 







19 19 20 











35 ( +3.4) 
E 
23.4 
20 ( +2. 9) 
E 
35.l 








37. 2 34.8 
27 (-2.4) 28 
E M 
34.l 43.2 
30 (+9.1) 31 
E M 




44.8 47. 2 
40 (+2.4) 41 
E M 
46.7 52.0 
43 { +5. 3) 44 
E M 








(-1.2) 28 (+4.1) 
E 
35.8 
31 32 32 
E M E 
50.6 
36 (+7 .3) 
E 
45.6 




(..;.1. 6) 41 ( +3. 6) 
E 
53.l 
44 45 45 (-4. l) 
E M E 
37.6 38.6 
24 25 25 26 . 26 (+l.O) 27 (-1.4} 
M E M .E M E 
37.7 34.,9 37.7 
29 (-2. 8) 29 ( +2. 8) 30 (-3.6) 
M E M 
39.4 38.8 35,.4 
33 (+0.6) 33 (-3.4) 34 




38 38 39 





49.2 46.7 49.7 
42 (-2. 5) 42 (+3.0) 43 (-3.0) 
M E M (J> 
49.0 49.9 52.2 
46 ( +o. 9 46 ( +2. 3) 47 
M E M 
TABLE XXV (continued) 




DAY 30 (+6.4) 
EVENING OR MORN- E 
ING WEIGHING 
33.1 39.8 
34 35 35 ( +6. 7) 36 (-2.4) 
E M E M 
36.2 38.0 40.l 
38 38 39 39 ( +2 .1) 40 
M E M E M 
WEIGHT IN GRAMS 30.0 
DAY 58 ( +2. l) 
EVENING OR MORN- ' E 
ING WEIGHING 
29.5 41.0 39.4 
31 31 32 32 33 





36 ( +5. 9) 37 (-2. 9) 37 (-2.4) 
E M E 
40.0 42.l 
(-0.l) 40 ( +2.1) 41 
E M 
28.9 28.0 32.0 
59 (-0. 9) 59 (+4.0) 60 (-2.5) 
M E M 
50.4 49.1 47.6 
60 (+11.5) 61 (-0 .6) 61 {-t-11.0) 62 c~1. 3 > 62 {-1. 5) 63 
E M E 
42.5 
64 64 65 65 66 (-0.9) 
M E M E M 
41.6 







































49.2 46.6 45.0 
64 (-2.6) 65 (-1.6) 65 < +5.o) 
E M E 
41.6 39.4 36.3 
67 (-2.6) 68 (-3.l) 68 (+4.6) 
E M E 
33.2, 32.l 















63 (+2.6). 64 (-3.7) 
M E 
50.0 48.0 44.5 
66 (-2.0) 66 (+3.5) 67 (-2.9) 
M E M 
40.9 35.9 33.8 
69 69. 70 10·. ( +2.1) 71' (-0.6) 
M E· M E M 
CYP 5 
2M 
WEIGHT IN GRAMS 
DAY 
EVENING OR MORN• 
ING WEIGHING 
47.5 46.3 






























35 35 36 (-2.4) 










WEIGHT IN GRAMS 38•2 . 51.3 49.3 
DAY . 64 (+13.l) 


























61 (+6.5) 62 
E M 
T.?\BLE XXV (continued) 
34.2 


























50.7 49.5 49.0 49.0 
6.5 66 66 67 
E M E M 
48.2 57.0 
69 (+8.3) 70 
E M 










67 ( +8.6} 
E 
(-0.5) 68 (O.O) 
M 
63.0 
( +7. 2) 71 (-3.2) 
M 
41.3 












of day 76 
61 (-1 .. 4) 
M 
51.4 
(-1.5) 64 64 65 
M E M 
50.l 
(+1.1) 69 (-1.9) 
M 
62.5 Gone, 
(+2.3) 72 day 84 
M 
105 -
TABLE XXV (continued) 




















6.9 (-0. 7) 
E 
72 73 73 74 74 (-0.9) 
45.4 
75 





70 ( +l. 7) 
E 
Gone, evening of day 75 
46.8. 
71 71 72 
M E M 
WTBH 2 WEIGHT IN GRAMS 
DAY 
39.2 42.3 






M EVENING OR MORN-
ING WEIGHING 
46.5 45.6 




(-0.9) 64 (+9.7) 
E 
49.3 48.2 
67 68 68 69 (-1.1) 69 (+9.6) 
E M E M E 
54.4 53.1 51.3 
65 (-1.3) 65 (-1.8) 66 66 67 
M E M E M 
57.6 56.3 61.6 
70 (-1.3) 70 (+5.3) 71 (-1.4) 
M E M 
WTBH 2 60.2 




















74 ing day 75 
M 
WEIGHT IN GRAMS 
DAY 










38.2 51.s 49.7 51.6 53.3 56.0 
56 (+13.3) 57 (-1.8) 57 ( +7. 9) 58 (+1.7) 58 ( +2. 7) 59 59 
E M E M E M E 
57 .5 61.8 58.5 58.0 
60 60 61 61 62 62 ( +4. 3) 63 (-3.3) 63 (-0.S) 64 (-6.4) 
M E M E M E M E M 






67 (+5.6) 68 
E M 















TABLE X:X.V (continued) 
52.9 




56 56 57 












59 (-1.6) 59 ( +l. 2) 60 (-2.5) 60 (+l.O) 61 (-2.0) 
49.0 
61 { +6. 7) 
E 
50.6 


















(-3.0) 62 (+3.2} 
E 
Gone, day 69 
56.4 56.8 
51 (+0.4) 52 
E M 
46.9 
( +2. 8) 57 (-2.2) 
M 
M E ·M 
49.5 51.1 52.6 
63 63 64 64 (+1.5) 65 (-2.0) 
M E M E M 
47 .4 
52 53 53 54 54 55 55 ( +2 .. 0) 
E M E M E M E 
44.7 48.7 46.2 
57 {+4.0) 58 (-2.5} 58 (-3.1) 
E M E 
TA.BLE XXV ~ (continued) 









cont. 59 59 60 60 (+0.7) 
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63 < +5 .o> 64 .(-3.4) 64 (~2.2) 65 (-3.0) 65 (+4.S) 66 (-2.9) 
E M E M E M 
52.9 59.2 48.9 48.0 46.5 44.0 Gone, 
66 ( +6. 2) 67 67 68 68 (-0.9) 69 (-.1. 5) 69 c .... 2.5) 70 day 73 
E M E M E M E M 




59 ( +1.4) 
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con1:. 64 (-1. 8) 
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TABLE XXV (continued) 
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63 {+1.6) 64 (-1.1) 64 (+6.1) 65 (-2.8) 65 (+1.5) 66 (-1. 9) 
E M 
34.4 39..;5 
66 (+S.l) 67 
E M 






67 68 68 




52 •. 8 
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36.7 





























































NOTE: Weighings were taken in the evening 1 hour before sunset and in the morning 
1 hour after sunrise. · 
The figure in parenthesis is the gain or loss in grams. 
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In Figure 18 are shown these daily and nightly 
gains and losses graphically and they indicate that the 
majority of feedings are between 2 to 4 gm. Daily 
losses of 1.93 gm. with a range of o.o to 3.6 gm. were 
recorded for chicks between twenty-one days and forty-
six days on Table XXIII. 
Table XXIII also shows an asterisk on +0.2. The 
reason for this gain was not known, but two asterisks 
indicate the presence of a parent during the day. Table 
XX covers the days 60 to 75 just prior to flight. It 
shows an av·erage daily loss of 2 .05 gm. with a range of 
o.o to 11.5 gm. Three extreme losses of 11.5, 6.4, and 
6.2 gm. were recorded but not figured into the signifi-
cance of the difference between the two uncorrelated 
t ·OI means of the two sets of figures which was o.892 and 
is therefore insignificant. 
Individual chick records represented by line 
graphs are shown in Figure 19. A, drop in weight is 
noted in most chicks prior to flight, but by studying 
Table XXVI it can be seen that several of the chicks 
were fed up to the time of flight so that no purposeful 
pre-flight starvation period was present. Richdale 
(1943a) also noticed a feeding right up to the last 
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RMP3------
Figure 19. Individual chick weight measurements. 
"" 0 w 
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TABLE XXVI 
CHICK WEIGHT MEA.SUREMENTS IN GRAMS 
Di\Y N x RANGE SD SE'X t·Of 99% CONFIDENCE 
1 44 6.74 4.3-10.7 1.90 0.289 2 .. 750 6.74 ± o.795 
2 11 a.oo 6.2-10.7 1.34 0.423 3.169 a.oo .t 1.340 
3 15 8.91 5.2-13.5 2.30 0.109 2.977 8.91 .:t 2.110 
4 16 11.15 5.9-18.9 3.62 0.934 2.947 11.15 .:t 2.752 
5 14 12.62 6.3-18.8 3.29 0.913 3.012 12.62 .t 2.750 
6 25 11.90 6.0-22.5 2.91 0.593 2. 797 11.90 .:t 1.658 
7 18 14.10 7.4-21.7 4.67 1.132 2.898 14.10 ± 3.281 
8 14 18.70 6.2-29.1 6.72 1.863 3.012 18.70 ± 5.611 
10 13 19.95 9.9-28.3 5.44 1.570 3.055 19.95 .± 4.796 
11 10 17.40 13.5-27.5 4.66 1.553 3.250 17 .40 .t 5.047 
12 20 23.39 13.5-34.7 6.33 1.452 2.861 23.39 ± 4.154 
Cl2 22 22.97 16.6-33.6 2.83 0.603 2.819 22.97 .± 1.700 
15 18 23.60 14.8-34.3 6.89 1.671 2.898 23.60 + 4.843 
16 21 29.25 17.6-40.5 5.30 1.185 2.845 29.25 + 3.371 
18 16 27.80 16.0-43.7 8.14 2 .. 101 2.947 27.80 ± 6.192 
19 21 30.90 17.4-41.2 6.82 1.525 2.845 30.90 .± 4.339 
21 14 30.00 23.3-37.5 4.45 1.234 3.012 30.00 ± 3.717 
22 20 32.50 15.4-45.7 9.24 2.119 2.861 32.50 + 6.062 . 
24 17 33.60 21.6-38.9 4.75 1.187 2.921 33.60 :± 3.467 
C24 28 34.31 21.6-50.0 2.77 o.523 2. 763 34.31 + 1.445 
25 17 36.80 20.4-47.3 7.04 1. 760 2.921 36.80 ± 5.141 
27 13 37.00 21.9-46.5 7.23 2.087 3.055 37.00 .± 8.768 
28 18 41.09 28.2-52.0 6.81 1.651 2.898 41.09 f 4.785 
30 14 41.50 23.7-49.9 8.17 2.265 3.012 41.50 .± 6.822 
31 17 42.56 32.1-52.l 6.62 1.655 2.921 42.56 .± 4.834 
33 13 44.20 20.7-50.6 7.45 2.506 3.055 44.20 ± 7.656 
34 16 46.12 34.3-55.1 4.53 1.169 2.947 46.12 + 3.445 
36 12 45.20 34.7-54.6 5.69 1. 715 3.106 45.20 ± 5.367 
C36 20 44.75 29.3-54.3 2.86 0.639 2.845 44.75 ± 1.818 
37 16 48.88 41.5-56.6 5.02 1.296 2.947 48.88 ± 3.819 
39 15 47.50 31.4-59.9 7.18 1.918 2.977 47.50 ± 5.710 
40 15 47 .14 38.3-56.0 6.20 1.656 2.977 47.14 .± 4.930 
42 13 46.21 31.3-51.5 5.o8 1.466 3.055 46.21 + 4.479 
43 15 45.49 36.5-57.0 5.29 1.413 2.977 45.49 ± 4.207 
45 15 44.95 30.5-58.4 7 .so 2.084 2.977 .44.95 .:± 6.204 
46 14 44.94 34.1-55.7 3.27 o.906 3.012 44.94 ± 2.729 
48 13 44.81 31.7-54.3 5.81 1.677 3.055 44.81 .:± 5.123 
C48 6 42.40 33.6-49.8 4.03 1.646 3.707 42.40 .:t 6.102 
49 14 46.91 34.7-56.6 7.48 2.074 3.012 46.91 .± 6.247 
51 14 49.94 31.8-56.0 7.77 2.154 3.012 49.94 .:± 6.488 
52 15 47 .17 30.7-58.2 9.04 2.415 2.977 47 .17 ± 7 .189 
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TABLE XXVI (continued) 
- fo' 99% CONFIDENCE DAY N x RANGE SD SE~ 
54 15 48.14 36.0-57.2 9.04 2.415 2.977 48.14 + 7.482 
55 17 46.47 29.7-59.6 8.65 2.137 2.921 46.47 .:!' 6.242 
57 16 46.,90 32.2-61.2 8,.83 2.279 2.947 46.90 ± 6.716 58 18 47.82 30. 6;....58.2 7.51 1.821 2.898 47,.82 .t 5.277 
60 22 47.50 30.3-66.0 9.57 2,.088 2.831 47.50 + 5.911 
61 16 46.15 31.7-59.7 10.30 2.659 2.947 46.15 ± 7.836 
63 14 43.26 32.2-57.5 7.92 2.286 3.012 43. 76 ± 6.885 
64 18 44.40 31.2-56.2 9.96 2.415 2.898 44.40 + 6.999 
66 14 43.20 33.4-52.2 7.13 2.058 3.012 43.20 :± 6.199 
67 15 46.70 29.5 ... 59.8 4.-31 1.151 2.977 46 .• 70 ± 3.427 
68 4 42.35 40.,1..,.46.6 9.15 5.282 5.841 42.35 ± 20.852 
69 4 44.93 34.8-48.7 7.34 4.237 5.841 44.93 + 24.748 
70 13 46.03 33.3-68.3 3.41 0.984 3.,.055 46.03 ± 3.006 
71 3 38.20 32,.3-4.37 5.72 2.022 9.925 38.20 + 20.068 
73 9 41.75 30.9-.55.0 a. 12 3.083 3 .• 355 41.75 ± 10.343 
74 3 46.86 37.4-54.0 8.54 6.039 9.925 46.86 + 59.937 
76 47 .40 37.1..,.53.7 8.99 4.495 4.604 47.40 - 20.695 5 + 
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states that no starvation period was present in Wilson's 
Petrel and Davis (1957) did not find such a desertion in 
the Storm Petrel as some of his chicks were fed up to the 
time of leaving. Warham (1958) also found no desertion 
period for the shearwater Puffinus carneipes. Lockley 
(1932) states that there was.a period of desertion in 
the British Storm Petrel, as did Ainslie and Atkinson 
(1937) for the Leach's Petrel. 
Lockley (1930) gives the fledgling dates for the 
Manx Shearwater between 72 and 73 days, the adults 
deserting or starv·ing the chicks from the 60th day on-
ward. Warham (1962) noticed a very short final starva-
tion period for the Giant Petrel. 
Figure 19 shows that the chick at nest ~-10 only 
once exceeded the adult weight (Appendix A, Table IV) 
of 38.2 gm. or reached the plateau other chicks reach, 
and this was on the 29th day. This bird showed a 7 gm. 
loss between the 52nd and 58th days, causing it to be so 
weak that it was unable to right itself when put on its 
side or back. 
I found initial uniform gains in most of these 
chicks but the period after about 20 to 30 days showed 
an up..and-down variation in weights. This was the period 
of large feather growth (see Figure 15). Large gains in 
weight were also evidenced. Roberts (1940) noticed an 
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initial gain in weight for about two weeks after which 
peaks and hollows also appeared in his graphs as they did 
in Richdale•s (1943a) study of the White-faced Stenn Pet-
rel. Gross• (1935) study did not begin to show fluctua-
tions in weights in Leach's Petrel until about the 
beginning of the fourth week. Richdale (1943b} indicates 
a steadfastness on the part of the Diving Petrel in pro-
viding food to its young. The quantity of food fed the 
Diving Petrel chicks increased until the 21st to 24th 
day, reached a plateau from the 37th to 40th days, and 
dropped steadily from the 4lst to 52nd days, the 53rd . 
day being the day of greatest weight. In the study of 
the White-faced storm Petrel, (Richdale, 1943a) skipping 
of feedings was a regular occurrence. Warham (1962) in 
his studies of the Giant Petrel, noticed an initial gain 
until the SOth day, which was a greater weight than the 
adult, then a steady decline. Ainslie and Atkinson 
(1937) observed weight increases of 12.8 gm. in twenty-
four hours in Leach's Petrels. Roberts• (1940) heaviest 
Wilson's Petrel had a weight of 70.5 gm. He states that 
it probably lost 51 per cent of this before it flew. 
One chick lost 32 per cent of its original weight during 
a seven-day starvation period (not final starvation) and 
another chick lost 62 per cent of its original weight in 
twenty days. Richdale (1943a) found the average meal of 
the White-faced Storm Petrel to be 48 per cent of its 
weight or o.o to 9.9 gm. At one time he found both 
parents present at feeding time. One Leach's Petrel 
(Wilbur, 1969) which had lost its mate, raised a chick 
which at three weeks was 10 gm. below the average of 




I found that chick sounds varied. Hungry chicks 
peeped quietly and repetitively for long periods of 
time. If other chicks were being fed nearby the chick 
peeps increased in tempo and intensity. The same thing 
happened when it sensed the approach of d.ts parent. 
One parent under observation was able to enter the burrow 
quietly enough and sit there without the chick sensing 
its presence. This two-day-old chick peeped continu-
ously for one and one-half hours at which time the parent 
shuffled over to it, straddled it, and tucked it under 
its body with its bill to brood it. 
Molested or annoyed chicks almost scream when 
uncomfortable. Chicks in nests 53H, WTBH 2, RSF 10, and 
RSF 13 were quick to start peeping when footsteps came 
within three feet of their nests. 
I observed one chick being fed twice between 11:30 
and 1:30 ~ .• M.. Feeding both times was. for 3 to 4 minutes. 
The position of the birds in the nest was such that only 
certain parts of the performance could be seen. In this 
instance the chick's bill was tilted upward to the par-
ent's bill and food was dribbled into it. The next day 
this chick was alone. Before evening I moved the chick 
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to the farthest corner of the nest (under a window-sill) 
behind a stone. When the adult arrived that ev·ening it 
looked around the nest but left within minutes. While 
the parent was away I moved the chick back into the 
central nest area. About an hour later the same adult 
returned, entered the nest, and proceeded to nibble the 
chick's head and back feathers. During this procedure 
the adult seemed to hiccough several times. Feeding 
then commenced. No sound, other than the contented 
peeping of the chick, could be heard. Birds other than 
its parents had to pass through part of this nest on the 
way to their own nests and some sky-called repeatedly in 
response to the chick's presence and its peeping. The 
same adult brooded the chick the next day and was pres-
ent at the nest from 9:00 to 10:20 P.M., 12:30 to 4:00 
A.M.-, 10:00 to 10:30 P.M., and 10:30 to 12:30 P.M. on 
the next four nights. Observations were not made after 
12:30 on the last night mentioned. The next day the 
chick had disappeared from the nest. Another chick was 
found of the same age and deposited in this nest to re-
place the lost chick. When the adult arrived that even-
ing it saw the chick, sky-called three times, and then 
quietly sat about eight inches away from it for three 
minutes. It then shuffled to the chick and brooded it. 
This chick was brooded for two nights, then it too 
disappeared. The nest remained empty and I never saw 
a chick or adult again. Richdale (1943a) mentions 
foster parents in the White-faced Petrel. 
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Many parents were very nervous when disturbed 
while brooding their chicks. some kicked the chick 
across the nest as they hastily endeavoured to leave. 
Others only indicated their displeasure at being dis-
turbed by raising the head feathers or rasping. some 
birds evinced so little annoyance that they continued 
preening the chick while they were being observed. Four 
chicks were also observed preening themselves. 
Many· chicks could be found sleeping in the day-
time. One chick was moved about in the daytime in the 
nest by the parent which had the chick on top of its 
feet and shuffled it to. a new position. 
Six to ten-day-old chicks were found to be quite 
aggressive. When chicks from nests JHl, RMP 2, WTBH 1 
were being removed to be weighed they squealed and 
attacked the tweezers and hung on so tenaciously that 
they could be lifted out of the nest. 
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Fledging. Thirty-five chicks fledged at an average 
age of 75.85 days with the range being 66 to 87 days (see 
Table IX}. I have recorded the measurements of individ-
ual fledglings at time of flight in Table XXVII. Compar-
isons in per cent of twenty fledglings with an average 
flight date of 75.9 days are listed in Table XXVIII as 
are the chick's measurements when hatched. The flight 
date given is based on birds that could be measured 
within an average of 5.25 days of flight (range 1 to 14 
days). The figure N=35 with a flight date of 75.85 days 
includes all young which flew. When a fledgling's {near 
. fledging) measurements (Appendix A, Table X) are compared 
with adult measurements they are smaller than the adults• 
measurements, the short feathers of the tail showing the 
greatest difference. The wing bend exceeded the adult 
size by approximately 50 per cent. Most head and limb 
measurements reached the adult size or surpassed them. 
Recession of the bill seems to indicate this occurred 
after the bird matured. The wing bend to body measure-
ments are highly significant when compared to the con-
trols on days 12 and 24 but are not significant by the 
36th day (see Appendix A, Table I) • 
TABLE XXVII (A.) 
MEASUREMENTS OF ALL FLEDGLINGS AT FLIGHT 
:~ f} 
R R (i:l § 
cf I ~o ~ 
·~ 
t; ·. (3 R f ~ ~ I I ~ ~ ff 
45H 72 69 4 28.7 324 122 62 57 49 
RMP 3 76 73 3 34.4 336 135 58 66 58 
4 66 64 2 32.2 509 132 56 73 58 
CYP 5 78 76 2 37.l 431 144 57 79 68 
RSF 7 69 66 3 28.6 273 72 56 78 59 
RMP 5 72 69 3 38.3 376 117 58 64 55 
$9 87 86 1 41.4 I 416 139 58 59 58 
RSF 13 77 67 10 34.0 374 122 64 56 52 
NEW l 83 81 2 38.4 403 128 57 75 58 
S7 78 68 10 46.6 430 130 56 79 56 
TP66 79 73 6 54.0 417 132 58 72 57 
WND 2 83 73 10 20.5 316 94 58 54 51 
10-2 79 70 9 37.4 399 132 59 63 57 
RSF 10 76 67 9 ·29.5 327 87 57 53 36 
122 72 70 2 37.2 376 ~23 72 67 62 
53H 76 73 3 32.4 312 96 67 60 53 
110 69 65 4 41.3 321 83 63 60 38 
tJ .... 
2U 67 66 l 38.l 321 89 72 61 56 w 
TABLE XXVII (A.) (continued) 
~ 9 # :P ; ~- ~ 
~ IJ'J ~ 0 
~ -~ ~ # ~ 4' .P $f ~ c:.; ~ 
CAP 9 83 69 14 51.6 353 103 69 61 58 
15-2 76 69 7 44.2 518 109 52 65 62 
Totals 1518 1414 105 745.9 7332.0 2289.0 1209.0 1302.0 1101.0 
N 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
x 75.9 70.7 5.25 37.2 366.6 114.4 60.5 65.1 55.0 
RANGE 66- 65- 1-14 29.5- 273- 72-144 52-72 54-79 36-68 
87 86 54.0 431 
NOTE: Weight is given in grams and all other measurements are in millimeters. 
FLEDGLING MEA.SUREMENI'S 
(All that flew) 
N = 35 
Range = 66.0-87 .o days 






N = 20 
Range= 66.0-87.0 days 
X = 75.85 days · 
DAYS DIFFERENCE IN MEASURE-
MENTS BETWEEN THE DAY THE 
CHICK FLEW AND LAST MEA.SURE-
MENTS WERE TAKEN 
N = 20 
Rang~ = 1-14 days 




















TABLE XXVII (B) 
IV'~SUREME:tli"TS OF ALL FLEDGLINGS AT FLIGHT 
~ 
ff ff ff :y ~ ~ 
~ 
~ JI ~ § £! ~ ~ ff ~ ~ ~ ~ c; 
178 23.6 21.2 25.l 23.8 28.6 18.l 
162 22.1 22.3 23.0 22.5 28.7 17.6 
188 23.9 22.3 25.2 25.2 29.7 15.S 
191 23.5 23.8 25.6 25.l . 29. 7 ·20.1 
198 22.3 20.8 24.0 23.9 28.6 16.7 
170 22.6 21.s 25.9 25.1 28.7 17 .4 
199 23.0 20.6 24.8 24.8 29.7 20.1 
173 22.7 19.7 23.l 23.8 28.l 13.5 
193 24.3 21.0 25.4 24.5 30.0 21.0 
188 22.8 21.2 24.3 22.4 28.2 16.5 
196 23.7 19.9 24.4 23.6 29.9 20.1 
169 22.6 19.9 24.7 23.6 28.5 18.6 
187 23.4 20.7 24.0 24.7 29.4 . 18.4 
159 23.6 20.3 25.l 24.0 28.l 20.2 
189 22.1 20.2 23.4 24.6 27.7 17.2 


























[(/ ~ R tr :?; 
110 164 23.5 
2U 189 23.6 
CAP 9 169 23.6 
15-2 184 23.4 
Totals 3636.0 463.0 
N 20 20 -x 181.8 23.2 
RANGE 162- 22.l-
198 24.3· 
NOTE: Weight is given in 
FLEDGLING MEASUREMENTS 
(All that flew) 
N = 35 
Range= 66.0-87.o days 
X = 75.85 days 
SD = 5.244 
SE-= .885 
TABLE XXVII (B) (continued) 
~ ~ ~ fi...t fi...t ::; fi...t 
;;}' tJ & § ft ~ G ff 1J !; J...t 0 CJ CJ 
21.5 25.6 24.2 29.l 18.4 20.1 8.7 
21.6 24.7 24.1 27.7 19.l 20.1 8.7 
20.7 24.3 23.7 31.l 19.4 21.6 9.3 
21.2 25.7 24.0 25.2 19.0 21.1 9.1 
420.7 492.9 482.0 576.3 366.7 426.4 176.6 
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
21.0 24.6 24.l 28.8 18.3 21.3 a.a 
19.7- 23.0- 22.5 ... 25.2- 13.5- 19.7 ... 8.2-
23~8- 25. 9 .. 25.ol 31.l 21~0 23.8 9.3 
grams and all other measurements are in millimeters. 
FLEDGLING MEASUREMENTS 
(Those available) 
N = 20 
Range= 66.0-87.0 days 
X = 75.85 days. 
DAYS DIFFERENCE IN MEASURE-
MENTS BETWEEN THE DAY THE 
. CHICK FLEW AND LAST MEA.SURE-
MENT S WERE TA.KEN 
N = 20 
Range = 1-14 days 













COMPl~RI SON IN PER CENT OF FLEDGLINGS AT 7 5. 9 DAYS 
AND CHICKS AT 1 DAY TO ADULT FEMALE, ADULT 
MALE, A ..ND ADULT FEMALE AND MALE 
.F'LEDGLING AT FLEDGLING A.T E'LEDGLING AT CHICK AT CHICK AT 
75.9 DAYS TO 75. 9 DAYS TO 75.9 DAYS TO 1 DAY TO 1 DAY TO 
ADULT~ ADUI,.T d' ADULTd'+~ ADULT2 ADULTcJ' 
94.9 gm. 100.0 gm. 97 .3 gm. 17 .o gm. 18.0 gm. 
88.l mm. 89.6 mm. 88.8 :mm. 14.4 mm. 14.6 mm. 
79. 7 mm. 80.9 :mm. 80.4 mm. 8.9 mm. 9.2 mm. 
142.l mm. 149.9 mm. 146.l mm. 39.9 mm. 42.l mm. 
90.5 mm. 90.5 mm. 90.5 mm. 
80.5 mm. 77.1 mm. 78.8 mm. ....,.-.,_ ~--
95.4 mm. 96.5 mm. 96.0 mm. 29.4 mm. 29.7 mm. 
CHICK AT 






29.5 mm .. 
TABLE XXVIII (continued) 
FLEDGLING AT FLEDGLING AT FLEDGLING AT CHICK A.T CHICK AT CHICK AT 
75.9 DAYS TO 75.9 DAYS TO 75.9 DAYS TO l DAY TO 1 DAY TO l DAY TO 
ADULT ~ ADULT<:/' ADULT t:Jf+ ADULT~ ADULT(]' ADULT&+ 
TA.RS US 100.2 mm. 100.5 mm. 100.4 mm. 42.7 mm. 42.9 mm. 42.8 mm. 
INNER TOE 107.5 mm. 108.0 mm. 107 .6 mm. 47 .1 mm. 45.0 mm. 47.l mm. 
MIDDLE 103.7 mm. 100.4 mm. 102.0 mm. 45.9 mm. 44.5 mm. 45.2 mm. 
TOE 
OUTER TOE 106.4 mm. 108.8 mm. 108.0 mm. 45.o· mm.; 46.0 mm. 45.7 mm. 
EYE 105.6 mm. 114.l mm. 109.9 mm. 53.5 mm. 57 .6 mm. 55.7 mm. 
CULMEN 140. 9 mm. 138.0 mm. 139.6 mm. 70.5 mm. 76.9 mm. 77 .a mm. 
GAPE 103.3 mm. 100.3 mm. 101.9 mm. 53.8 mm. 52.3 mm. 53.l mm. 
NA.RE 134.3 mm. 127 .1 mm. 130.5 mm. 66.5 mm. 63.0 mm. 64.6 mm. 
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The limb and head measurements of the chick (in 
comparison to the adult measurements) are in most cases 
between approximately 42 to 54 per cent of the adult 
except for the bill measurements (culmen and nare) which 
are 77.8 per cent and 64.6 per cent of the adult weight, 
respectively (Table XXVIII). A comparison of my measure-
ments to those of Loomis (1918) and Dawson (1923) on 
Table XXV, Appendix A, shows Dawson•s measurements to be 
smaller than the author's except in the total lenqth 
measurement. Day to day measurements of all items, 
except Weight, are given in Tables XI to XXIV, Appendix 
A, and Figures l to 13, A,ppendix B. 
Total length shows a steady gain from hatching 
until flight (Figure l, Appendix B, and Table XI, Appen-
dix A). Figures 16 and 17, and Tables XII and XIII, 
Appendix A, show the growth of short and long tail 
feathers. The range is extreme on some days due to the 
differences in dates when the feathers broke from their 
sheaths. I feel that growth seems to be retarded by 
lack of food but a gain in length is indicated later 
when feedings are heavier again. The short tail feathers 
exceed the adult measurements when the fledglings fly 
but the long tail feathers do not reach adult measure-
ments at flight. 
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The length of the closed wing (Figure 3, Appendix 
B, and Table XIV, Appendix A) includes the growth of the 
primary feathers. The gain in length was steady with a 
leveling off from the 66th day to the 7lst day. At 
flight the wing was still shorter than that of the adult 
(Figure 20). 
In Figure 4 1 Appendix B, and Table xv, Appendix 
A; I have shown the growth of the extended wing. The 
pattern of growth is almost identical to the closed wing 
except that there is a slower initial growth from l to 
30 days. 
Figure 5, Appendix B, and Table XVI, Appendix A, 
indicate a greater growth rate for the wing bend measure-
ment during the second to fourth weeks than the other 
parts. It exceeds the adult measurements at flight by 
quite a margin (Figure 20). 
Head measurements in Figures 6 to 9, Appendix B, 
and Tables XVII to XX, Appendix A, follow the same pat-
tern of steady growth as most other parts do. I found 
all fledgling head measurements {at flight) exceeded the 
adult measurements {Figure 20). 
Leg and foot· measurements listed in Figures 10 to 
13, Appendix B, and Tables XXI to XXIV, Appendix A, show 
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as flight time draws near. All measurements again exceed 
those of the adult (Figure 20). 
From Figure 20 it can be observed that locomotory 
parts of the chick and those involving large sized 
feather growth (tail, length, wing) are slower growing 
than the head parts which are above average adult meas-
urements. Total length shows a steady gain throughout. 
The tail (which did not appear until between twenty-four 
to thirty-six days) grew fairly rapidly, the long 
feathers being the slower developing ones. Most measure-
ments {except the closed wing and weight) show an initial 
growth period and a leveling off after the forty-eighth 
day. 
The chick, when hatched, (N=44r X=6.7 gm.), shows 
a loss in weight of about 5 per cent to the egg weight 
(Table VIII) and the chick is 17.5 per cent (Table XXIX) 
of the adult weight. The weight of the chick at forty-
eight days is 668 per cent more than its birth weight 
and then it decreases until flight to 555.2 per cent but 
less than the adult weight by a little over 2 per cent. 
Tarsal and toe measurements show parallel growth. Wing 
measurements indicate regular initial growth but as the 
feathers grow the line climbs rapidly. This feather 
growth is especially noticeable when comparing the final 
gains of the wing bend and wing extent with the closed 
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TABLE XXIX 
COMPARISON OF .EGGS AND CHICKS AT HATCHING 
TO THE ADULT 
ifi'O ~ ADULT TO cf ADULT 
\CHICK WEIGHT ATT 18. 00,,6 17.1% 
ONE DAY 
·. _.,; 
WEIGHT OF EGGS 22.2% 21.6% 
WEIGHT OF SHEtLS .21% .21% 
WEIGHT OF CHICK AT ONE DAY ••••••••• N=44 
WEIG!f.P OF ADULT MALE •• ~ ••••••• ~ ••• N=33 
WEIGHT OF ADULT FEMA,J.,E •••••••••••• N=30 
WEIGHT OF ADULT MALE A.ND FEMALE •••• N=63 
WEIGHT OF EGGS ••••••••••••••••••••N=32 
WEIGHr OF SHELLS •••.•• • •••••••••••• N=31 




X= 6. 7 gm. 
X=37 .17 gm. 
X=39.19 gm. 
X=38.2 gm. 
X= 8.265 gm. 
X= o. 796 gm. 
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wing. The chick at flight then exceeds the measurements 
of the adult in most measurements except the flight 
feathers of wing and tail. 
It appears that food and growth are interlocked 
with gains or losses in measurements. Variations in 
measurements are influenced by lack of food or heavy 
feedings at different stages of development. If a chick 
lacks food, all growth appears to cease during this peri-
od, with sudden growth advances as food is supplied. The 
appearance and variation in rectrices emergence from the 
sheath is also reflected in the number of feedings and 
the amount of food. 
Richdale (1943b) in speaking of the Diving Petrel 
says they hid near the·nest before leaving and the reason 
for leaving depended on correct wing development and 
attainment of normal flying weight. Lockley (1930) 
states that Manx Shearwaters were found in burrow en-
trances five to six days before leaving. Richdale 
(1943a) indicates that some chicks of the White-faced 
storm Petrel may wander to the mouth of the burrow while 
still in down stage. Davis (1957) mentions that some 
Storm Petrel chicks went to the burrow entrance and 
exercised their wings. 
I found that I had to keep very careful checks of 
Ashy Petrel chicks two weeks prior to flight as chicks 
were seldom found at the burrow and the immediate area 
had to be thoroughly seanched to find the chick. They 
seldom strayed more than five to ten feet away and 
sometimes adopted a new •burrow• (actually a new space 
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in which to hide during the day). Observations of fledg-
lings actually leaving for the sea were never made, the 
chicks were simply missing the next day and assumed to 
hav·e gone to sea. 
VIII. ALBINISM 
Nero (1954) defines albinism as follows: the 11 term 
albinism has generally been applied to animals displaying 
some degree of abnormal coloring or depigmentation. 11 
A.shy Petrel skins from the California Academy of Sciences 
and the Museum of Vertebrate zoology at Berkeley were 
examined by Baptista (1966). Of one hundred forty-seven 
birds he found nineteen with albinistic feathers, or 11.l 
per cent albinistic. 
According to Gross (1965) and Nero (1954) the Ashy 
Petrel would be cla.ssed as 11 partial asymmetrical" and 
11 specific11 albinism. The author agrees with Baptista 
(1966) that it occurred regularly on the anterior region 
of the bird, specifically on the head. 
Mueller and Hutt (1941) suggest a classification 
in which "incomplete albinism" is a "condition in which 
the eyes, skin, or feathers are affected, but not all 
three" and "imperfect albinism" in which there is "par-
tial inhibition of pigment formation in any or all three 
of these areas, but not total in any" and "partial albi-
nism" or a "complete or partial albinism within localized 
areas. 11 
Loomis (1918) noticed Ashy Petrels with albinistic 
feathers. sage (1963), Gross (1965), and Baptista (1966) 
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indicate that other .Procellariidae are carriers of albi-
nistic feathers. some families of birds showing albinism 
are: Fringillidae, Tetraonidae, Anatidae (Deane, 1876)~ 
Icterids (Nero, 1954, and Edson, 1928): and Canada 
Geese (Hanson, 1949). 
Sage (1962) gives some of the causes of albinism 
as: hereditary, inbreeding, shock, diet, senility, dis-
ease, and injury. Rollin (1959) suggests some albinism 
in blackbirds was due to feeding on certain foods. Sage 
(1963) and Baptista (1966) suggest isolation, social, and 
sedentary habits result in a high incidence of albinism 
as opposed to the low incidence in migratory species. 
Of the eight hundred fifty-two skins of petrels of 
several species studied by Baptista (1966) seventy-three 
were albinistic. 
Albinistic petrels taken by the author are 
described herewith: 
V3 •••••••• with an albinistic eye-ring, and two feathers 
in the crown 
RMP 4 ••••• many albinistic feathers on the breast 
286H •••••• many albinistic feathers on the back 
PH l •••••• same as RMP 4 
S6 •••••••• white eye-ring, scattered feathers on lores 
and malar region 
RSV 13 •••• rnany feathers in the chin 
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072 ••••••• albinistic feathers in lores, a few in the eye-
ring 
P38 ••••••• scattered feathers on head 
105-157 ••• scattered feathers on head 
150-140 ••• a few feathers in eye-ring and one on crown 
150-158 ••• many feathers on breast 
IX. MOULT 
Watson (1963) states that moult 11 is a single 
growth process actively concerned only with the pro-
duction of the new generation of feathers." This 
results in a passive loss of old feathers. 
Roberts {1940} mentions a complete moult of the 
Wilsen•s Petrel between May and October when it was 
migrating. Lack (1954) mentions that most birds, espe-
cially some Procellariiformes, undergo a complete moult 
after breeding. Maher (1962) indicates that the Snow 
Petrel moulted during its breeding season. The Short-
tailed Shearwater, according to Marshall and Serventy 
(1956b) moulted the wing feathers and tail feathers when 
it reached the wintering area and moulted its body feath-
ers while breeding. Murphy (1936) suggests that certain 
l?rocellariiformes or Diving Petrels 11 lost all their 
flight feathers" synchronously. Stresemanns {1966) 
indicates that Diving Petrels moulted all the primaries 
at once and that in certain genera tail moult was near-
synchronous. Watson (1968) mentions a specimen of 
Pelecanoides garnotii sent to him from Chile in which 
the primaries and secondaries were just emerging from 
the sheaths and the rectrices were in near-synchronous 
rnoutt and presumed that the bird did not have nesting 
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duties at that time. Watson (1968) agrees with 
Stresemanns that synchronous moults would leave the 
birds flightless for a shorter period rather than a 
prolonged moult of the above parts. Loomis (1918) exam-
ined several specimens of the Ashy Petrel and found no 
moult in April, a little on May 20, sporadic on June 29, 
complete renewal on September 20, renewal greater on 
October 8, and adults in full moult in Nov·ember. 
Of twenty specimens I collected between June 3 
and June 141 most showed no ecdysis in progress. Those 
that did indicate any moult had very little as there were 
very few sheaths present. 
Specimens I took at the end of July had new sheaths 
in the ventral tract. Three other specimens taken on 
July 23 showed three stages of moult, no moult at all, 
heavy moult in all tracts, heavy moult in caudal and 
cervical areas and light in other areas. 
Many but not all adults which I examined toward 
the end of August (with chicks), showed an almost mosaic 
pattern on the head consisting of brownish-hued feathers, 
interspersed with ashy and slate-colored ones. A few 
birds also showed this type of mottling on the dorsal 
tract at this time. 
This seems to indicate a light moult toward the 
end of the breeding period with the major part taking 
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place later.. Since.the Ashy Petrel has such a lengthy 
breeding cycle and not all birds breed at the same time, 
one finds a variety of moulting times for individual 
birds. There is a strong possibility that in non--
breeding birds the post-nuptial moult occurred prematurely 
(Wynne-Edwards, 1939). 
X. PARASITES 
Ectoparasites were listed by Nelson and Furman 
(1967) as; fleas, Actenopsylla suavis:- lice, Phyloceanus 
annuliv·entris and Halipeurus raphanus. Marshall and 
Nelson (1967) found a new species of mite, Dermanyssus 
faralloni. They also suggest that the nest in which 
the Actenopsylla suavis was found was occupied by an 
auklet before the A.shy Petrel used it. 
I found that mites caused weakness and death in 
some chicks. These chicks were covered with mites and 
seemingly were in a weakened condition to start with as 
they had been starved for many days. 
Nematodes were found in stomach contents. These 
were checked for me by M. Chitwood and she suggested that 
they were larval forms consumed in the flesh of fish 
eaten by the petrel. 
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XI. SUCCESS 
Wynne-Edwards (1939) mentions that the reproduc-
tive rate of the tubenoses 11 would appear to be slower 
than that of any other birds, or indeed, of any animal 
at all, with the exception perhaps of elephants and 
whales. 11 Wynne-Edwards says that Gurney (1913) points 
out that this was offset by an extra long life span. 
The longest life span for a bird (Andersen, 1895) is the 
Black-brewed Albatross {Diomedea rnalanophyrs). This 
bird returned to the colony for thirty-four consecutive 
years. Amadon (1964) states that the 11 evolutionary 
trend among birds has been towards producing relatively 
few young but bestowing upon them protracted parental 
care." 
various authors give successes of various Procel-
lariiformes as follows: 
(1) warham (1962) - Giant Petrel for different years: 
50 eggs produced 38 chicks (76% success) 
104 eggs produced 40 chicks (39% success) 
114 eggs produced 75 chicks (66% success) 
(2) Davis (1957) - Storm Petrel 
of 37 chicks - 4 died within 24 hours, 
2 flooded out 
of 80 ringed birds - 48% bred in 1954 
52% bred in 1955 
56% bred in 1956 
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of 120 nests - 82 bred 
59 holes with chicks 
23 cold or broken eggs 
3 e'ggs disappeared without 
a trace 
of 39 nests - in 1956 38% failed 
(3) Roberts (1940) - Wilson's Petrel 
65% flew 
(4) Richdale (1943a) - White-faced Storm Petrel 
of all fatalities: 84% died from 4 to 5 days 
64% died from 4 to 6 days 
Lack (1966) speaks of the low mortality in the Gannet1 
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sooty, Short-tailed, and Manx Shearwater as 5 per cent, 
confirming the low mortality rate of various sea-birds. 
The Royal Albatross with 3 per cent mortality, has the 
lowest adult mortality of any bird (Ashmole, 1963). 
The number of Ashy Petrel nests I studied is 269. 
Thirty-five of these nests were followed until the birds 
fledged. Seventy-three other nests produced chicks but 
were not followed consistently, so that the number of 
nests producing chicks was 108 or about 40 per cent. 
There were another 76 eggs laid which did not hatch, 
making a total of 184 eggs laid or about 68 per cent of 
the nests studied. Another 40 nests were used by unem-
ployed birds and non-breeders (6.7 per cent) making the 
total nests used by all birds approximately 83 per cent. 
Wilbur (1969) estimates the number of non-breeding 
Leach's Petrels on Kent Island as 13 per cent and 
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ineffective breeders 1.4 per cent of the total population. 
Only 45 Ashy Petrel nests were not used. Some of these 
could have been unsuitable for the birds since many were 
built by the author. Of the nests built by the author1 
40 nests were of rocks and another 24 were nesting 
boxes. Of the 40 man-built rock nests, 12 were used by 
singers or unemployed birds (no egg), 8 contained eggs 
which never hatched, 18 produced chicks and 2 were nev·er 
used. Of the nest boxes, 1 was used by singers or unem-
ployed birds, 5 contained eggs which never hatched, 14 
nests produced chicks, and 4 boxes were never used. 
Indications show good results of these man-made nests, 
as 50 per cent of them were used. 
Deaths of chicks are as follows: 
A. Natural Causes 
1. Died 1 to 5 days ••••••• 9 
2. Died 7 to 10 days •••••• 4 
3. Died 10 to 30 days ••••• s 
4 •. Died hatching •••••••••• 5 
s. Disappeared •••••••••••• 6 
6. Deserted ••••••••••••••• 1 
Total 30 
B. Accidental Deaths 
1. Accident ••••••••••••••• 1 
2. Died in a fire ••••••••• 5 
Total 6 
'rhis gives a total· of 36 deaths. Those which died in a 
fire were the result of the Coast Guard burning some old 
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buildings nearby.. There is also a possibility that some 
deaths occurred among chicks whose nests were not fol-
lowed until they flew. Using the figure of 30 natural 
deaths, the percentage of success would be approximately 
73 per cent. 
Causes of deaths.were - desertion, disappearance, 
and predators. Predators were mainly ~ musculus which 
were often seen running among the rock.s. One mouse was 
seen eating the contents of an egg at nest 514. Nest 
RSF 17 had feathers scattered about and teeth marks in 
the flesh of the chick. The reason for death in those 
chicks which died during the first 30 days was generally 
unknown. Some succumbed to starvation as they were 
seemingly deserted. Others died with the parent brooding 
them. Some chicks which were underfed were covered with 
red mites Dermanyssus faralloni. Some were apparently 
weakened from these mites but others were able to sur-
vive after heavy feedings. 
I found adult casualties other than man-imposed 
resulted f rorn caved-in nests and suffocation, drowning 
in water barrels, collisions with lights, probably auklet 
inroads, and predation by Mus musculus. Two nests 
checked one evening with petrels present were found in 
the morning with Cassin•s ~uklets in them and petrel 
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feathers scattered about. Three nests indicated attacks 
by mice as the dead birds showed rodent teeth mar.ks on 
the flesh of the rib cage. 
XII. SUMMARY 
Behavior 
socializing resulted from certain movements and 
calls from the colony which produced a bonding effect 
between members of the colony, helping the birds to 
become socially responsive to one another and thus re-
ducing the tendency to fighting. Inexperienced birds, 
prebreeders, and non-breeders probably needed this 
experience more than breeders who seldom enacted this 
form of behavior, appearing to use visitation to the 
burrows rather than partying as a social experience. 
Visiting, as a strong desire for company of other 
birds, was initiated: by a male waiting for the female: 
by a courting pair: or by an unattached non-breeding 
pair. Most visitors were males, although one female was 
found visiting another female. 
Sky-calling was a sound uttered in socializing: 
by a bird on the ground calling toa bird flying above: 
for no apparent reason1 upon landing after aerial activ-
ity: between two birds1 between parents prior to feeding 
the chick1 by adults or chicks to disturbances nearby: 
in aerial activity: as a response to certain duetters: 
and probably in nest discovery or establishment. 
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Aerial activity was a fonn of socializing and 
generally involved sky-calling. It was a circling and 
chasing flight over certain parts of the colony. Duet-
ting, partial duetting, crowing, and sky-calling gener-
ally initiated aerial activity. Incubating birds were 
found to take part in this activity and also in social-
izing. Both males and females took part. 
Aerial courting consisted of wheeling and circling 
by a male and female. In some instances body contact 
was noted. It appeared to be a courting action of a 
male probably pursuing a female. Landing after the 
chase with periods of inactivity before circling again 
was sometimes noticed. 
Clicking or snapping was heard and appeared to be 
an annoyance reaction. 
Threat and attack was a fonn of partner protec-
tion, including the nest if needed, and was accompanied 
by rasps. This form of behavior became more common as 
the pair-bond became stronger. Contact between attacker 
and attacked was seldom observed. Attack or threat was 
a defense of property, the property being a sex-partner 
or a potential sex-partner. 
Searching was on the wing over the vicinity of 
the nest and at times a seemingly aimless shuffling over 
the ground in search of a nest of the previous season, 
or, in first-breeders, a new nest. It was generally a 
silent occupation but occasionally a sky-call was 
uttered. 
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Physical contacts occurred in the form of: aerial 
courting: duetters at the nest nibbling the feathers of 
each other, particularly around the head and neck: an 
adult nibbling the feathers of its chick: and coition. 
Copulation was seen to take place above ground 
but probably was more common in the burrow. Visitors to 
the procedure were noticed •. Males were probably attuned 
for coition upon arrival at the breeding grounds. 
Collisions between birds or birds and objects 
occurred. I feel that it was an accidental behavior on 
the part of the Ashy Petrel. 
The crow was gi v·en by males from the nest and 
seemed to indicate a readiness to court. This-sound 
often instigated aerial activity. Another call labelled 
the triumph call was also heard, but its purpose is not 
known. 
Rasps were of two kinds. The recognition rasp 
was used as a challenge to other birds until recognition 
and compatability were established. Annoyance rasps were 
uttered by chicks and adults in uncomfortable situations, 
or as a true threat to others of its own species. 
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Partial duets were sung from the burrows by males 
to attract the mate. This sound sometimes initiated 
aerial courting. Partial duets developed into duetting 
by breeders and non-breeders when a compatible partner 
was present. Breeders appear to use it to strengthen 
the pair-bond in readiness for egg-laying. Partial 
duetting was heard in the air in a few instances but 
the function was not investigated. Partial duetting and 
more rarely duetting were heard from some birds after 
they began incubation. 
Thus it appears that singing begins with the male 
finding the burrow and taking part in social activ·ity, 
sky-calling, aerial activity, etc., stimulating 
ecrudescence of the gonads to be prepared for coition 
with the female and egg-laying. The female in turn is 
stimulated to ovulate by a series of social activities, 
aerial courtship, and other activities during which time 
the pair of birds begin to know each other by rasps and 
partial duets which become a synchronized duet& Pair 
formation is not a hurried process. I would venture to 
say that many non-breeders prepared for the following 
season's breeding activities the previous season by 
engaging in all the social activities of a breeding pair 
but not culminating in the production of off spring. 
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Waves of activity probably involving unattached 
birds, pre-breeders and non-breeders occurred. Many 
nests were used for visitings, partial duettings, and 
duettings •. Much aerial activity and socializing during 
these times of activity were noticeable. These were 
probably practice sessions for inexperienced birds. 
Activ·ity during moonlight periods showed less aerial 
activity but did not seem to lessen the activity at the 
nest. Activities at nests of incubating birds during 
the night showed v·isits by mates {not nest exchanges) 
and probably the exit, in some instances, of the incu-
bating bird for short intervals. Most nest activ·ity 
occurred between 11:00 P.M. and 5:00 A.M. Most activity 
during July was between 1:00 and 2:00 A..M. The lesser 
amount of activity in numbers of birds during August 
would seem to indicate the departure of most non-
breeders and unemployed birds. 
Pre-egg Activities 
Activity in the form of duetting, socializing, 
crowing, partial duetting, and aerial activity was 
noticed in March. Earliest eggs laid were probably by 
experienced breeders on March 22 and 25 so that the 
breeding extremes for the Ashy Petrel were from March 
until at least January. The pre-egg period had a range 
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of 19 to 39 days with extremes of 1 to 63 days during 
which time birds visited the burrow to sing (some until 
the day before the egg was laid) but the average deser-
tion time.of the nest by most birds before the egg was 
laid was 7 .04 days. Many nests were used by non-breeders, 
unattached birds, and unemployed birds which practiced 
breeding displays in preparation for breeding. 
A.shy Petrels were found to occupy the same nest-
si te each year and with the same partner. Exchange of 
partners seemed to necessitate a new nest-site. 
Nesting boxes which were provided proved to be 
successful nests. Most birds built nests among rocks 
with little or no nesting material. Nests radiated a 
characteristic odor seemingly stronger during the pre-
egg stage. Nesting in groups according to waves of 
activity seemed possible. 
Eggs have a volume of 8.5 cc.. The egg weight/ 
body weight to the female is 21.6 per cent., the chick 
showing a 4.5 per cent loss in weight after hatching. 
Egg-laying in unsuitable areas when apparently more 
suitable areas were present was noticeable but unexplain-
able. Two eggs were laid by some adults. Three opinions 
of this phenomenon are discussed. 
Egg-laying. The earliest egg found by the author was on. 
May 12. Incubation was for an average 43.90 days with a 
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range of 40 to.52 days.; The egg-laying season was mainly 
between June 2 to June 24 with the peak on June 8, with 
hatchings between July 16 to August 17. The author 
found the last fresh egg on August 3. Previous workers 
on the island reported late eggs on August 3, 16, 17., 
and as late as November. The entire breeding cycle 
involved an average of 119.8 days. 
Incubation 
In most instances incubation began with the lay-
ing of the egg. In eight nests the egg was not incubated 
until the second day, in one instance the third day, and 
another on: the thirteenth day. The percentage of the 55 
eggs studied that were not incubated the first day is 16 
per cent. 
Nest Relief. Male testes in some birds remained enlarged 
following incubation. This could account for short 
periods of post-incubation singing by some birds. Incu-
bation was shared by both adults with the average incu-
bation time for each bird being 2.49 days. 
Incubation Variations. Successfully incubated eggs were 
left unattended for from 1 to 2 days. There were many 
unsuccessful incubation extremes. Most of these were 
unexplainable. The possibility exists that a few of 
these were by inexperienced birds. Of 185 nests which 
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contained eggs, 41.6 per cent were successful in raising 
a chick. Some authors have mentioned a low incubation 
temperature in incubating petrels. The temperatures of 
incubating A.shy Petrels were found to be higher than the 
temperatures of active birds. 
Incubating Behavior. It was noticed that visiting was 
not tolerated once incubation began. During the day, 
adults preened and slept at the nest. At night there 
was evidence that incubating adults possibly left the 
nest for short periods. At the start of incubation the 
birds were extremely nervous and readily deserted. Some 
chicks were not attended by an adult during hatching. 
Return to ~· .A returning bird generally circled, 
hovered, or fluttered over its nest. Many often landed 
but left to circle again. Petrels used their wings, bill, 
and feet to get in and out of difficult physical situa-
tions. Birds were seen at dusk to be waiting at entrances 
to leave. 
Post-egg Activities 
Hatching. Chicks were released from the egg from 24 to 
72 hours after hatching. The chick down dried in approx-
imately 12 hours. Egg shells were not removed from the 
nest. some chicks when hatched showed alertness, open 
eyes, strength, and capabilities of retaliation to dis-
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turbances. Others could not support their head or were 
not able to stand up. In one instance both parents were 
present when the chick hatched and behav·ior included 
crowings1 partial duettings~ and snatches of duets. 
Length of retention of the egg-tooth was varied. 
Temperature. Twenty-nine active petrels showed a deep 
temperature average of lOS.9°F. Forty active adults 
0 gave an average rectal temperature of 104.1 F. Adult 
0 brooding temperature for 104 birds was 102.16 F. and an 
incubation temperature for 13 birds of 104.36°F. The 
drop in temperature from an active bird to a brooding 
bird was 2.0°F. The difference between the temperature 
of an adult (brooding) and the temperature of a chick 
was s.s7°F. The average temperature of the chick between 
1 to 10 days was 96.38°F. A steady gain in temperature 
was noticed from day one (94.S°F.) until the fifteenth 
day, at which time it leveled off. The temperature of 
the adult was probably obtained late in the chick's 
life (38th day on). 
Brooding. The average brooding time for 70 birds was 
2.2 days with a range of O to 7 days. A ratio of 
2.7:1.6 days was indicated for the partners. The bird 
present at the first brooding session brooded more days 
than its partner. Most chicks were brooded 1 to 12 days 
with a mean of 7.2 days. 
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Featheration. Protoptiles covered the chick when it was 
born. A. second down then appeared. Most of the feather-
ation is given in Figure 15. The chick had a bald spot 
on the crown. White-tipped coverts appeared about the 
36th day. Variations in feather growth were common, 
seemingly affected by amount of food given the chick. 
Down.still clung to the feathers (especially the ventral 
tract) of many fledglings upon leaving the island. 
Description of the adult is according to Dawson (1923). 
The only malformation found was split webs. 
Food. Stomach examinations revealed the following con-
tents: flower parts, flesh and feathers of birds, · 
spurious parasitic nematodes and sea life. The food 
supply was probably from a seasonal shifting source. 
Oil. Oil was ejected by handled birds or chicks and 
adults not used to the author's presence. The oil was a 
clear, reddish amber color high in Vitamin A, with a wax 
base. Ejection of oil was probably a defensive action. 
Irregular Feedings. Neglect, starvation, and sudden 
gains in weight were common with chicks. Many chicks 
which were weakened because of a period of starvation 
showed renewed strength and activity after one night's 
feeding. The greatest weight loss found was 10.2 gm. 
during two days and one night, or a loss of 25 per cent 
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of the chick's total weight. The majority of feedings 
were between 2 to 4 gm. There was no starvation period 
prior to the chick leaving the island. Large feather 
growth paralleled undulating weight variations between 
20 to 30 days after an initial steady gain. 
The Chick 
Behavior and Feeding. Chick sounds varied. Feeding con-
sisted of food being dribbled by the parent into the 
chick's uplifted open bill. Adults which had lost their 
own chick willingly fostered other chicks. Various 
reactions occurred when an adult was disturbed while 
incubating or brooding. Many chicks were discovered 
preening or sleeping during the day. some chicks were 
very defensively aggressive. 
Fledging. Twenty-five chicks fledged at an average age 
of 75.85 days measured to within an average of 5.25 days 
of flight. Fledgling/adult measurements varied. The 
wing bend measurement was highly significant until be-
tween 24 to 36 days. Most head and limb measurements 
surpassed that of the adult. Most parts showed a steady 
growth to the 48th day at which time the leveled off. 
The chick at birth weighed 6.74 gm. or 17.5 per 
cent of the adult weight (38.2 gm.), reaching a 555.2 
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per cent gain (2 per cent less than adult weight) at the 
time of leaving the island. 
Actual flights from the island were never ob-
served. Most fledglings hid near the nest prior to 
leaving. 
Albinism 
Albinism was common, especially in the head 
region. 
Moult 
There appeared to be a light moult toward the 
end of the breeding period. Most of the moult probably 
took place a:fter the breeding period. 
success 
Petrels have a low reproductive rate. The study 
of 269 petrels was made. Forty per cent produced eggs, 
68 per cent of the nests contained eggs, unemployed 
birds and non-breeders occupied 6.7 per cent of the 
nests. Eighty-three per cent of all nests were used 
during the summer of 1965. Nesting boxes made by the 
author showed 50 per cent successful use. Chick success 
was approximately 73 per cent. Deaths were from various 
causes: mouse population, starvation, red mite infesta-
tion, auklet intrusions, and exposure. 
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Parasites 
Parasites were: lice, fleas, and spurious larval 
nematodes. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN UNCORRELATED 
MEANS OF EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS TO 
CONTROLS MEA.SUREMENTS OF CHICKS 
ITEM- DAY SIGNIFICANCE !°' 
WEIGHT 12 0.142 2.750 
24 1.406 2.750 
36 0.635 2. 779 
WING EXTENT 12 0.032 2.750 
24 0.094 2.750 
36 0.122 2. 771 
WING FOLDED 12 0.057 2.750 
24 0.280 2.750 
36 0.936 2. 977 
WING BEND 12 *4.990 2.845 
24 *3.246 2.756 
36 0.284 2.807 
TARSUS 12 0.024 2.750 
24 o.367 2.750 
36 o.147 2.831 
48 0.079 2. 878 
INNER TOE 12 0.014 2.750 
24 0.271 2.750 
36 0.090 2. 763 
MIDDLE TOE 12 0.119 2.750 
24 0.087 2.750 
36 0.047 2.831 
OUTER TOE 12 0.112 2.750 
24 0.689 2.750 
36 SD - same for both 
48 0.293 2.756 
TOTAL LENGTH 12 0.142 2.750 
24 1.406 2.750 
36 0.635 2. 779 
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TA.BLE I (continued) 
ITEM DAY SIGNIFICANCE i-01 
EYE 12 0.201 2.750 
24 o.315 2.750 
36 o.347 2.750 
CUI.MEN 12 0.043 2.750 
24 0.001 2.750 
36 0.037 2.750 
GAPE 12 0.605 2.750 
24 0.104 2.750 
36 2.408 2.750 
NARE 12 0.119 2.750 
24 0.010 2.750 
36 o.os2 2.750 
NOTE: On days 12, 24, and 36 (in two cases day 48) 
control chick measurements were taken to 
evaluate the disturbances created in handling 
the chicks. Significance is judged by the 
t-test of the regular sample to the control 
sample and is noted at the 1% level. 
* is referred to in the text. 
TA.BLE II (A) r 
ADULT FEM.A.LE MEA.SURJBMENTS 
N x RANGE SD SEX t,·01 
WEIGHT 30 39.19 gm. 33.8-45.3 gm .. 3.209 o.595 2.756 
WING EXTENT 29 415.80 mm. 388.0-455.0 mm. 14.590 2.756 2.276 
WING FOLDED 29 143.40 mm. 138.0-155.0 mm. 4.050 o.765 2.276 
WING BEND 29 42.56 mm. 36.0-54.0 mm. 3.873 0.732 2.276 
TA.IL LONG 31 80.80 mm. 70.0-96.0 zmn. 7.239 1.321 2.750 
TAIL SHORT 29 60.72 mm. 54.0-70.0 mm. 3,.536 o.668 2.276 
TOTA.L LENGTH 29 19.41 mm. 182.0-202.0 mm. 5.138 o. 970 2.763 
TARSUS 29 23.15 mm. 22.2-24.8 mm. . 0.846 0.160 2.276 
INNER TOE 29 19.53 zmn. 18.3-21.8 zmn. 1.054 0.199 2.276 
MIDDLE TOE 29 23.71 mm. 21.9-26.2 mm. l.09l 0.206 2.276 
OUTER TOE 29 22.64 mm. 19.7-24.4 mm. 1.025 0.194 2.276 
TABLE II (A) . (continued) 
N x RANGE SD SE3l' ·f01 
'EYE 29 27.26 mm. 24.9-30.3 mm. 1.446 0.273 2.276 
CULMEN 29 12.98 mm .. 11.2-16.9 mm. 1.196 0 .. 226 2.276 
. GAPE 29 20.61 mm. '17.7-23.l mm. a: .. 778 0.336 2.763 
NA.RE 29 6.55 mm. 6.1-7 .. 2 mm. 0.990 0.,187 2.276 
TABLE II (B) 
1\DULT FEMA,LE MEASUREMENTS 
THEORETICAL 
99% CONFIDENCE NORMAL (X3) MAXIMUM (x4) 
WEIGHT 39.19 .:t 1.640 30.1-48.3 27 .1-51. 3 
WING EXTENT 415.80 ± 6.273 372.0-459.6 357.4-474.2 
WING FOLDED 143.40:± 1.741 131.2-155.6 127.2-159.6 
WING BEND 42.56 ± 1.666 30.9-54.2 27.1-58.l 
TAIL LONG so.so + - 3.632 59.1.-102.5 51 .. 8 .... 109.8 
TAIL SHORT 60. 72 .:t 1.520 50.1-71.3 46.6-74.9 
TOTAL LENGTH 19.41 t 2.680 175.0-205.8 169.9-211.0 
TARSUS 23.15 ± 0.364 20.6-25.7 19.8-26.5 
INNER TOE 19.53 ± 0.453 16.4-22.7 15.3-23.8 
MIDDLE TOE 23.71 .:t 0.469 20.4-27.0 19.4-28 .. l 
OUTER TOE 22.64 .! 0.441 19.6-25.7 18.5-28.7 
(\.) 
°' U1 
